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7.2.1 
From: Paul Conway [mailto:paul@adralberta.com]  
Sent: March-13-17 3:50 AM 


To: 'Barbara Bishop' 


Subject: Designation & Training standards 


 
Well Barbara, I know Tammy would be disappointed to hear that perspective, especially given the long 
hours she puts into ensuring that the ADRIA courses are of the highest quality, and are delivered by the 
best instructors and coaches.  Certainly we are bound by the content of the "national" courses, but only 
here in Alberta do we require 40 hours of pre-requisite training before taking the national mediation 
course.  We are probably the only province that regularly fails course candidates.  We work hard to 
ensure that ADRIC is reinvesting in the standardized courses and, next month, we will pilot the updated 
national arbitration course.  We are also bound by the national designation standards, and our 
designation committees work hard to ensure that these standards are fully met.  We have nominated no 
less than four (4) experienced ADRIA members to the national training committees - but change takes 
time.  The ADRIA Board has adopted two relevant strategies in regard to promoting the national 
designations - one that seeks to have more lawyers, HR practitioners, engineers, etc . obtain their Q 
designations as a valuable secondary qualification to augment their primary profession, and second - to 
encourage practicing Q-qualified members to work towards Chartered status.  The introduction of solo 
mediation opportunities to the Civil Claims mediation program has been an important development in 
this regard, but there is much work still to be done.    
 
Barbara - your decision to give up your C.Med designation and voice your concerns is, of course, 
respected.  Yours is an experienced voice, and the concerns you raise are echoed by others, including 
within the ADRIA staff and Board.  Should you wish an opportunity to work from within and be part of 
efforts to reform or rethink some of the directions taken by ADRIA and ADRIC, well .... that's why we 
remain a membership-driven organization.  I sincerely hope you stay connected to ADRIA, even if only as 
an Associate member.  I've added your notes to this weekend's Board agenda, as they have indicated a 
wish to discuss the training and Q designation standards in depth.  Your past and continued support of 
mediators that are seeking practical experience and mentorship is greatly appreciated and 
acknowledged.  Should you wish to remain an active voice and contribute to the ongoing ADRIA/ADRIC 
dialogue surrounding designations and training standards, I would welcome your engagement. 
 
Yours in ADR,  
 
Paul Conway | Executive Director  


 
The Professional Association for Mediators,  
 Arbitrators & ADR Practitioners in Alberta. 


   Over 550 members and still growing! 


               (780) 433-4881 ext. 111 


Check out ADRIA's new Vision, Logo & Website! 


         No Albertan Fears Conflict. 


            Visit: www.adralberta.com 


 


 
From: Barbara Bishop [mailto:barbara.bishop@just.gov.ab.ca]  
Sent: March-10-17 12:41 PM 
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To: Paul Conway 


Subject: RE: Second Notice - ADRIC Annual Designation Fees Due 


 


Good Afternoon, Paul, 


I hope all is well in your world.  Thank you for your thoughts regarding the Mediation Designation 


Committee, however that would not address my concerns 


I think ADRIA is not focused on excellence in training and there are other training institutes that will more 


than likely benefit from ADRIA's direction, especially if students are wanting to have a career in ADR,, not 


just a quick designation to add to their business card. 


I am not trying to be a pain but have a concern regarding succession planning for the future of 


competent mediators; RS will make every effort to offer mentorships as much as we can, however we 


need candidates with a higher skill level and initiative to access some form of learning through practice 


and that is where role plays become important.  Interest based mediators need to understand and know 


what an interest is prior to working with "real people in conflict".  Harm can be done and they will not 


even know it.  (code of ethics?) 


I appreciate all your efforts and will continue to support mediators who are interested in gaining 


experience. 


Thank you for your consideration and thoughts. 


Have a great weekend, 


Barbara 


 


 


 


Barbara Bishop C. Med. R.F.M 


Mediation Team Lead, Edmonton 


Resolution and Court Administration Services 


780-427-8330 


Barbara.Bishop@gov.ab.ca 


  


"This communication is intended for the use of the recipient to which it is addressed, and may contain 


confidential, personal and or privileged information. Please contact us immediately if you are not the 


intended recipient of this communication, and do not copy, distribute, or take action relying on it. Any 


communication received in error, or subsequent reply, should be deleted or destroyed." 


 


>>> "Paul Conway" <paul@adralberta.com> 3/9/2017 2:57 PM >>> 


I`m thinking out loud now Barbara ............. 
  
We need new blood and strong voices on our Mediation Designation Committee.  The work is not 
onerous (focussed in April and October annually), but it is a Board-appointed committee with access to 
the ADRIA Board of Directors AND the ADRIC national committee.  This might look like a play to retain 
you as a C.Med Full member, but the suggestion is quite sincere.  I`ve attached the Terms of 
Reference.  Let me know. 
  
Paul Conway | Executive Director  



mailto:Barbara.Bishop@gov.ab.ca
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The Professional Association for Mediators,  
 Arbitrators & ADR Practitioners in Alberta. 
   Over 550 members and still growing! 


               (780) 433-4881 ext. 111 


Check out ADRIA's new Vision, Logo & Website! 
         No Albertan Fears Conflict. 
            Visit: www.adralberta.com 
  
  
THE EMAIL BELOW WAS INSERTED INTO THIS CHAIN FOR BOARD INFO ONLY, AND NOT SENT TO MS. 
BISHOP 
From: Paul Conway [mailto:paul@adralberta.com]  
Sent: March-07-17 3:00 PM 
To: 'Dolores Herman' <dherman2010@gmail.com>; 'Dolores Herman' <Dolores.Herman@neb-
one.gc.ca>; 'Marshall, Barrie' <Barrie.Marshall@gowlingwlg.com> 
Cc: 'Tammy Borowiecki' <tammy@adralberta.com>; 'Truus Souman' <membership@adralberta.com>; 
Stan Galbraith <stan@galbraith.ab.ca>; 'John Souman' <john@caneurope.ca>; 'Wendy Hassen' 
<wendy@wendyhassen.ca>; 'Joanne Munro' <joannepmunro@gmail.com> 
Subject: Board discussion of ADRIA training and ADRIC designation criteria 


 
At Stan's suggestion, I will include Barbara Bishop's concerns, as expressed below, as part of the Board 
agenda for March 18th, ...... and as the requested continuance of the Board's discussion of student 
feedback - specifically the documents shared at the January meeting.  As per our January meeting, I have 
asked Tammy to attend this Board discussion, which also meshes with the Board's ongoing concerns 
regarding the term "Qualified" in ADRIC's Q.Med and Q.Arb designations. 
 
It is worth noting that ADRIA remains the only Affiliate to require 40-hours of pre-requisite interest-
based ADR training BEFORE being allowed to take the ADRIC National Introductory Mediation Course.  
 
Paul Conway | Executive Director  


 
THE EMAIL ABOVE  WAS INSERTED INTO THIS CHAIN FOR BOARD INFO ONLY, AND NOT SENT TO MS. 
BISHOP 
 
 
From: Barbara Bishop [mailto:barbara.bishop@just.gov.ab.ca]  


Sent: March-07-17 2:41 PM 
To: Paul Conway; Barbara Bishop 


Cc: membership@adralberta.com; McKay' 'ADRIC - Janet 


Subject: RE: Second Notice - ADRIC Annual Designation Fees Due 
  


Thanks Paul, I will consider that membership option and appreciate the suggestion. 
However, my issue stems from being very discouraged with efforts to hire a new family mediator only to 


discover Q.Meds. and even a C. Med., who, when asked did not know what an "interest" was and were not 


well equipped to display any kind of skill competency in the interest based model.   



http://www.adralberta.com/
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My training from AAMS was over 200 hours with role play practice, weekly, over a 2 year time frame and I 


think this is where the concern lies.  
We can definitely mentor mediators, however I don't want to have to train mediators in the mediation 


model with candidates who don't know what they don't know and that comes from the training and 


practice as in role plays. 
The public's perspective is whatever their experience has been, or word of mouth, and if they had a not so 


great mediation experience it paints all of us with the same brush. 
ADRIA (AAMS) was always known for the excellence of their training and I am disappointed the bar has 


been lowered due to variables that are counter productive to ensuring mediation is a respected 


profession, not just in the specialized area of family. 
Again, thank you for allowing me to give my two bits worth. 
Warm regards, 
Barbara 
  
 


Barbara Bishop  


Mediation Team Lead, Edmonton 


Resolution and Court Administration Services 


780-427-8330 


Barbara.Bishop@gov.ab.ca 


  


"This communication is intended for the use of the recipient to which it is addressed, and may 


contain confidential, personal and or privileged information. Please contact us immediately if 


you are not the intended recipient of this communication, and do not copy, distribute, or take 


action relying on it. Any communication received in error, or subsequent reply, should be deleted 


or destroyed." 


 


>>> "Paul Conway" <paul@adralberta.com> 3/3/2017 4:39 PM >>> 
>  
Barbara - I'm am disappointed to hear of these concerns, and would certainly welcome hearing more 
from you about them, and any suggestions you might offer. I've made no secret of how much we've 
appreciated your long-standing patronage and support, most recently with respect to new policies and 
practices within the GOA's Resolution Services. 
  
While ADRIA shares your concerns regarding the semantic choice of the word "Qualified" in the Q.Med, 
ADRIA does remain supportive of having an entry level designation for those aspiring to achieve C.Med 
status, AND for those wishing to add mediation skills as a secondary qualification to their primary 
profession (Law, Social Work, HR, Engineering, etc). The trick, as you've pointed out, is to better educate 
the public as to what these designations truly represent. This is an ongoing priority for the ADRIA Board 
of Directors, and a discussion to which you could add value.  
  
Regulating the profession also remains an ongoing discussion, most recently highlighted in the ADRIA 
Mediation Advocacy Task Force White Paper, and now being explored by the Board of Directors. 
Perhaps we could grab a coffee sometime soon to discuss these issues further. 
  



mailto:Barbara.Bishop@gov.ab.ca
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In the short-term, if you're not maintaining your designation or ADRIC membership, do you wish to 
remain connected to Alberta's ADR community through an Associate membership? Let Truus or I know if 
that's the case, and we'll certainly facilitate the transfer.  
  
Paul Conway | Executive Director  


 
The Professional Association for Mediators,  
 Arbitrators & ADR Practitioners in Alberta. 
(780) 433-4881 ext. 111 
Check out ADRIA's new Vision, Logo & Website! 
No Albertan Fears Conflict. 
Visit: www.adralberta.com 
  
  
From: ADRIC - Janet McKay [mailto:janetmckay@adric.ca]  
Sent: March-03-17 4:08 PM 


To: barbara.bishop@just.gov.ab.ca 


Cc: Paul Conway 
Subject: RE: Second Notice - ADRIC Annual Designation Fees Due 
  
Dear Barbara, 
  
Thank you for your feedback.  I am sorry to hear that you will not be renewing your membership and 
designation. 
  
As mentioned in my message, I would be pleased to chat with you further about your feedback. 
  
Best regards, 
Janet 
  


Janet McKay 
Executive Director / Directrice générale  


 
WE'VE MOVED! New ADRIC Suite #407 and new Fax #416-901-4736 effective immediately. 
(Our phone numbers remain unchanged and ADRIO remains in Suite 405.) 
 
407 - 234 Eglinton Avenue East 
Toronto, ON, Canada M4P 1K5 
416-487-4733 • 1-877-475-4353 #105 
fax/télécopieur: 416-901-4736 
janetmckay@adric.ca            ADRIC.ca  


       @ADRCanada  #ADRIC 
unsubscribe/désabonner 
  


MARK YOUR CALENDAR: 



http://www.adralberta.com/

mailto:janetmckay@adric.ca

mailto:barbara.bishop@just.gov.ab.ca

mailto:janetmckay@adric.ca

http://www.adric.ca/

mailto:janetmckay@adrcanada.ca?subject=Unsubscribe/%20Désabonner

http://www.facebook.com/home.php#!/group.php?gid=149752171707351

http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=3303518&trk=hb_side_g





  


 
  
  
  
From: Barbara Bishop [mailto:barbara.bishop@just.gov.ab.ca]  


Sent: Friday, February 17, 2017 5:48 PM 
To: admin@adric.ca 


Subject: Re: Second Notice - ADRIC Annual Designation Fees Due 
  


Hi, 
I am choosing to not renew my membership, even though I have been a member for approximately 20 


years, along with my Chartered designation. (16 yrs)? 
I am disappointed in the 'watering down" of the training, with a lack of public advocacy for mediation.  I 


would be more supportive if the direction was to create a disciplinary professional body, requiring a level 


of expertise or education for mediators.  The influence of lawyers, social workers, and other professionals 


who are resistant to training or developing as mediators seems to be supported and the publics valuing 


of the services of mediators is still very low.  The option of anyone calling themselves a mediator without 


training is available to all. 
I am also concerned regarding the Chartered Designation having no real meaning to the public, especially 


since the Q.Med. designation was created; seems to be more of a "money grab" than any other real 


purpose. 
I have been fully employed as a mediator for the past 17 + years, working in different areas, both privately 


and with the government, mainly in the area of family.   
So, I am still hopeful that the good work that everyone does and has done will eventually be valued as it is 


with other professionals.   
Thank you for your consideration of my comments and enjoy the weekend, 
Barbara Bishop 
  


Barbara Bishop  


Mediation Team Lead, Edmonton 


Resolution and Court Administration Services 


780-427-8330 


Barbara.Bishop@gov.ab.ca 


  


"This communication is intended for the use of the recipient to which it is addressed, and may 


contain confidential, personal and or privileged information. Please contact us immediately if 


you are not the intended recipient of this communication, and do not copy, distribute, or take 
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action relying on it. Any communication received in error, or subsequent reply, should be deleted 


or destroyed." 


  
>>> <admin@adric.ca> 2/17/2017 11:27 AM >>> 


 


 
 


ADRIC Annual Designation Fees Now Due 


 


 


Dear Barbara, 


 


Payment for the annual Designation(s) fees was due January 1st.  If you have not already renewed and 


paid your 2017 designation fees, please go to your Member Portal now to renew.  Deadline was 


January 31st. 


 


MEMBER PORTAL: http://mbr.adric.ca/ADRIA 


 


By renewing in a timely manner, you support initiatives to move ADRIC, ADRIA and ADR promotion forward for all 


members.  


 


Please note that the annual Designation renewal fee is separate from and does not include your Regional Affiliate 


membership dues, which are collected by your Regional Affiliate. 


 


Note; after you click "Pay now", please click on your shopping cart to enter your credit card information.  A 


confirmation e-mail/receipt showing the breakdown of costs will be automatically sent via email after the batch 


has been confirmed by our office. 


 


Thank you for your prompt attention. 


 


If you have already renewed, thank you. 


 


If you need assistance with your Member Portal or if you have any questions about your designation, please 


contact ADRIC: admin@adric.ca / 416-487-4733 / 1-877-475-4353.  


 


Sincerely, 


 


Janet McKay 


Executive Director 


 



mailto:admin@adric.ca

http://mbr.adric.ca/ADRIA
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ADR Institute of Canada 


407 - 234 Eglinton Avenue East 


Toronto, ON, Canada, M4P 1K5 


Tel: 416-487-4733 • 1-877-475-4353 


www.adric.ca 


 


p.s. Are you fully retiring from the workforce?  ADRIC and the Affiliates offer retired members the opportunity to 


hold their designation(s) at no annual fee provided that they are fully retired from the workplace and maintain at 


least a retired membership category with the provincial or regional affiliate.  In such cases, the designation would 


be modified as follows:  C.Med (Ret); Q.Med (Ret); C.Arb (Ret); Q.Arb (Ret).  This is ADRIC's way of honouring our 


long-term designated members.  You need not do anything to renew your designation, but you must maintain 


membership with your regional affiliate.  This retired designation category is not available to members who are 


not currently practicing or are inactive in ADR for other reasons. 


 


www.ADRIC.ca • admin@adric.ca 


416-487-4733 • 877-475-4353 
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COMMUNICATION 9 12 9 12 0


CONFLICT MANAGEMENT FOR HR 0 0 0


SEP & DIVORCE MEDIATION 0 0 0


MEDIATION 10 0 10 0


SPECIALTY 6 6 0 0


ARBITRATION 0 0 0 Total 2016 


TOTAL REGISTRATIONS 9 12 6 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 22 0 37
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PRIVATE CONTRACTS $0
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Presidents Roundtable 


March 8, 2017 


Our very own Truus Souman has agreed to attend the PRT meetings by telephone and take minutes.  


I will not attempt to duplicate her task here as she does a superior job.  What follows are my thoughts 


and questions for the Board arising out of this meeting. 


The primary topic of discussion was led by Wendy Hassen regarding the progress of the MOU Task 


Force.  They would appreciate feedback from the affiliates. 


What is the position of ADRIA regarding corporate memberships and the desirability of 


standardizing corporate memberships across the country? 


Does Alberta support an effort to standardize full membership and other categories of membership 


across Canada? 


There are a variety of categories of membership across the country.  Even within the full 


membership category, there is a lack of consensus on the criteria for membership.   


The biggest issue is the following.  Some affiliates take the view that membership should be 


indicative of a certain level of training and status.  Accordingly, full membership is restricted to 


those who have attained that level of training or expertise.  Other affiliates take the view that 


membership is wide open to anyone who practices in the ADR field and also to anyone else who is 


interested in becoming a full member.   In my view, designations are there for the purpose of letting 


the public know whether someone has certain training and experience.  Feedback to the MOU on this 


issue would be appreciated by them. 


The mechanics of national versus affiliate membership is also a major issue.  At a national level, 


individuals cannot directly join and become a member of ADRIC.  They can only become a member 


by becoming a member of one of the affiliates.  This automatically entitles them to the benefits and 


services of ADRIC.  The question is whether that person is in fact a voting member of ADRIC or 


whether the only voting members of ADRIC should be the corporate members and the affiliates.  


Currently, there is confusion as each individual is a member of both organizations, however, they can 


only achieve this by becoming a member of a regional affiliate. 
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Executive Director’s Report – March 2017 
 
 


 
 


Note - Potential elements of this report that have been adequately addressed elsewhere in the Board’s agenda are, for the most 


part, not included herein.  Dashboard display elements continue be incorporated slowly into Board presentation materials, and 


will progressively linked to ADRIA’s strategic plan and success indications.  Dashboard metrics are intended to provide Board 


members with clear, succinct and meaningful data, charts and indicators upon which they may base their decisions, establish 


new initiatives, and provide strategic direction.  It is important that all Board members provide feedback and suggestions 


regarding the topics, materials and metrics presented – what’s useful, what’s not, and what might be needed in the future. 


 


 


 


Membership 


Paul Conway, Executive Director 


Truus Souman, Executive & Membership Coordinator 


 


This is perhaps the first time I’ve posted an amber light for Membership, but the news is not alarming.  


We are fortunate to have Truus on the membership desk, as she persists in tracking down lapsed 


members and securing their continued patronage.  This does add, however, to our administrative 


overhead.  There are a lot of memberships that renew in the first quarter, and a higher percentage than 


normal have been slow to renew (or have decided against, or have been unable to afford).  Certainly the 


LINK membership category has attracted eight (8) previously Full members, due to retirement or 


employment circumstances, and Alberta’s economic downturn has also caused members to carefully 


consider their professional expenses (memberships AND designations).  Organizational memberships 


remain a key priority for 2017, but we still await the finalization and posting of the ADRIC Corporate 


membership program, and our own marketing drive. 


 


As expected, 2017 is off to a challenging start, offering 


success stories, some anticipated challenges, and a 


few unforecast setbacks.  Fewer available staff hours, 


increasing demands for our time, and a general sense 


from all sectors that money is tight …. yet there is still 


such a wealth of potential for ADR in Alberta.  The 


challenge for ADRIA; Board, staff and members alike, 


is how to leverage our numbers and resources to 


capitalize on the opportunities that lie before us.       







 


Reporting date Full Members, 
which includes 
an ADRIC 
membership 


Associate Members* 
(*non-ADRIC Mbrs) 
+ Org Learner Mbrs* 
+ LINK members 
(see note below) 


Total ADRIA 
Members, 
including non-
ADRIC Mbrs 


Paid 
Organizational 
Members 
 


BoD Meeting Mar 2017 374 146 + 8 + 6 538 4 
BoD Meeting Jan 2017 378 160 + 8 + 3 549 4 


     End-2016 385 161 + 4 + 3 553 3 


BoD Meeting Nov 2016 388 160 + 2 + 3 553 3 


BoD Meeting Sep 2016* 388 173 + 2 563  


AGM June 2016** 381 165 546  
     End-2015 380 163+2 545  


AGM June 2015 369 150+2     521  
     End-2014 361 144+4     509  


AGM May 2014 338 145 483  
     End-2013 328 151 479  


     End-2012 329 102 431  


ADRIA Sep 2012 
(Stand-up of ADRIA) 


311 92 403  


AAMS (May 2012) 354 113 467  


AAMS (May 2011) 333 104 437  


ADRIA High (BoDMtg)  
Sep 2016* 


388 173+2    563  


Previous recorded low 
(ADRIA start Sep 2012) 


311 92 403  


* end-Aug stats 
** end-May stats 


    


NOTE:  The category of Organizational Learner Members is similar to an Associate Member; typically 
Organizational Member employees or other ADRIC Affiliate members.  LINK members are connected 
to ADRIC and  include full-time students, retired members and those without employment income. 


 


 


 
Online ADR Directory 
Truus Souman, Membership Coordinator 


Tammy Borowiecki, Director Professional Development 


 


 We currently feature 87 members in the Directory, and member feedback remains positive. 







  Designations  
Tammy Borowiecki, Director Professional Development 


Truus Souman, Executive & Membership Coordinator 


Jon Souman, Chair MDC 


John Welbourn, Chair ADC 


• We are now in the March application window.  Eleven (11) applications have already been received [3 


Q.Med, 7 Q.Arb, 1 C.Arb and zero C.Med].  More applications are expected by month’s end. 


• As most are aware, the Civil Claims Mediation Program is now identifying solo mediation 


opportunities for those on the roster that wish to pursue an ADRIC national designation.  This policy 


initiative was instigated by ADRIA, and shared with ADRIC as a potential best practice in other 


provinces.  


• Aside from accurately reflecting our concerns, we have received no new updates from ADRIC 


regarding their efforts to standardize designation approval criteria across Canada. 


• The Board will continue its discussion of the Q criteria this weekend. 


 


 
Professional Development & Education 
Tammy Borowiecki, Director Professional Development 


Jocelyn Christian, Education Assistant 


 


 Still being prepared.  Will be sent under separate cover.  See accompanying chart. 


 


 
Professional Development & Education notes from the ED: 
 


 The Education team has been extremely pressed for time in recent weeks, and ADRIA should be 


extremely grateful for their dedication and ability to support competing demands for their time. 


 Our Education programs and student feedback are included on this week’s Board agenda, and 


Tammy will be present to update the Board and answer questions.  


 


 


 







 


ADR Networking Events & Luncheons   


 


 


 


 


 


IT, Communications & Marketing  
 


 The ADRIC iMIS membership database system continues to pose significant challenges, and our 


members have been frustrated by difficulties in accessing the portal, renewing designations, and 


obtaining receipts.  The ADRIC IT Committee did host a conference call to discuss to Affiliate 


concerns, and is actively engaged in sorting out the issues.  Generally, we believe that ADRIA 


dodged a bullet, but our Full members are clearly frustrated with the ADRIC online experience.    


 


 In January/February ADRIA was impacted by a significant attack of ransomware that necessitated 


many hours of unforecast work from staff and our IT support to rectify.  Fortunately, no ADRIA 


data was lost, but we continue to experience problems and slowdowns that flow from the 


interruption.  Since this attack we have further improved our internal safeguards and backups.   


 


 We continue to invest in Kristy’s marketing efforts, social media outreach, website redesign and 


email communications.  While we still believe that this will pay dividends in the long run, course 


registrations remain low.  In addition to enhanced website content, the marketing focus for 2017 


will remain on our education programs, organizational memberships and private training 


contracts.    


 


 


 The FOAJ has now committed to supporting both the Edmonton & Calgary ADR luncheons. 


 ADRIA Board members are strongly encouraged to support these Calgary, Edmonton and Rural 


professional development activities.   For the Spring session ending in June: 


o Calgary ADR luncheons – second Tuesday of the month (Danish Canadian Club) 


o Edmonton ADR luncheons – second Wednesday of the month (venues vary) 


o Bridging the Distance (online Community of Practice) – dates and times vary 


 Networking Events have not announced, although both AGM gatherings will feature wine &  







   Outreach 
 


A verbal report will be presented, but outreach activities since January have included: 


 Aga Khan Conciliation & Arbitration Board (CAB) 


 Foundation of Administrative Justice (FOAJ) 


 Alberta Family Mediation Society (AFMS) 


 Mediation & Restorative Justice Centre (MRJC) – see below 


 Dispute Resolution Network (DRN) 


 Ministry of Justice, Resolution Services  


 Reforming the Family Justice System initiative (RFJS) 


 International Conflict Resolution Day Committee (CRDay) 


 Bell’s Let’s Talk Mental Health campaign (featured in ADRIA communications) 


 Alberta Law Day organizing committees 


 University of Alberta, School of Business, SMO competition (ADRIA sponsorship) 


 Cannabis @ Work Conference (ADRIA sponsorship) 


 JUNA Consulting – Management series / Conflict Management (ADRIA sponsorship) 


 ADRIC Affiliates (of note ADRIO, BCAMI) 


 ADRIC Committees (IT, M&M,  


 


The MRJC has now fully relocated to the ADRIA classroom, with minimal impact to ADRIA operations thus 


far.  At this time of the year, the MRJC workload is light, and the transition is proceeding well.  Concordia 


University has been fully advised and is supportive.  The MRJC has provided proof of insurance, and up to 


four (4) part-time contractor/employees will sustain MRJC operations (and hopefully their funding).  An 


MOU has been drafted, which primarily establishes our shared expectations over this period of support, 


and which will be finalized this month. 


 


Human Resources    


 ADRIA remains at full staff with reduced hours.  Truus had an extended absence due to some 


elective surgery, but was able to work from home, and returned to the office this week. 


 


 ADRIC hiring and office relocations continue in Toronto, and we are beginning to work with some 


of the new staff.  It will take several more months before all of the ADRIA/ADRIC staff 


interactions can be considered routine.  In some cases, processes might actually improve.  


 







 
 


These notes will augment the Treasurer’s attachments and verbal report.  From the Business Unit Report 


you will note that membership revenues are down, as reflected in (A) the number of lapsed or overdue 


renewals, and (B) in the reduced number of courses and Associate members (learners).  I have added 


some financial summaries in the graphs below. 


 


As expected, we have experienced a boost in the first quarter, although not to the degree experienced in 


previously years.  Managing our expenses over the full year will prove to be a challenge.  A Q1 review will 


be initiated soon, to see if further adjustments are required to our activities and expenditures.     


 


The 2016 audit has commenced, with a Draft report expect in early April.   


 


Cash+Reserves: 
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Cash+Reserves vs Deferred Revenue: 


 
 


Total Member Equity (2012-2016): 
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 Conferences & Learning Events 
A change of plans from the GOA/DRN has now situated the 2018 Alberta ADR Symposium & Learning 


Event May 2018, specifically Tuesday/Wednesday 15/16 May (with pre- and post-symposium activities 


occupying the balance of the week 14-18 May).  Even at this early juncture, ADRIA Board members are 


encouraged to note these dates on their long-term planning calendars.   


 


The response from our non-profit partners has been disappointing, with the AFMS and ARJA not formally 


participating.  The FOAJ has been an active partner, and more groups are expected to engage over time.     


 


ADRIA has announced one-day Learning Events in Edmonton (June 1st) and Calgary (May 25th) – Mental 


Health Works for Arbitrators & Mediators.  The Calgary event will be combined with our AGM, and 


offered to our partner organizations.  Fall Learning Events are also envisioned, potentially in partnership 


with the GOA/DRN.   


Yours in ADR,     Paul Conway| Executive Director   ADR Institute of Alberta (ADRIA) 








ADR Institute of Alberta
BUSINESS UNIT REPORT


2 Months Ended Feb 28, 2017


2017
Budget


2017 YTD 
Budget


2 Months 
Ended


Feb 28, 2017
Variance 2016


Actual
2015


Audited
2014


Audited
2013


Audited


Governance
Less:  Direct Costs 41,955$         6,993$           5,157$          1,836$     46,465$    45,886$    47,375$    41,163$    
Less:  Indirect Costs Allocated at 5% 5,020             693                769              (76)           5,721        5,617        6,521        7,898        
Total Governance (46,975)$        (7,686)$          (5,926)$        1,759$     (52,187)$   (51,503)$   (53,896)$   (49,061)$   


Membership 126,316$       24,776$         18,473$        (6,303)$    115,862$  107,855$  93,375$    101,780$  
Less:  Direct Costs 44,066           7,178             7,796            (618)         48,045      45,159      43,485      56,199      
Less:  Indirect Costs Allocated at 25% 25,098           3,464             3,846            (382)         28,607      28,084      32,604      39,490      
Net Profit (Loss) Membership 57,153$         14,134$         6,831$          (7,303)$    39,210$    34,612$    17,286$    6,091$      


ADR Business Services 83,880$         18,980$         19,120$        140$        80,701$    78,495$    80,810$    66,491$    
Less:  Direct Costs 83,005           14,376           14,636          (260)         84,234      81,350      68,882      63,933      
Less:  Indirect Costs Allocated at 10% 10,039           1,386             1,538            (153)         11,443      11,234      13,042      15,796      
Net Profit (Loss) ADR Business Services (9,164)$          3,218$           2,946$          (273)$       (14,975)$   (14,089)$   (1,114)$    (13,239)$   


Certificate Programs 268,824$       37,000$         47,005$        10,005$   298,068$  308,106$  320,212$  393,982$  
Less:  Direct Costs 174,659         25,875           27,913          (2,038)      177,849    184,322    188,662    225,590    
Less:  Indirect Costs Allocated at 25% 25,098           3,464             3,846            (382)         28,607      28,084      32,604      39,490      
Net Profit (Loss) Certificate Program 69,068$         7,661$           15,246$        7,585$     91,611$    95,699$    98,946$    128,901$  


Specialty & Professional Dev 16,200$         7,200$           7,575$          375$        24,800$    29,160$    67,721$    13,500$    
Less:  Direct Costs 29,699           8,150             7,970            180          35,705      38,649      48,319      25,379      
Less:  Indirect Costs Allocated at 10% 10,039           1,386             1,538            (153)         11,443      11,234      13,042      15,796      
Net Profit (Loss) Specialty & Professional Dev (23,538)$        (2,336)$          (1,934)$        402$        (22,348)$   (20,723)$   6,361$      (27,676)$   


Contract Training 20,000$         5,000$           0$                (5,000)$    76,410$    28,600$    27,295$    132,032$  
Less:  Direct Costs 29,024           6,004             2,632            3,372       44,769      29,968      40,935      94,037      
Less:  Indirect Costs Allocated at 10% 10,039           1,386             1,538            (153)         11,443      11,234      13,042      15,796      
Net Proft (Loss) Contract Training (19,063)$        (2,390)$          (4,170)$        (1,780)$    20,198$    (12,602)$   (26,682)$   22,199$    


Conference 10,000$         0$                  0$                0$            0$            0$            23,693$    26,865$    
Less:  Direct Costs 16,638           2,773             2,899            (126)         18,045      16,617      32,811      29,836      
Less:  Indirect Costs Allocated at 10% 10,039           1,386             1,538            (153)         11,443      11,234      13,042      15,796      
Net Profit (Loss) Conference (16,677)$        (4,159)$          (4,438)$        (279)$       (29,488)$   (27,850)$   (22,159)$   (18,767)$   


Designation & Accreditation 11,475$         1,000$           700$             (300)$       13,575$    8,875$      9,700$      15,145$    
Less:  Direct Costs 15,884           3,184             2,295            889          17,231      14,879      11,949      13,093      
Less:  Indirect Costs Allocated at 5% 5,020             693                769              (76)           5,721        5,617        6,521        7,898        
Net Profit (Loss) Designation & Accreditation (9,429)$          (2,877)$          (2,364)$        513$        (9,377)$    (11,621)$   (8,770)$    (5,846)$    


Other Income 0$                  0$                  341$             341$        262$         479$         1,907$      1,827$      


Total Revenue 536,695$       93,956$         93,214$        (742)$       609,677$  561,570$  624,713$  751,622$  
Total Expense 535,320         88,389           86,683          1,706       586,773    569,166    612,835    707,193    
Nett Profit (Loss) 1,375$           5,567$           6,531$          964$        22,905$    (7,596)$    11,877$    44,429$    












ADR President’s Roundtable -  March 8, 2017 


12:00pm – 1:00 pm (Eastern Time) 


 


Scott Siemens, Chair, opened PRT at 12:00pm (EDT). 
 
In attendance on today’s call were: 
 


- Presidents – Elton Simoes, Scott Siemens, Jennifer Schulz (for Eric Stutzman), 
Jennifer Bell, Pierre Grenier, Wendy Scott and Stan Galbraith. 
 


- Staff – Paul Conway, Susette Clunis and Janet McKay 
 


- Guests – Kathryn Munn and Wendy Hassen 
 


- Truus Souman, ADRIA, Secretary. 
 


 
 


1. Welcome and Review of the Agenda 
 


2. Review previous meeting notes from January 2017 meeting. 
Question Pierre: translation of English; bi-lingual proposal for members. 
 


3. MOU Task Force Update (Wendy & Kathryn) 
Input on relationship framework and Membership categories requested from 
presidents of all regions. Comments and thoughts to be forwarded to 
Wendy/Kathryn. 
Wendy went through the document ‘MOU Task Force; Initial Concepts for 
Membership Section in MOU’, circulated to the PRT members. 
Try to connect corporate members with affiliates. Not every region has corporate 
members, and another region calls them partners.  
Individual membership: Differences per region re education.  
Do we need to standardize full membership? 
Scott: Create synergy across Canada. That will help facilitate movement of 
members. Depending on the details, regions might support synergy. Bylaw changes 
might be needed.  
Stan: Start with full membership, after that look at the other membership forms. This 
is a big task.  
Paul: ADRIA is completely open for anyone that wants to be a full member, even if 
not practising.  
ON: Public needs to have confidence in our members.  
Pierre: Members are certified under our current practise. Transitional issues need to 
be discussed.  
ADRIC: Interested in harmonization. 
Paul: Full membership includes ADRIC membership. 







ADRIC: No individual can become an ADRIC member after first being a member of 
an affiliate. Exceptional cases; for example, people from other countries wanting to 
become a member. We also have honorary membership. ADRIC only has members 
through affiliates.  
Stan: What is the criteria of being an ADRIC member. There are differences per 
region. And there is the governance issue: who is a member, who can vote, etc. 
Careful about separating the value per region. 
ON: Implementing iMIS: Can you be a member of an affiliate without being a 
member of ADRIC?  
There is a lot of work to be done on membership and membership standardization. 
Task Force will keep working on this. Please email comments, ideas, and/or 
questions to Wendy/Kathryn.  
Scott: Managing dual memberships, the next point mentioned in the document, is an 
important issue as well. Think about being on rosters. 
 
4. AGM Cycle & Plans 
Scott: What are the plans for your upcoming AGM? 
Each president shares their plans. 
Atlantic: June.  
Pierre: April 27. Celebrate past president and honorary members. Working also on 
succession planning. 
Suzette On: First week of June 8. Mental health focus.  
Jennifer MB: June 9. Speaker from first nations re cultural safety. 
SK: April 28.  
Stan AB: May 25. All day learning event in Calgary, a week later in Edmonton. AGM 
by video. ADRIA would welcome ADRIC participation. 
Elton BC: June 12.  
 
Scott: Ideally an executive member from ADRIC will be present at each AGM. Email 
contact to follow for concrete visits. 


 
5. Closing comments/ other agenda 


 
6. Adjournment at 1:00 PM (EDT). 
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MOU TASK FORCE 


INITIAL CONCEPTS FOR MEMBERSHIP SECTION IN the MOU 


For Review and Discussion at PRT Meeting March 8, 2017  


Corporate Membership  


 Aim to connect corporate members with affiliates  


 Regions may or may not have Corporate members – if they do, ADRIC and the Region 
will discuss ways to avoid duplication and to put both membership programs into 
context 


Individual Membership  


 Seek to create a common standard \definition of for regular \ practicing members ( Full 
Membership)  


 Recognizing that regions may have other membership categories that suit their  specific 
needs- however these definitions cannot be in contradiction with provisions of the 
National Insurance requirements ( example retired members who want insurance)  


 Clarity regarding practicing members and insurance requirements 


 ADRIC and Regions share information about their membership categories and benefits  


 Membership rates may vary between regions (Services in different regions could be 
different)  


Managing Dual Membership (Multiple Regions and ADRIC\Region  Membership)   


(Note: significant Discussion may be needed around this . . . )  


 Is a full member, a member of Region first and then a member of ADRIC after? Can 
Individuals be ADRIC members if they are not members of the region?  


 Do we want to address multiple region membership where members may practice in 
more than 1 jurisdiction (Example – not pay ADRIC membership fee 2x \ lower rate, 
etc.) 


 1Develop a coordinated strategy on how to address membership discipline and 
review that allows for consistency and protects the integrity of membership across 
Canada 


                                                           


 1 We need to define "member in good standing" and decide how to handle one who is not.  It is fairly 


simple if a member is not in good standing with a regional affiliate - the affiliate can deny 


membership.  What happens if the member is not in good standing with ADRIC?  For example, we 


have such a member who has not paid for a sponsorship to which he committed.)  Should also 


determine the process to handle such situations. Janet\Scott Sept 17 2015  


 PRT agreed for ADRIC to be an information source for Regions to check membership with others in 


the ADRIC Federation  
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OTHER  


 Identify the need for ongoing communication \collaboration to provide coordinated 
benefits\services to members rather than duplication. (Geared towards best 
meeting the individual members needs\client service)  


 Develop Communications Protocols that focus on service to the member (No 
duplication, avoid confusion).  Provide consistent messaging and demonstrate that 
Regions and ADRIC work collaboratively to best meet members needs in an 
integrated way ( example: what communications go through regions vs.  joint 
communications, vs directly from ADRIC to members (recent example -expired 
memberships) 


 Address principles\protocols for sharing membership data with one another  


 Membership fee payments to ADRIC (Currently outlined in MOU’s now) - Questions 
include are the rates set unilaterally by ADRIC or in consultation with regions?  If 
unilaterally – concept of advance notice, etc. (May be other questions around this)  


 








From: Wendy Hassen  
Sent: March 15, 2017 11:40 AM 
To: Paul Conway (paul@adralberta.com) <paul@adralberta.com>; Dolores Herman 
(dherman2010@gmail.com) <dherman2010@gmail.com>; 'Marshall, Barrie' 
<Barrie.Marshall@gowlingwlg.com> 
Subject: Labour Code review  
Importance: High 
 
Hi Folks 
 
Just want to flag that on Monday the GOA opened the Labour Code and Employment standards Code up 
for review 
 
Please go to http://work.alberta.ca/labour/labour-relations-code-review.html  
 


  The scope of the review includes 


 The options available for dispute resolution in intractable disputes. This may include situations that involve 
unresolved first contracts, proven unfair labour practices, or the failure to maintain essential services that 
may lead to public emergencies. 


 Whether to broaden the Alberta Labour Relations Board’s mandate to enable adjudication of a wider range 
of workplace disputes. 


 Improving the Alberta Labour Relations Board’s powers, procedures and remedial options with a view to 
more timely dispute resolution, flexibility in the use of mediation, and available remedies reflective of labour 
relations realities. 


 
An opportunity to input is provided in the next 30 days – by April 18th.  
 
Does ADRIA want to make a submission?   Should we discuss at our Board meeting on Saturday? 
 
Best 
Wendy  
 


 


“Advice is like snow--the softer it falls, the longer it 
dwells upon, and the deeper it sinks into the mind.” 
Samuel Taylor Coleridge 
This communication is intended for the use of the recipient to which 
it is addressed, and may contain confidential, personal and or 
privileged information.  Please contact me immediately if you are 


not the intended recipient of this communication, and do not copy, distribute, or take action replying on it.  Any 
communication received in error, or subsequent reply, should be deleted or destroyed. 


 
la 



mailto:paul@adralberta.com

mailto:paul@adralberta.com

mailto:dherman2010@gmail.com

mailto:dherman2010@gmail.com

mailto:Barrie.Marshall@gowlingwlg.com

http://work.alberta.ca/labour/labour-relations-code-review.html
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ADRIA Action Plan for Mediation Advocacy – DRAFT v5 
- Presented for Board consideration and finalization – March 2017 


 
The Task Force recommended that the ADRIA Board of Directors adopt a multi-faceted, 
long-term, and progressive approach to Advocacy for the Mediation Profession in Alberta to 
enhance the potential for mediation through the following five key objectives: 
 


1. Increase Awareness - ensuring Albertans are more aware of mediation (and other 
ADR options) and how such options can provide for less costly and more satisfying 
outcomes to disputes that arise in their personal and professional lives. 


 
2. Increase Access to and Use of Mediation (ADR First) - working to increase the 


use of mediation as a dispute resolution option available to Albertans. Putting forth 
progressive initiatives with the courts, government agencies, regulatory bodies, 
municipal bodies, professional associations, organized labour, industry groups, 
non-profits and the business community to create new "3mainstream" opportunities 
for mediation and ADR. 


 
3. Advance the Business Case for Mediation - promoting the economic argument 


for mediation (and related ADR practices) to demonstrate the value they provide to 
government, businesses, organizations and the public will increase investment in 
mediation and opportunities for mediators. Especially in times of fiscal 
constraint, the "business case" and industry-wide success indicators will ensure an 
organization's proposed or existing ADR program will be supported, or even 
expanded. 


 
4. Enhance the Value of the Mediation Profession – by: 


 Advocating for fair and appropriate compensation that recognizes the 
unique skills and competencies mediators bring to resolving disputes and 
their personal investment in training and development 


 Supporting excellent training and education; and 


 Ensuring proper and effective credentialing. 
While recognizing pro-bono mediation activities are an important mechanism for 
developing skills and "giving back" to the community, our public institutions must 
be encouraged to do more to ensure their roster mediators are appropriately 
compensated and recognized for the significant role they play in reducing the heavy 
cost of workplace conflict, family breakdowns, litigation and the courts. Many of 
these institutions hope to increase the use of mediation in the resolution of disputes. 
Building public and organizational expectations for pro-bono or low-cost 
mediations will not sustain a profession and, over time, will compromise future 
quality and supply of mediators. Advocating for appropriate compensation is 
important to attract competent professionals and contribute to long-term viability of 
the profession. 


 
5. Protect the Public – while mediation, (and other ADR professions such as 


Arbitration) are unregulated professions, the ADR Institutes of Canada and Alberta 
provide national standards, recognized designations, ongoing quality assurance and 
robust complaint policies that serve to protect the public. Continued diligence and 
attention to maintaining high standards of quality, and to building public 
awareness, will enhance the profession and increase demand for professionally 
qualified and designated mediators. 
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COLLABORATIVE STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 
 
It was further recommended by the Task Force that these objectives can be best achieved 
through Collaborative Stakeholder Engagement. The five recommended stakeholder 
communities with whom ADRIA must work to achieve success are: 
 


A. The Courts and Justice System; 
B. Other Government Ministries and Publically Funded Agencies; 
C. The Business Community and Professional Associations; 
D. ADR Associations and Partners; and 
E. ADRIA Resources and Membership. 


 
 
FEEDBACK FROM STAKEHOLDERS 
 
Feedback from stakeholders, representing all groups listed above, was universally positive.  In 
many cases, constructive feedback and perspectives were offered that will guide ADRIA in their 
advocacy efforts.  Worthy of particular note was the fact that the cost effectiveness of ADR and 
mediation was fully acknowledged by all respondents, and that the research contained in the 
White Paper to this effect was fully accepted.  Certainly some White Paper conclusions and 
recommendations were challenged, but always in a constructive fashion that consistently 
acknowledged the value of mediation, as well as the professionalism of the written paper.   
 
 
MEMBERSHIP PERSPECTIVES 
 
The top priorities or views, as expressed by the membership when consulted, were to: 
• Improve GOA/Justice compensation levels for mediators; 
• Reinstate the Rules of Court regarding mandatory ADR; 
• Increase public awareness and demand for ADR, mediation and designations; 
• Regulate the profession (noting that there were mixed views expressed on this issue); 
• STOP apologizing for or justifying ADR advocacy (the research is conclusive); 
AND – that the ADRIA Task Force’s efforts were truly appreciated and valued by our members. 
 
 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS RESPONSE TO THE WHITE PAPER RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The White Paper’s recommended overarching recommendations and actions have been 
formally endorsed by the ADRIA Board following extensive consultation with stakeholders and 
members.  These have been further detailed and structured into short-term and long-term 
activities in the table below. 
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The Board commits to advancing the viability of mediation as a recognized skill, and enhancing 
the potential for professional levels of compensation.  The Board recognizes the generous 
nature of its membership, and the social value of pro-bono and low-bono mediation activities.  
The Board will, however, strive to promote the long-term sustainability of the profession by 
seeking enhancements to compensation mechanisms that undervalue the skills and requisite 
training. 
 
The Board recognizes that it lacks the resources to achieve these objectives alone, and must 
look to its membership, stakeholders and collaborative partners to achieve the desired 
outcomes.  To this end, the action plan below is organized by stakeholder communities.    
 
The ADRIA Board of Directors will add Advocacy as a regular agenda item to their Board 
meetings, assess changing circumstances and opportunities as they arise, monitor progress, 
select or sustain appropriate advocacy action items, identify collaborative partners, and take 
concrete actions as a Board to advance the practice and profession of mediation. 
 
The Board has adopted an approach to mediation advocacy that will be strategic and forceful.  
The Board will embrace new opportunities as they arise, be mindful of changing circumstances 
in government and/or the economy, and be willing to move in new and appropriate directions 
as circumstances permit over the next several years. 
 
The Board is committed to recording and sharing its successes, challenges and failures with the 
ADRIA membership and our collaborative partners in a meaningful and ongoing fashion.         
 


 


Stakeholder Groups 
Recommended Actions 
 


 
Short-term 


 
Long-term 


 
ADRIA Board of Directors 


The Board’s immediate 
communication plan involved 
customized letters to almost 
all stakeholders identified, 
accompanied by copies of the 
White Paper Executive 
Summary, AND a series of 
member consultation sessions 
that were hosted in Calgary, 
Edmonton and online. 
 
Create a standing Board 
agenda item (Med Advocacy) 


Continue as a standing Board 
agenda item (Med Advocacy) 
 
Maintain this action plan as a 
living document, and record 
of progress achieved.   


A. The Courts and Justice System   
(1) Encourage regular reviews of 
compensation and qualifications for 
mediators in various Court and Ministry of 
Justice mediation programs to improve 


ADRIA meeting with Minister 
June 2016.  Follow-up as 
appropriate.   
 


Focus on western province 
comparability within Justice 
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consistency, comparability, and 
appropriateness; 
o Adopt program and compensation policies 
that fully and equitably value 
the unique skills and qualifications of staff 
and roster mediators; 
o Building on the Western Provinces Task 
Group, support the work of the task group to 
develop compensation principles, explore 
best practices and establish a degree of 
consistency among comparable programs; 
and 
o Protect the public by ensuring access to 
robust complaint mechanisms, ensuring that 
roster mediators are members of recognized 
professional associations, are adequately 
trained and hold recognized credentials. 


Supportive letter sent to 
Minister & CJ from AFMS & 
CDAA (Oct 2016).  Monitor 
responses, and take next 
steps. 
 
Develop and enhance 
relationship with Minister and 
Judiciary 
 
Further improve ADRIA 
complaint mechanism 
 
COLA analysis of roster 
compensation rates 
 
Add a retired Judge to the 
Board, or to serve in an 
advisory capacity  
 
Support moves to solo 
mediations for proven roster 
mediators, particularly those 
pursuing C.Med designations 
 
Member perspective:  Job 1 


 


Exploit statements attesting 
to the value of mediation and 
the profession 
 
Continue to increase diversion 
programs from the Courts 
 
Explore and embrace 
evaluative ADR processes 
 
Breakdown barriers and 
resistance 
 
Find support and funding for a 
collaborative public 
information campaign (eg 
Court TV) 


(2) Enhance, promote and expand mediation 
as an integral and preferred component of 
Alberta's Court diversion programs; 
o Work to ensure the highest possible 
percentage of potential litigants are 
diverted to some form of mediation, ideally 
before ever entering the court system; 
o Reduce restrictions and reservations 
regarding the nature of disputes that 
can be addressed through ADR, mediation 
and restorative justice – building on best 
practices, established and proven in other 
jurisdictions; and 
o Institute an effective public information 
strategy to influence the early behaviors and 
choices made by those initiating or 
considering litigation. 


Document diversion rates and 
pursue options to increase. 
 
Support initiatives to broaden 
the scope of cases sent to 
mediation. 
 
Research best practices for 
influencing early behaviours 
and choices made.    


 


(3) Ensure compliance of the mandatory 
dispute resolution provisions of the Alberta 
Rules of Court; 
o Updated and introduced in November 2010, 
The Alberta Rules of Court govern litigation 
processes at the Court of Queen's Bench, the 
Court of Appeal and, to a lesser extent, the 
Provincial Court (for circumstances not 


Follow-up letters to Minister 
& CJ to reinstate ADR Rules. 
 
Seek a commitment to 
reinstate 
 
Capitalize on recent and 
continuing shortage of judges, 
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otherwise addressed in the Provincial Court 
Act). The latest update to the Rules 
introduced the requirement that all parties to 
litigation participate in at least one form of 
dispute resolution prior to proceeding to trial. 
Acceptable processes include judicial dispute 
resolution (JDR) and a number of other court, 
government or private dispute resolution 
options, including mediation. Enforcement of 
this Rule was suspended by the Court 
of Queen’s Bench in February 2013, in 
response to the heavy demand for JDRs and 
the court’s inability to provide the service, 
given what it stated were insufficient judicial 
resources. There are, however, other forms of 
dispute resolution specifically recognized 
within the Rule that could be used other than 
JDR. This suggests enforcement of the Rule 
need not be suspended. Therefore, ADRIA 
should work to ensure that compliance with 
the Rule is reinstated, focusing on dispute 
resolution options other than JDR for that 
compliance. This would generate greater 
demand for mediation in the private sector. 


AND changing attitudes re 
diversion programs and 
access to justice. 
 
Member perspective: “Take 
down the White Flag”, and be 
forceful in our arguments for 
increased ADR. 


(4) Optimize the value of Judicial Dispute 
Resolution (JDRs) processes: 
o The appropriate and consistent use of JDRs 
as an evaluative dispute resolution process 
should be emphasized; 
o JDR should be used primarily in situations 
where other forms of dispute resolution have 
been attempted by the parties and where 
they have not reached a resolution. It should 
be used judiciously, primarily as a last 
resort, not as the first go-to dispute 
resolution option. This would create more 
work for private mediators and reduce the 
burden on the courts to provide JDR as the 
dispute resolution option of first instance. 
Additionally, minimizing the use of JDR as a 
dispute resolution option of first instance 
would reduce the cost to the taxpayer that 
could and perhaps should be borne by the 
litigants themselves. 
o Acknowledging the heavy demand currently 
placed on the courts by the demand for JDR, 
options should be considered to reduce 
Alberta's overreliance on JDRs so that other 
dispute resolution options can be fully 
utilized. These might include: 


 Introducing an appropriate 
application fee for JDRs that 


Distinguish between JDR and 
ADR mediation.  Distinguish 
between facilitative and 
evaluative JDRs, and in both 
cases, ensure that the process 
is understood by the parties 
in advance.  Eg GOA websites 
and JDR explanatory materials 
 
Learn lessons from NJI 
(Lawrence Susskind) 
 
Support notion of requiring 
ADR mediation before JDR 
 
Make economic argument 
regarding the true cost of 
JDRs 
 
Explore fee structure for JDRs 
that does not compromise 
access to justice. 
 
Explain JDRs on ADRIA 
website 
 
Collaborate with Resolution 
Services 


Explore opportunities to 
collaborate with the NJI 
 
Judiciary conference? 
 
Joint training for judiciary? 
 
Expand and improve the 
(evaluative?) ADR resources 
available as viable alternatives 
to JDRs 
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recognizes the true cost of engaging 
the judiciary; and/or 


 Requiring another form of dispute 
resolution option such as mediation 
prior to accessing a JDR process; 
and/or 


 Introducing objective criteria and a 
triage process to identify more cases 
for mediation, separating them from 
those that should proceed directly to 
JDR.  
 


 
Recruit a retired judge to 
ADRIA BoD, or in an advisory 
capacity 
 
Challenge JDR-centric thinking 


(5) Promote effective ADR training and 
professional development partnerships: 
o Promoting high standards of practice in a 
consistent fashion within the Alberta courts 
and legal profession will lead to broader 
acceptance of ADR and mediation as a 
profession. Building upon ADRIA's expertise 
and experience, this entails working with the 
Alberta's judiciary, law schools, the Law 
Society of Alberta, the Legal Education Society 
of Alberta (LESA) and the Ministry of Justice 
and Solicitor General (Resolution and Court 
Administrative Services). 


Collaborate with LESA, CBA, 
Law Society 
 
Share in ADR luncheons and 
professional development 
opportunities 


Continue & expand 


(6) Maintain an emphasis on early dispute 
resolution within the Reforming Family 
Justice System (RFJS) initiative; 
o With Alberta engaged in a proactive 
approach to reforming the family justice 
system, efforts to strengthen the Dispute 
Resolution sector’s voice within existing and 
future Working Group initiatives will build 
demand for early resolution options, most 
notably mediation.  


Work with RFJS leadership 
team (Justice, Judiciary, Law 
Society). 
 
Reframe as Family 
restructuring 
 
Create guidelines and a 
registry for a principled 
separation/divorce 
 
Host divorce-selfies on the 
ADRIA website, for those who 
engaged in mediation and/or 
adopted a collaborative, 
principled approach to 
divorce. 
 
Combine resources within the 
construct of an all-Alberta 
ADR Symposium 
 


Lead the RFJS initiative 


B. Other Government Ministries & 
Publicly Funded Agencies 


  


(1) Adopt consistent standards for 
government ADR programs and 
practitioners; 


Create policy and content for 
pro-bono activities (academic, 
informative, encouraging) 


Functional Authority 
discussions with GOA 
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o Reduce inconsistencies within the 
programs offered by the Government of 
Alberta (GOA) Ministries, and reduce 
inconsistencies amongst comparable Federal 
and provincial ADR programs. Eliminate pro-
bono (low bono) mediation for the provision 
of provincial public services and ensure that 
mediator compensation is fair and 
reasonable; 
o Introduce common standards for staff 
mediators that ensure they are adequately 
trained, supported with ongoing professional 
development, and funded to pursue 
recognized credentials as a condition of 
employment; 
o Introduce common standards for roster 
mediators to ensure they are members of a 
recognized professional association, are 
adequately trained and hold recognized 
credentials; 
o Support the informal efforts of the GOA's 
Dispute Resolution Network (DRN); and 
o Consider creating a Functional Authority 
(FA) for ADR within the GOA to provide 
oversight and broad policy guidelines within 
which individual Ministries can customize 
their ADR programs to meet specialized 
needs. 


 
Partner with DRN to lead an 
Alberta ADR Symposium 


Promote/Adopt common 
baseline standards 


(2) Consider broad GOA policy directives that 
mandate development of internal and 
external ADR programs where such 
programs will benefit government functions, 
reduce the cost of litigation, enhance 
workplace relations, and improve the quality 
of daily interactions between Albertans and 
their government. 


Propose to DRN 
 
Work with Resolution Services 


Adopt Functional Authority 
(FA) approach to embrace 
common principles 
throughout GOA 


(3) Initiate with ADRIA and other non-profit 
assistance an Alberta multi-media public 
service information campaign to promote 
ADR and mediation, including continuing 
work with International Conflict Resolution 
Day: 
o Place emphasis on the positive social values 
that ADR and mediation embody within 
family settings, business culture and the 
workplace, including relationship building, 
collaboration and consensus decision making; 
o Emphasize the reduced financial and 
emotional cost of mediated resolutions; and 
o Consider government-sponsored forums to 
advance the practice of ADR in Alberta. 


Build the content.  Seek 
partners and funding. 
 
Promote an all-Alberta ADR 
FSymposium & Learning Event 
 
Continue to support CR Day, 
including ADRIC efforts 
nationally 
 
Encourage BCAMI & Mediate 
BC to adopt the common date 
 
Cost of Conflict Business case 
development, ideally with 
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ADRIC (including an emotional 
health ROI?) 
 


(4) Recognize, support and enhance Alberta's 
existing publically funded ADR programs, 
including but not limited to: 
o Municipal Dispute Resolution Services 
(MDRS) including providing input 
into MGA legislation changes regarding ADR 
planned for 2016; 
o Service Alberta’s Registry and referral 
services for Alberta`s non-profit organizations 
and the general public; 
o Alberta Energy Regulator’s ADR program in 
promoting ADR resolutions within Alberta’s 
energy sector; and 
o Alberta Culture & Tourism’s programs and 
services to assist communities and non-profits 
in Alberta; 


Continue to support MDRS 
Advisory Group, and seek 
other such opportunities 
 
Reach out to Service Alberta 
and Alberta Culture’s BDP 
(Board Development 
Program) 
 
Support and advance ALRI 
proposals for non-profit law 
reform (specifically a default 
informal DR mechanism) 


 


(5) Explore Early Education programs and 
ADR resources in schools: 
o Build on the experience of the Peer 
Mediation and Skills Training (PMAST) 
initiative in Calgary, and the Restorative 
Action Program (RAP) program in 
Saskatchewan to explore new opportunities 
to integrate conflict resolution skills into the 
curriculum at all levels of Alberta`s Education 
System. 


Continue to press for a 
meeting with the Minister of 
Education. 
 
Engage in curriculum 
development program 
recently initiated 
 
MOU with PMAST signed 


Curriculum development is a 
multi-year undertaking by the 
GOA 


C. The Business Community & 
Professional Associations 


  


(1) Develop a convincing business case for 
ADR and mediation, applicable to all sectors 
of the economy, including its applications for 
the attraction, engagement and retention of 
human capital; 
o In order to be successful, this initiative 
needs to be commenced under the 
umbrella of ADRIC, our national credentialing 
organization, with the support of affiliates like 
ADRIA across the country. This would allow 
for the critical mass and national effort 
needed to make an impact in the long 
term. Funding support by ADRIC (and other 
partners/agencies) will also be needed. 


Make a joint grant proposal to 
ADRIC (from AAMS/ADRIA) 


 


(2) Engage the judiciary and legal profession 
to articulate and acknowledge the additional 
cost saving potential of utilizing ADR 
professionals who are not legally trained to 
conduct pre-trial mediations, provided they 
have the requisite training, experience and 


Increased engagement with 
Law Society, CBA & LESA. 


Actively press for change 
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credentials to be effective. This would 
require 
engagement with the National Judicial 
Institute (NJI), Law Societies, Legal Education 
Societies, Family Mediation Societies, etc.; 


(3) Work collaboratively with industry 
groups, organized labour and professional 
associations to develop awareness of, and 
interest in, ADR policies, programs, training 
and services that would have a positive 
impact on their respective employment 
sectors. Promote ADR communication skills 
as an essential leadership or professional 
competency. These include: 
o Human Resources Professional Associations 
(HRIA, CCHRA, HRPA, etc.); 
o Health Care Professions; 
o Engineering & Construction Sector; 
o Chambers of Commerce and Economic 
Development Groups; 
o Better Business Bureaus; 
o Small Business Associations; 
o Organized Labour groups, and 
o many others. 


Develop speaking points and 
powerpoint presentations. 
 
Engage Board and volunteers. 
 
Create a Speakers Bureau and 
actively solicit speaking 
opportunities. 
 
Develop webpage content 


 


(4) Develop a resource guide to assist 
organizations wishing to develop their own 
ADR policy or program, promoting high 
standards of mediator training and 
professional practice; 
o Ideally, this effort would also be 
commenced under the umbrella of ADRIC 
as the resulting resource and communication 
tools would be useful to all ADR Affiliates and 
Associations, in Alberta and across Canada. 


Gather best practices and 
resources. 
 
Generate webpage content 


Propose an ADRIC initiative. 


D. ADR Associations and Partners   
(1) Increase mentorship and entry-level 
mediation opportunities. Where these 
opportunities involve pro-bono activities in 
sectors such as community mediation, 
ensure they do not undermine the 
professional aspirations of Alberta`s 
practicing mediators; 


Explore mentorship and 
volunteer opportunities with 
partners 


 


(2) Clarify and work to create consistency 
with respect to organizational use of 
ADR/mediation definitions, models, styles, 
techniques, etc. The variety of terms and 
constantly changing language is confusing, 
especially to the general public, and does not 
contribute positively to the 
professionalization of mediation. Care needs 
to be taken with language choice and there 


 Potential joint AAMS/ADRIA 
proposal for ADRIC funding 
 
Create Canadian content for 
Wikipedia 
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is a need to use terms consistently within 
Alberta and beyond. ADRIC should play a 
leadership role in this area; 
(3) Support and actively engage with ADRIC 
committees that impact the mediation 
profession, notably designation standards, 
approvals and marketing; quality assurance; 
advocacy; organizational memberships; 
roster development; public information; 


ADRIA Volunteer coordinator. 
 
Actively monitor and 
nominate candidates to 
ADRIC committee, such as we 
have recently done with 
Education. 
 
Connect with and recognize 
the efforts of our volunteer 
committee members 


 


 


(4) Promote high academic and educational 
standards for academic and learning 
institutions that offer mediation training, 
currently and in the future; 
o Seek to establish more degree granting and 
masters programs in ADR; 
o Encourage the introduction of post-
secondary credit programs in ADR that are 
accepted by multiple disciplines as 
enhancements to primary professions; 
o Link post-secondary ADR programs and 
courses to ADRIA, such that training credits 
are earned towards national entry-level 
designations; and 
o Encourage the establishment of an ADR 
Centre of Excellence at an Alberta post-
secondary institution. 


Seek out and engage with 
existing programs – Advisory 
Groups, presentations, 
collaborative sharing of 
information. 
 
Currently on MRU AG 
 
Connect to specific 
occupational study programs 
(Law, HR, etc) 
 
Establish partnerships as 
practical with post-secondary 
institutions.   
 
Support ADRIC participation 
in recently established 
academic WG (title?) 
 


Actively encourage the Centre 
of Excellence concept. 


(5) Develop meaningful metrics for the 
evaluation of mediation programs, ideally on 
a national scale; and 


Gather supporting research 
and documentation as 
practical. 
 


Propose an ADRIC initiative 


(6) Encourage other ADR non-profits to 
endorse and contribute to this Advocacy for 
the Mediation Profession initiative; 
o Jointly develop pro-bono mediation policies 
that will serve to provide meaningful training 
and experience without devaluing the 
profession; and 
o Focus on relationships with the ACR, AFMS, 
FMC, ARJA, AFCC, FOAJ, NCSA, AAMS, CAB, 
CMCS, MRJC, to name but a few important 
ADR organizations active in Alberta. 


Continue active outreach, and 
increasingly engage Board 
members in this activity. 
 
Promote collaborative 
activities – conferences, 
luncheons, networking AND 
policy development. 
 
See out volunteer pro-bono 
opportunities in concert with 
policy development on this 
issue. 
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E. ADRIA Resources and Membership   
(1) Provide feedback to the ADRIA 
membership on the Task Force White Paper 
Findings and Recommendations; 


Membership consultations 
and updates must continue. 


 


(2) Continue tracking compensation issues, 
ideally on a national scale through regular 
surveys and market analysis, in concert with 
engaged and relevant partners; 


Work with ADRIC and 
provincial partners to track. 
 
Engage an MBA student to 
conduct economic study 


 


 


(3) Seek out career and employment 
opportunities for trained mediators, 
including 
roster development and opportunities, and 
assist ADRIA to advise the membership; 


Webpage content to be 
developed. 
 
Practicum in Family 
Mediation recently 
established with GOA 
 
Support Community 
Mediation as an entry point 
for gaining experience. 


 


 


(4) Explore options for and feasibility of 
regulating the mediation profession in 
Alberta; 
 
Note - Member perspectives mixed – very 
important to some, but others see 
disadvantages. 


Research the experiences of 
others eg HRPA, HRIA 
 
Consult with membership 
 
Discuss with Leadership 
(leading up to the ADR 
Symposium) 
 
Continue enhancements to 
function like a regulated 
profession. eg Public 
Complaints Policy, ongoing 
Professional Development 
requirements, etc. 
 
Actively support and lead 
Canada in securing members 
with national ADRIC 
designations. 
 
Commission a research paper 
 
 


Focussed discussions and/or 
decisions, potentially at the 
2018 Alberta ADR 
Symposium. 
 
Should there be a decision to 
regulate, work with interested 
stakeholders to commence 
the hard work of preparing a 
proposal to government. 


(5) Celebrate volunteerism, including our 
members' generous pro-bono [and low-
bono] activities; 


ADRIA Volunteer Coordinator 
position? 
 
Annual recognition and/or 
award? 
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(6) Continue the dialogue and transparency 
with members and students regarding: 
o the financial viability of mediation as a 
stand-alone profession; 
o mediation career pathways and resources 
available; and 
o the impact of pro-bono and low bono 
activities on the profession. 


ADRIA Policy and webpage on 
Pro-bono opportunities, 
cautions, overall Impact, etc. 
 
Continue current practice of 
upfront information to 
students. 
 
Develop candid webpage 
content. 
 


 


(7) Promote and enhance ADR Institute of 
Canada`s National Mediator designations; 
o Ensure that ADRIC and ADRIA are 
effectively communicating and positively 
influencing public awareness of the 
significance of National Designations, and 
that the demand for designated mediators is 
increased; 
o Consider unpaid and/or co-mediations as 
partial qualifications towards a Chartered 
Mediator (C.Med) designation; 
o Allow only designated members to be 
featured on ADRIC and ADRIA online 
Directories of professional mediators; and 
o Provide meaningful incentives to advance 
beyond the Q.Med designation. 


Effective Jan 2017 only those 
with designations are eligible 
for online directory.  ADRIC 
considering similar measures. 
 
Increase public-facing web 
content at ADRIA, ADRIC and 
all Affiliates. 
 
ADRIC and Affiliate 
consultations ongoing to 
refine designation criteria. 
 
ADRIC insurance discounts 
favour designations, and 
further favour Chartered 
status. 
 
ADRIA Instructors must be 
Chartered.  Coaches must be 
Q.Med qualified. 
 
Support ADRIC Marketing & 
Membership initiatives 
 


 


F.  Additional ADRIA Initiatives  
(not specified in the White Paper) 


Share Action Plan with 
membership and stakeholders 


Maintain as a living document 


   


   


 








ADR Institute of Alberta
BALANCE SHEET


February 28, 2017


ASSETS


2017
CURRENT ASSETS


Cash 63,233$     
Accrued Interest 20              
Term Deposit for Visa 6,018         
Guaranteed Investment Certificate 75,000       
Accounts Receivable 16,185       
Prepaid Expenses 2,807         
Due from ADRIC - License 7,586         


Total Current Assets 170,849     


PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
Office Furniture & Fixtures 2,692         
Computer Equipment 5,577         
Classroom Furniture & Equipment 1,668         


Total Property and Equipment 9,937         


OTHER ASSETS
DRN Conference 4,356         


Total Other Assets 4,356         


TOTAL ASSETS 185,142$   


LIABILITIES AND MEMBERS' EQUITY


2017
CURRENT LIABILITIES


Accrued Liabilities 10,800$     
Deferred Revenue 92,190       
Due to ADRIC - Membership 7,388         
Due to ADRIC - License 17,250       
DRN Conference Balance 4,356         
Payroll Liabilities 876            
GST/HST Payable 3,202         


Total Current Liabilities 136,062     


LONG TERM LIABILITIES


Total Long Term Liabilities


TOTAL LIABILITIES 136,062     


MEMBERS' EQUITY
General Surplus 42,549       
Net Income (Loss) 6,531         


Total Members' Equity 49,080       


TOTAL LIABILITIES AND MEMBERS' EQUITY 185,142$   


March 07, 2017
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ADRIA BOARD MEETING AGENDA  


- 


Saturday, March 18, 2017 - Board of Directors meeting 8:30 am – 4 pm  


Classroom CE203 - Concordia University, Edmonton 


Gowling WLG (Canada) LLP Boardroom, Calgary 


Benchmark 
Timings  


# Topic\Title Action Role Ref  
Materials 


SATURDAY      


8:00 am  Morning coffee as you arrive    


8:30 am 1 WELCOME  & AGENDA REVIEW     


 1.1 
Welcome/Call to order 


Record time Chair  


 1.2 Review of Agenda Items and addition of any items  
Review  & 


Amend/Adopt 
Chair 1.2 


8:35 am 2 MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING(S)    


 2.1 
January 21, 2017 (Board meeting) 
Recap of February 8th video/teleconference mtg 


Review & Adopt Secretary 2.1 


8:40 am 3 Declarations of Conflict of Interest 
   


8:45 am 4 Business arising (ADRIA)    


   4.1  
Specific issue updates arising from the minutes 


- TBA 
Updates ED  


   4.2 2018 ADR Symposium Update ED  


   4.3  
White Paper Action Plan 
 


Finalization Alasdair/ED 
4.3.1 
4.3.2 


10:00 am  Health break    


10:15 am   5 ADRIA Bylaw and Policy updates    


   5.1 ADRIA Advertising Policy Update ED  


10:30 pm 6 
Reports (*mandatory)    


 6.1 
President 


 Chair  


 6.2 
ED* 


 ED 6.2.1 


6.2.2 


 6.3 
Treasurer*  


 Treasurer 6.3.1 
6.3.2 


 6.4 
Governance Committee 
- Board Evaluation 
- Board Nominating Committee 


 
Michelle 


Sec/ED 
 


 6.5 
Board Committees/Task Forces 
- White Paper Action Plan Committee 


N/R N/R  
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 6.6 


ADRIC Reports 
- ADRIC Rep 
- Presidents’ Round Table (PRT) – March 8th 
- Other ADRIC Committees (as required): 
  - Advocacy 
  - Membership & Marketing 
  - Roster Development 
  - Insurance 
  - Education  


 


 
ADRIC Rep* 
Stan/ED 
 
 
 
 
 
 


6.6.1 
6.6.2 


12:00 pm  Lunch    


12:30 pm 7 ADRIA/ADRIC – specific issues (Arising/New)    


 7.1 
ADRIC/Affiliate MOU 
-Concepts- membership provisions in MOU 
-Membership Categories Nationally 2017 


Update/discussion ADRIC Rep 
7.1.1 


7.1.2 


11:00 am – 


noon (out 


of 


sequence) 


7.2 
ADRIA training and ADRIC designation criteria 


- Letter re term ‘Qualified’ Arb & Med 
 


Update/discussion ED/John 


7.2.1 
7.2.2 
7.2.3 
7.2.4 
7.2.5 
7.2.6 
7.2.7 
7.2.8 
7.2.9 


 7.3 ADRIC engagement strategies Information ED 7.3 


 1:00 pm 8 New Business    


 8.1 Response to Chief Justice & Minister Draft for discussion ED 
 


 8.2 
Evaluative ADR 
 


Discussion ED 8.2 


 8.3 Labour Code review Discussion/Action Wendy 8.3 


1:45 pm 9 Board Advocacy & Outreach    


 9.1 Mediation Advocacy Discussion Chair 9.1 


 9.2 Outreach activities Discussion Chair  


2:30 pm  Health Break    


2:45 pm 10 Board Learning Opportunities – next meeting(s)    


 10.1 May 26/27 (Board Orientation CAL) Discussion Chair  


 10.2 Lessons learned from the HRIA? Discussion Chair  


2:55 pm 
11 Link to Membership, Events & Opportunities    
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 11.1 Content of next ‘On Board’ Discussion Chair  


 11.2 
  Invitations to next Board Dinner (May 26) 


- ARJA, HRIA, ADRIC Board, Justice,  
Discussion   Chair  


3:10 pm 12 Calendar Review    


  


Apr 9 – ADRSK AGM and workshop (Saskatoon) 
Apr 22 – Law Day EDM & CAL 
May/Jun – ADR Networking events CAL/EDM TBA 
May 8 – PMAST FUNdraiser Comedy night CAL 
May 25/Jun 1– ADRIA sponsored learning event 
May 25 – AGM 
May 26/27 – ADRIA Board Orientation CAL? 
Jun 9 – ADRIM AGM 
June 13-14 – BCAMI AGM & Symposium 
Jun 14-17 – Madrid ADR Conference 
Sep 25-26 – People for People Conference EDM 
Sep/Oct – ADR Networking events CAL/EDM TBA 
Oct 17-19 – Berlin ADR Conference 
Oct 18-20 – ADRIC Conference NFLD 
Oct 19 – International CR Day 
Oct/Nov – ADRIA sponsored leaning event TBC 
Nov 19-21 – National RJ Conference, Ottawa 
Nov – ARJA Conference TBC 
May 15-16 2018 – All-Alberta ADR Symposium 


Information & 


Discussion 
ALL 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  Board of Directors Calendar    


  
-May 25-27 2017?  AGM & Orientation – CAL 
- projected dates for September and beyond 


Info/discussion ALL  


3:20 pm 13 
In-camera session  


Board  


NLT 4 pm 14 Termination/Adjournment/Reflection  Chair  


 








Question 1 


COURSE What was your impression of the course overall? Please be specific  
ARB CAL 
APR 2016 


Good introduction to the methods and techniques involved in arbitration. 


ARB CAL 
APR 2016 


not bad, some of the exercises were a bit pointless. Need more instruction on 
actually writing the award considering that what you are graded on. 


ARB CAL 
APR 2016 


I thought the course was a good overall introduction to arbitration and the Alberta 
Arbitration Act.  The exercises were appropriate.  For the majority of the class which 
consisted of lawyers, many of whom like me have been practicing for over 35 years, 
much of the class devoted to the general law and procedures, rules of evidence, etc. 
was a complete waste of time. 


ARB CAL 
APR 2016 


understanding the arbitration process 


ARB CAL 
APR 2016 


Very good, especially the communication and discussion amongst the classmates. 


ARB CAL 
APR 2016 


The overall course was very helpful. It covered the essentials and was very 
interesting. I would recommend it to others. 


ARB CAL 
OCT 2016 


Excellent! 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


Poor compared to the first two courses I took through ADRIA 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


The course was challenging. I had to change the way I think and the way I listen  in 
order  to even attempt to make an award.  I  really see the course as a first step with 
a requirement to practice these skills further before I would feel comfortable doing  
an actual arbitration.      


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


I really enjoyed the legal concept training and the overall approach to teaching 
arbitration. I felt that there was a large gap between teaching law, and theory and 
putting those into practice. There is a large gap in decision writing training, and 
identifying issues. 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


It was excellent.  I thought the instructor was excellent and provided both academic 
and practical instruction.  The role playing assisted in showing how situations could 
play out in real time. 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


Could be better organized.  Most of course time was on in- practice aspect.  
However, the first step is to pass the exam before one goes into practice. Some of the 
material discussed on "Awards" should have been discussed in Part 1 to assist 
learning writing awards with sample assignment rather than in Part 2. 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


My overall impression is that it is two (or three courses) crammed into one.  Also, I 
got the feeling that most arbitration lists are made up of lawyers who aren't seen -- 
and don't see themselves -- as needing specialized training.  So, why would 
ADRIC/ADRIA bother with more courses? 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


Not good. Should have been broken into a few different pieces  1- Overview 
arbitration  2- arbitration drills/practice/scenarios  3- report writing.    Too much in 
the course and too geared to lawyers.   


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


The course did cover the basics one would expect for establishing the base 
knowledge of Arbitration law and practice. 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


I thought that the course was terrific but was too short given all the skills that need 
to be learned to become effective 







Question 2 


Course Please comment on your Instructor for Part 1?  Please be specific 
ARB CAL 
APR 
2016 


XXX was good as an introduction to the course. I occasionally disagreed with his/her 
responses in terms of the law. 


ARB CAL 
APR 
2016 


XXX is awesome knows the material cold and can answer any questions. 


ARB CAL 
APR 
2016 


XXX is a good speaker, was well prepared and organized and has excellent 
knowledge of the Arbitration Act.  His/her knowledge of rules of evidence and 
general law is that of a lay man and thus much of his/her audience was already 
operating at a higher level of knowlege than was he/her on these topics. 


ARB CAL 
APR 
2016 


XXX - provided a non legal perspective 


ARB CAL 
APR 
2016 


XXX was very good relating to lots of examples of his/her involvement in arbitration 
and getting the class to participate in discussion. 


ARB CAL 
APR 
2016 


XXX was very practical and presented very well. He/she seemed both knowledgeable 
and experienced in his/her field and was very respectful of other's experience. When 
clarification was required, XXX took the time to fully answer all queries. 


ARB CAL 
OCT 
2016 


XXX was extremely well informed and experienced, very helpful, and spent as much 
time as was necessary to explain a point. 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


XXX:  Very little prep. Course material was new and she/he had not taken time to 
familiarize herself with it. Much of what she/he read from the material was for the 
first time. No real lesson plan. Much of it felt improvised. He/she is certainly 
knowledgeable about the subject matter.  


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


 XXX was well prepared and engaging as an instructor. She/he recognized that 
this/his/her first part was a repeat of first year law school for the lawyers in the 
crowd and I think he/she struck a good balance between getting the non - lawyers 
through this material and also keeping the lawyers interested.  


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


XXX was excellent and always drew from his/her practical experience as an 
arbitrator to prepare us for practice. 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


He/she was fantastic.  Super organized, fair, candid and very knowledgeable.  Very 
professional and She/he did an excellent job.   (XXX) 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


Knowledgeable (XXX) 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


I like XXX and respect that she/he is a C. Arb. and a C. Med., as well as a lawyer.  
He/she provided excellent feedback on our written awards.      She/he did have a 
tendency to let the lawyers in the class draw us into discussions that were far too 
detailed, not necessarily on topic, and assumed (see above) that lawyers are 
inherently more capable of arbitrating.   


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


Excellent. (XXX) 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


The instructor was excellent, but clearly frustrated by the accuracy and/or clarity of 
the workbook material. (XXX) 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


The instructor, XXX, was very professional, thorough and patient   







Question 3 


Course Please comment on your Instructor (for Part 2)? Please be specific  
ARB CAL 
APR 
2016 


XXX: Very good. Good understanding of the legal issues  involved in arbitration. 


ARB CAL 
APR 
2016 


XXX: She/he was also pretty good 


ARB CAL 
APR 
2016 


XXX: He/she presented the materials well and was focused on ensuring the elements 
necessary for successful completion of the course by her/his students was front and 
center.  Again, much of the material was elementary. 


ARB CAL 
APR 
2016 


XXX - provided a legal perspective 


ARB CAL 
APR 
2016 


XXX: Very knowledgeable and willing to give good advice in respect to evidence. 


ARB CAL 
APR 
2016 


XXX was very prepared for his/her session, had materials that were helpful and 
engaged more from a legal perspective. I enjoyed her/his examples and presentation.  
His/her perspectives from a legal point of view were most helpful. 


ARB CAL 
OCT 
2016 


Again XXX was extremely well informed and experienced, again very supportive and 
patient, I couldn't fault either of them. 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


XXX: Same as part 1. Instructor violated confidentiality of the final exam. She/he 
examined my booklet after I had filled out my student #. He/she stated that she/he 
wanted to see if the exam had changed since the last time She/he had delivered the 
course. I do not hold an opinion with respect to how this impacted the outcome. I do 
believe it is the responsibility of the instructor to limit the opportunity for even the 
perception of impropriety to exist. Completely unprofessional.  


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


 I thought this was the meat and potatoes of the course. XXX did a good job working 
with us through the problems. I thought his/her review of the problems were very 
helpful   as "practice". It took a long time to understand the process/steps but I think 
that was less XXX and more the need for us as students to change how we were 
thinking and listening.   


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


XXX: Same as above 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


XXX: Same as above.  Excellent.   


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


XXX: Same as above 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


XXX: 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


XXX: Well versed in the material, experienced. Helpful 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


XXX: The instructor was professional and taught to the course's official standard, and 
tried to supplement with other material that did not contradict the course material, 
but aided in understanding it. 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


XXX: See above (same instructor) 







Question 4 


Course 
What did you think of the course materials (e.g., manuals, videos, role-plays)? Please 
give us specific examples  


ARB CAL 
APR 
2016 


Poor. Videos for the arbitration exercises should be provided to the students  free of 
charge  as part of the  course.  


ARB CAL 
APR 
2016 


role-plays were a bit silly and pointless, would rather have had time to learn more 
about what actually you are looking for in a written award. 


ARB CAL 
APR 
2016 


The manuals were fine, The videos, outside of being outdated were not bad.  The final 
exam video had some discrepancies between the testimony and the documents.  I 
don't know if this was accidental or purposely done. 


ARB CAL 
APR 
2016 


spelling errors on the manual and power points - final exam video was not available 
and caused confusion  


ARB CAL 
APR 
2016 


manuals were good and will come in hands. unfortunately, the video in the second 
session did not play. In the first session it was good to act out an arbitration. 


ARB CAL 
APR 
2016 


The course materials need substantial work, particularly in relation to the 
compilation and cross-referencing of the slides with the manuals that were provided. 
Written materials for the case and the final exam as well as communication from the 
Association contained spelling errors, grammatical mistakes and at times conflicted 
with verbal instructions given by the instructors. Videos for the final exam were 
unavailable at the appropriate time resulting in pre-arrangements for course 
requirements being unattainable within the agreed course outlines and timeframes.  


ARB CAL 
OCT 
2016 


The manuals are clear logical in their order, the videos are dated but perfectly 
adequate for training purposes. 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


Materials were adequate. Less than expected for the cost of the program.  


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


 The problems were excellent, the test video not so. It was painful to listen to the 
poor quality and the terrible "reading" of the lines.  The first video in part 1 was far 
better and set the bar for what I would expect for a course of this calibre.  Please 
change that last video!!!  


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


The manuals are well written, but have some gaps (as identified by our instructor). 
The videos need some update, and role plays with more structure and learning 
objectives would be beneficial. 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


Course materials were good but the videos were a bit dated and the final exam video 
was hard to watch and hear.   


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Was relevant but not provided on time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







Question 4 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


ADRIC's materials are shameful. Besides the crummy black-and-white spiral bound 
books, there was NO SYLLABUS, NO GRADING RUBRIC, and NO SAMPLE AWARD.  
The materials were filled with grammatical errors and typos.  The exam had key 
mistakes (like referring to one person by different names, assuming March has 30 
days, excluding information from the contract excerpts that we were supposed to 
address).  Also, that final exam arbitration case is ancient -- what's with all the white 
guys and no witnesses besides the parties?  What's with the arbitrator letting the 
lawyers overtly lead their witnesses for most of the way-too-long and repetitive 
examinations?    In any respectable professional organization, $3000 should you 
four-color, tabbed, complete, correct course materials in three-hole binder.   


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


Too much in one course. They didn't matter because the assessment was 100% on 
the written part 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


Sadly, the course material was not what I would consider adequate to meet the 
stated learning goals.  Videos were dated or in pure condition.  One of the best 
improvements that could be made is for the ADRIC to purchase the rights to re-print 
"Commercial Arbitration" by McLaren and Palmer, which is the source of the booklet 
material and still the seminal academic authority on Arbitration. Fortunately I have 
one. 


ARB EDM 
FEB 2016 


Course materials:  on a scale of 1 - 10 I would say perhaps a 7.  Some of the material, 
particularly in regards to the law of contract was outdated or simply wrong.  Videos - 
the video of the landlord /tenant arbitration was excellent.  the video of the Economy 
/ Toughsport for the final exam was dull, poor quality and difficult to follow because 
it involved people reading with next to no expression.  That is not what I expect a 
real arbitration would be like.  Even the arbitrator was bad - his instructions were 
slowly given in a boring monotone such that the audience was 'tuned out' before the 
substantive video began.  Given the cost of the course, something better than that 
could be delivered.  Role plays: ok  







Questions 5-8 


Course 


What motivated you 
to take this/her 
course? Please be 
specific 


How did you hear 
about this/her 
course? Please be 
specific 


What were your 
goals in taking 
this/her course? 
Please be specific 


Were these goals 
met? (Please 
specify how your 
goals were or 
were not met) 


ARB 
CAL 
APR 
2016 


A desire to expand my 
areas of practice in 
law. 


Online through a 
Google search of 
arbitration courses. 


Better 
understanding of 
the arbitration 
process and to 
obtain arbitration 
designation. 


Too soon to say. 


ARB 
CAL 
APR 
2016 


i want to be an 
arbitrator  


i found it myself on 
the internet 


become an 
arbitrator and 
learn how to write 
awards 


no i didn't really 
learn how to 
specifically write a 
an award 


ARB 
CAL 
APR 
2016 


I wish to expand my 
practice to include 
arbitration and feel 
the designation will 
assist in that 
expansion. 


ADRIA course 
requirements 


1. Learn more 
about arbitrating 
disputes and any 
specific issues 
associated with 
the Alberta 
Arbitration Act.   2. 
Q.Arb. designation. 


The goals were by 
and large met but 
a great deal of 
time was spent on 
teaching legal and 
procedural basics, 
which for the vast 
majority of the 
class and 
particularly those 
of us who have 
practiced for 
decades was a 
waste of days. 


ARB 
CAL 
APR 
2016 


to grow my business 
during my 
mediation course 


arbitrate family 
matters 


somewhat  


ARB 
CAL 
APR 
2016 


Wanting to expand 
my practice and 
getting to know XXX, 
even though I did not 
know he was teaching 
the course until I 
signed up. 


Through our 
education person at 
the office. 


To be able to be 
involved in 
arbitration and 
understand how it 
works and write 
an award. 


Yes by 
participating in 
the mock 
arbitration and 
writing the 
practice award. 







Questions 5-8 


Course 


What motivated you 
to take this/her 
course? Please be 
specific 


How did you hear 
about this/her 
course? Please be 
specific 


What were your 
goals in taking 
this/her course? 
Please be specific 


Were these goals 
met? (Please 
specify how your 
goals were or 
were not met) 


ARB 
CAL 
APR 
2016 


I wanted to ensure 
that any activities 
relating to my 
participation in 
arbitrations were 
appropriate and in 
accord with good 
practice. 


I researched the 
internet and spoke 
with others to 
determine the 
recommended 
authorities in 
Canadian/Alberta 
arbitration. 


My goals were as 
follows:  To 
establish a 
knowledge base 
for arbitration 
engagement.  To 
interact with 
others who were 
pursuing 
arbitration 
activities.  To 
obtain 
qualification as an 
arbitrator. 


The first two 
objectives were 
met.  I await the 
results of my 
examination to 
determine 
whether 
qualification is 
achieved.  I 
appreciated the 
learning that 
occurred 
throughout the 
course. 


ARB 
CAL 
OCT 
2016 


I am currently 
training to become a 
mediator, I'm not sure 
if I will actually be 
able to secure any 
arbitration work, but I 
feel it gives me a 
better understanding 
of the process and 
provided I am able to 
pass I hope the 
additional credential 
will add to my 
credibility. 


Through telephone 
conversations with 
Jocelyn and the ADR 
website.  


I am moving into a 
new career path 
so I am throwing 
myself at as much 
as I can to 
accelerate my 
learning.  


More than. 


ARB 
EDM 
FEB 
2016 


I enjoyed previous 
courses taken through 
ADRIA. Interested in 
arbitration. Interested 
in personal 
development.  


ADRIA website.  


Better understand 
arbitration 
process. Develop 
my skills. Personal 
development.  


Yes 







Questions 5-8 


Course 


What motivated you 
to take this/her 
course? Please be 
specific 


How did you hear 
about this/her 
course? Please be 
specific 


What were your 
goals in taking 
this/her course? 
Please be specific 


Were these goals 
met? (Please 
specify how your 
goals were or 
were not met) 


ARB 
EDM 
FEB 
2016 


I personally thought it 
would make me a 
better advocate to 
understand the 
process. As the courts 
get busier and delays 
longer the decision to 
find your own " court 
" is coming up more 
often .   


 Some colleagues in 
the Edmonton bar 
had taken the 
course and 
recommended it.  


I wanted to better 
understand what 
the arbitrator - the 
"trier of fact" is 
looking for and  
what challenges 
that role presents. 
That 
understanding 
helps  when 
formulating 
submissions .    


yes- The course 
gave real insight 
into the challenges 
Arbitrators face 
from irrelevant 
submissions to 
missing evidence . 
I got the sense of 
what it is like to " 
walk a mile in the 
shoes" of the 
arbitrator. 


ARB 
EDM 
FEB 
2016 


There are lateral roles 
in my organization 
that require this/her 
training (DRB/Office 
of the Appeals 
Advisors), so I took 
the course to expand 
my exposure to 
this/her skill set. 


From co-workers 


To develop an 
additional skill set 
regarding decision 
making. 


Yes, I already use 
the skills taught 
regarding bias, 
and weighing the 
evidence in my 
current role, but 
this/her training 
has enhanced my 
skills greatly. 


ARB 
EDM 
FEB 
2016 


I was proposed as an 
arbitrator for a bid 
resolution process 
and so determined 
that I should get extra 
training and 
certifications.   


From other 
members of my 
firm. 


To take steps to 
become a certified 
and then qualified 
arbitrator. 


Yes - I passed the 
course so I am one 
step closer! 


ARB 
EDM 
FEB 
2016 


Interest in Mediation, 
Arbitration and 
Mediation 


Web 
To get certification 
and apply at 
workplace 


Don't know the 
results yet. 


ARB 
EDM 
FEB 
2016 


I want to be an 
arbitrator.  I took the 
communications 
course, which I also 
liked (despite the 
horrible course 
materials).   


 


To be introduced 
to the major 
elements of 
arbitration as a 
process and as a 
profession.   


This/her course 
puts the cart 
before the horse -- 
a pass/fail course 
should not ride on 
writing an award; 
at the very least, 
the hearing should 
come first.    







Questions 5-8 


Course 


What motivated you 
to take this/her 
course? Please be 
specific 


How did you hear 
about this/her 
course? Please be 
specific 


What were your 
goals in taking 
this/her course? 
Please be specific 


Were these goals 
met? (Please 
specify how your 
goals were or 
were not met) 


ARB 
EDM 
FEB 
2016 


Gain more 
understanding of 
Arbitration process. 


ADRIA 
Gain more 
understanding 


kind of. 
Assessment was 
not related to the 
majority of the 
course. 


ARB 
EDM 
FEB 
2016 


I am approaching 
retirement from my 
first career and 
Arbitration appeals to 
me as a second career 
and to keep me active 
in mind. 


I have been familiar 
with the ADRIC and 
ADRIA for some 
number of years 
through my first 
career. 


1. To determine if 
I had the aptitude 
to work as an 
Arbitrator.  2. To 
determine if 
Arbitration was a 
viable career 
choice. 


Yes.  I confirmed 
that this is an erea 
of practice that is 
stimulating and I 
felt I could 
succeed given 
some hard work.  I 
also felt that from 
what I learned of 
how the industry 
of Arbitration 
works, I may have 
a chance to 
supplement my 
pension with 
Arbitration work. 


ARB 
EDM 
FEB 
2016 


I have always been 
interested in different 
types of ADR and 
arbitration is a 
process which I have 
referred clients to on 
numerous occasions 


I heard about the 
course from a 
colleague who had 
taken it recently 


My goals were to 
better understand 
the process and, 
upon qualification, 
possibly expand 
my practice to 
include arbitration 


Yes - I better 
understand the 
process.  Too early 
to tell whether I 
will expand my 
practice   


 







Questions 9-11 


Course 


Please comment on the 
facilities. If the facilities were 
not to your satisfaction, how 
can we improve for future 
courses? 


What are your impressions of ADRIA 
as an organization (from registration 
to course completion)?  What did we 
do well?  How would you like to see 
us improve your experience? 


I agree to my 
comments 
being used in 
promotional 
materials: 


ARB 
CAL 
APR 
2016 


The facilities were fine. 
Better coordination with student and 
improved course materials. See 
comments re: video. 


No 


ARB 
CAL 
APR 
2016 


it was fine. 
yes all except the grading of the 
award was good. 


Yes 


ARB 
CAL 
APR 
2016 


The facility was okay.  At 
times the activities outside 
the door were distracting. 


Registration was good.  I am still 
awaiting results of the final exam two 
months post course.  That could 
improve.  I also think that while it is 
necessary to have a course geared to 
those with no legal knowledge, there 
is no reason why lawyers with 
decades of experience ought to sit 
through days of discussion of basic 
law and procedure.  I don't wish to 
sound uppity but other than the 
detailed discussions about the 
Arbitration Act provisions I learned 
nothing new for most of the course.  
There should either be a way for 
lawyers to challenge the exam or to 
be waived through most of the course 
materials.   


Yes 


ARB 
CAL 
APR 
2016 


somewhat improve the manuals  No 


ARB 
CAL 
APR 
2016 


Facilities were fine and easy 
to get to on public transport. 


Kept the teaching simple and to the 
point. It would be nice to have two 
mock arbitrations. 


Yes 


ARB 
CAL 
APR 
2016 


The facilities were marginally 
appropriate. i.e. Very noisy 
and drowned out instructors 
in certain periods throughout 
the day. I believe this/her 
was caused by the adjoining 
safety courses. The location 
was not central, Parking was 
almost non-existent even if 
you arrived 1/2 to 3/4 of an 


The instructors for the course were 
very well prepared and 
knowledgeable. Materials must be 
upgraded and coordinated with class 
presentation materials. Electronic 
materials would be appreciated vs. 
paper copies. Communication with 
students, course materials and exams 
should be proofed as errors and 
inconsistencies detract from the 


Yes 







Questions 9-11 


Course 


Please comment on the 
facilities. If the facilities were 
not to your satisfaction, how 
can we improve for future 
courses? 


What are your impressions of ADRIA 
as an organization (from registration 
to course completion)?  What did we 
do well?  How would you like to see 
us improve your experience? 


I agree to my 
comments 
being used in 
promotional 
materials: 


hour before the course. 
Training room setup was 
awkward and required 
moving computer equipment 
from desks prior to 
beginning. IT help to use 
internal video displays was 
repeatedly required, but at 
times unavailable for the 
instructors. (Not 
professional) 


credibility of the Association.  
Alternate facilities should be sought 
and possibly downtown or central 
location rather than in the industrial 
parks.   


ARB 
CAL 
OCT 
2016 


I think the facilities are not 
ideal, the parking is difficult, 
traffic is terrible during rush 
hour periods, there is often 
noise outside of the training 
room that is distracting. In 
the current climate I am sure 
there are more suitable 
venues available. 


Overall impression was constant with 
other touch points, professional. 


Yes 


ARB 
EDM 
FEB 
2016 


Instructor struggled with 
technology. Lack of 
preparation.  


I am a proponent of ADRIA and its 
Mission and Values. I certainly see 
opportunity for the principles of 
ADRIA within my industry/sector. 
Adult education has been a large part 
of my career over the last 20 years. I 
have come to learn that subject 
matter experts do not always make 
the best instructors. If ADRIA has 
criteria/competencies or educational 
requirements for instructors they 
should be reviewed. If these do not 
exist they should be created. I'm a fan 
of the CACE (Certificate in Adult and 
Continuing Education, Faculty of 
Extension) offered through the U of A.   
I am certain that the courses I have 
completed through ADRIA have made 
me better at my job but due to the 
inconsistency in instructor 
competency I cannot in good 
conscience recommend ADRIA 
courses to my staff or colleagues.  


Yes 







Questions 9-11 


Course 


Please comment on the 
facilities. If the facilities were 
not to your satisfaction, how 
can we improve for future 
courses? 


What are your impressions of ADRIA 
as an organization (from registration 
to course completion)?  What did we 
do well?  How would you like to see 
us improve your experience? 


I agree to my 
comments 
being used in 
promotional 
materials: 


ARB 
EDM 
FEB 
2016 


they were well suited- no 
change  


I  had one concern - that some of the 
material had  actual errors in it from 
a legal point of view. Especially for 
the lay students that could be very 
misleading. - better attention to that 
would be essential.  


Yes 


ARB 
EDM 
FEB 
2016 


Facilities were OK, but food 
options were quite far away. 


I could better answer this if I was 
planning on starting my own practice. 
There should be more framework to 
shadow an arbitration to get a 
practical understanding of how 
arbitration works. At least 2 more in 
class days on decision writing and 
issue identification would be very 
helpful. 


Yes 


ARB 
EDM 
FEB 
2016 


Very good - good location and 
parking availability. 


I thought they were very good.   Yes 


ARB 
EDM 
FEB 
2016 


Location not the best for 
someone out of town. 


Communication needs improvement Yes 


ARB 
EDM 
FEB 
2016 


They're fine. Thanks for 
letting us invade your break 
room! 


I have been very happy about all my 
interactions with ADRIA.  It's too bad 
your materials come from ADRIC.  I 
suggest offering a suite of arbitration 
courses or just doing mediation.  It's 
unclear to me how someone who's 
not a lawyer could ever become a C. 
Arb. -- even Q. Arb. will be a stretch.   


No 







Questions 9-11 


Course 


Please comment on the 
facilities. If the facilities were 
not to your satisfaction, how 
can we improve for future 
courses? 


What are your impressions of ADRIA 
as an organization (from registration 
to course completion)?  What did we 
do well?  How would you like to see 
us improve your experience? 


I agree to my 
comments 
being used in 
promotional 
materials: 


ARB 
EDM 
FEB 
2016 


Excellent 
Need to rethink this area. The 
mediation courses were more 
focused. 


No 


ARB 
EDM 
FEB 
2016 


The College facilities were 
fine.  The classroom was fine.  
An improvement might be to 
have an updated AV IT 
capacity and expertise by 
staff. 


It appears that ADRIA is a well run 
organization with very committed 
people to the professional of 
Arbitration.  Setting a special social 
hosted by ADRIA solely for people 
who have just passed the initial 
course, so they could speak to 
persons already in the industry. 


Yes 


ARB 
EDM 
FEB 
2016 


The facilities were fine 


ADRIA did well in terms of 
registration etc.   What it has not 
done particularly well is to really 
explain what it does as an 
organization, steps towards 
qualification etc 


Yes 


 








  


COURSE What was your impression of the course overall?Please be specific 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 


The course was great.  XXX is a wonderful teacher who really knows his/her stuff.  
XXX is also really great at creating a positive and comfortable learning environment.  
I think that the materials are well thought out and I enjoyed learning about RJ and 
Circles.  XXX has a wealth of experience and used real examples from Edmonton that 
I really appreciated. 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 


It was very useful in learning some of the background/philosophy of restorative 
practices, and also in getting some practice at what it might be like to attempt to 
facilitate it. 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 


Good course. Liked the practical part of designing and running a circle though didn't 
seem to have enough time to conduct a full circle.  


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 


I thought the course was good, however the restorative dialogues (as opposed to the 


circles) were somewhat repetitive from the mediations course.  


COURSE Please comment on your instructor, XXX. Please be specific 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 


XXX is a great teacher and has such a calm and reassuring personality.  I enjoy how 
s/he brings the students together, uses her empathy and humour and a never-ending 
source of wisdom to the classroom. 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
XXX is a fantastic instructor.  S/he is so committed and good at what s/he does.  


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 


XXX was great. S/he was very knowledgeable and open to discussion. I would take 
another course from her/him if offered.  


COURSE 
Please comment on your coaches.Please mention specific coaches with whom you 
worked. 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
No coaches in this course. 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
XXX is always a great coach.  


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 


I worked with XXX. S/he's always fabulous. Very positive, and gives constructive 
feedback.  


COURSE 
What did you think of the course materials (e.g., manuals, videos, role-plays)?Please 
give specific examples 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
great 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
Likes the role plays.  


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 


It was ok. We didn't really engage much with the materials in this class, and focused 
more on learning from discussions.  


 


 


 







  


COURSE What motivated you to take this course? Please be specific 
RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
I am interested in working in communities and addressing harm 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 


I often work with conflicted groups, and was looking for other ways to create 
healthier communication and resolution in such situations. The course showed me 
that well facilitated circles could be one of the best ways of having group 
communication. 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
I am interested in restorative justice and would like to facilitate circles in the future.  


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 


I want to become a qualified mediator, and have as many skills as possible when I 
enter the ADR field.  


COURSE How did hear about this course? Please be specific 
RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
through work 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 


At a retreat/workshop XXX and XXX did with a group of pastors in Banff earlier this 
year. 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
ADRIA website.  


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
ADRIA website, and other ADRIA courses.  


COURSE What were your goals in taking this course? Please be specific  
RP EDM 


JUN 2016 


to learn about RP in a practical skill-based way to bring to my future career and life 
goals. 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
To learn more about the practice of circles and how they might work. 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
. 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
To become a better ADR practitioner, and develop more mediation skills.  


COURSE Were these goals met?Please specify how your goals were or were not met 
RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
Yes 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
 I gained that learning. 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
They were met. I feel I have another tool in my toolbox.  


COURSE 
Please comment on the facilities. If the facilities were not to your satisfaction, how 
can we improve for future courses? 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
good, convenient 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
Coffee maker was broken but otherwise fine.  


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
they were fine.  







  


 


COURSE 


What are your impressions of ADRIA as an organization 
(from registration to course completion)? What did we do 
well? How would you like to see us improve your 
experience? 


I agree to my 
comments being used 
in promotional 
materials: 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 
I work here, we are, obviously, wonderful. No 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 


Really, I don't have much of an impression. I need to admit I 
found the course extremely expensive compared to other 
educational opportunities I might have chosen. That is 
unfortunate, as I believe many who work in my field would 
benefit. 


Yes 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 


Have had no problems except it seems to take a long time to 
get course certificates. 


No 


RP EDM 


JUN 2016 


I think ADRIA does well. I wish more courses were offered 
though, so students could get a more well rounded 
experience  year round.  


No 
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ADR Institute of Canada 


Minutes of the Board of Directors Meeting 


December 8, 2016 


draft with updates 


Present as indicated:  X; meetings missed ( )  


 


X Sara Ahlstrom    X Glen Bell     X Thierry Bériault   X Laura Bruneau   X Andy Butt     
X Mary Comeau   X Michael Erdle   X Bill Hartnett    (1) Michelle Maniago  X Jim McCartney 
X David McCutcheon  X Jim Musgrave   X Josie Parisi    X Scott Siemens   X Wendy Hassen 
X  Michael Schafler   X Jennifer Schulz  X Anne Wallace 
 


Staff:  


X Janet McKay (Secretary) 


 
1. Call to order 
 
The meeting was called to order by President Scott Siemens at 12pm ET.  
 


 
2. Confirmation of quorum  
 
Executive Director Janet McKay confirmed quorum. 
 


 
3. Declarations of Conflict of Interest 
 
Ms. McKay invited those with any conflicts of interest to declare.  Michael Erdle declared a conflict with the topic of domain 
names. 
 


 
4. Approval of agenda 
 


Approved by consensus. 
 


 
5. Minutes of Executive Meeting – November 17, 2016 
 
The Minutes of Executive Committee Meeting of November 17, 2016 were provided for information only.  
 


 
6. Minutes of Board Meeting October 15-16, 2016 
 


7. Minutes of the Special Board Meeting ‐ November 28, 2016 
 
Moved by Michael Schafler to approved the Minutes of October 15‐16, 2016 and November 28, 2016. Seconded by Mary 
Comeau. Motion carried. 
 


 
8. ADRIC Board Input for MOU's 
 
All affiliates except BCAMI and ADRIC have provided feedback.  
 


Glen Bell to request that BCAMI provide feedback to the MOUTF.
Done and feedback provided by BCAMI to MOUTF.
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9. April Board meeting (date change required) 
 
The week of Easter Monday is problematic for a number of directors who will be away.   
 


President and ED to consider other dates.
New date proposed and confirmed: May 4‐7, 2017


 


 
10. Media Relations /Speakers Bureau Committees 
 
Michael Schafler to work with ED to develop proposal for Board. Wendy Hassen offered to discuss institutionalizing 
communications with Mr. Schafler. 
 


Michael Schafler to discuss with Executive Director.
No development to date due to more immediate issues.


 


 
11. ADRIO ‐ ADRIC Presidents' Discussions 
 
President Scott Siemens updated the Board on his mandate to discuss facilities issues with the ADRIO President. Separate 
office space is available across the hall and Ms. McKay has discussed with the landlord the possibility of ADRIC moving there 
and then a wall could be built in the current offices to apportion a smaller space for ADRIO so they do not have the full rental 
expense. The landlord is amenable to such an arrangement. Mr. Siemens has provided this information to ADRIO President 
Jennifer Bell who will discuss with her Board this evening. 
 


 
12. Finance Committee 2017 Budget Recommendation 
 
Moved by Andy Butt to approve the 2017 budget. Seconded by Thierry Beriault. Motion approved. 
 


 
13. Executive Director Report 
 
IMIS update: ADRIO, ADRSK and ADRIM have launched; ADRIA and ADRAI are confirming their membership info.  Staff is 
being trained; processed some transactions.  Affiliates have been invoiced for implementation fees up until the end of 
October but have not yet been invoiced for the software or for Morgan’s time as an employee and independent contractor. 
Must work on French for ADRIC site. 
 
E.D. has engaged an agency for staffing and will be advertising on charity village. Lowering titles to coordinator rather than 
manager.   
 
The NEB roster is stalled.  The client is not returning calls or emails.  Will continue to try to wrap up this year.  Executive 
Director will send an update message to all applicants. 
 
Scott Siemens mentioned that we have had conversations with Family Mediation Canada about collaboration – they are very 
interested and excited to collaborate on the ADRIC conference in St. John’s. 
 


 
14. Other 
 
Domain Names 
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ADRIO expressed interest in the domain names ADRIC has owned for many years.  We had sent a message indicating we 
would provide them with the names with a couple of caveats:   ADRIO replied that it does not agree with the caveats but still 
would like to own the names.  Mr. Siemens asked whether the Board wishes to maintain the requirements.  The Board 
agreed: it does. Mr. Siemens will be in touch with ADRIO President Jennifer Bell. 
 


 
15. Adjournment 
 
The meeting was adjourned by consensus. 
 


 








From: Paul Conway [mailto:paul@adralberta.com]       7.2.9 
Sent: March-15-17 12:42 PM 
To: 'Alasdair MacKinnon' <Alasdairmackinnon7@gmail.com>; 'Barrie Marshall' 
<Barrie.marshall@gowlings.com>; 'Dolores Herman' <dherman2010@gmail.com>; 'Dolores Herman' 
<dolores.herman@neb-one.gc.ca>; 'Gayle Desmeules' <circle.dialogue@gmail.com>; Jeff Jessamine 
<jeff@federationcorp.com>; 'Joanne Munro' <joannepmunro@gmail.com>; 'John Welbourn' 
<jhw@macwel.ca>; 'Kevin Kelly' <kkelly@kpkellylaw.com>; 'Michelle Simpson' 
<michelle@simpsonlaw.ca>; Stan Galbraith <stan@galbraith.ab.ca>; Wendy Hassen 
<wendy@wendyhassen.ca> 
Cc: 'Tammy Borowiecki' <tammy@adralberta.com>; 'Truus Souman' <membership@adralberta.com> 
Subject: ADRIA Education programs and ADRIC designation requirements 
 
A second priority agenda item (item 7.2) for the Board this Saturday, flowing from the January meeting, 
is a robust discussion of our ADRIA education programs and the ADRIC designation requirements - with 
reference to the 2016 ADRIA student feedback summaries, and recent feedback from one of our 
Chartered members (both posted on the Board website as part of this month's agenda). 
 
Our Director of Professional Development, Tammy Borowiecki, will attend for these two important 
and interlinked discussions. 
 
The 2016 ADRIA student feedback was distributed in January and, although these are lengthy 
documents, hopefully you have had a chance to review them and gained a high-level perspective.  You 
will be updated on our ADRIA marketing activities (successes and failures), the ADRIC Education 
Committee activities, and recent efforts to administer and evergreen the national mediation and 
arbitration courses.  While the views of Ms. Bishop on the adequacy of the training may not be shared 
by all, they have been expressed by others and are relevant to the discussion at hand. 
 
With respect to the national designations, we will continue our Board discussions on the quality and 
semantic concerns that have primarily focussed on the Q designations.  Again, recent feedback from Ms. 
Bishop is not entirely out of step with the views expressed by others, and is worthy of discussion.  This 
weekend the Board should decide to what extent and in what fashion is wishes to raise this issue to 
ADRIC's attention. 
 
Regardless of where we are in the agenda, this discussion will commence at 11am Saturday to facilitate 
Tammy's participation. 
 
Paul Conway | Executive Director  
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Question 1 


Course What was your impression of the course overall? Please be specific 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


I very much enjoyed this course and feel I learned many valuable skills.  We progressed 
from learning general skills to specific applications of those skills.  The pace of the course 
and the amount of interaction was perfect.  The fact that the students were able to 
interact with XXX and each other so much was particularly valuable. 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


A lot of content in a short time.  I believe a number of us felt overwhelmed with the detail 
on each key component to learn. 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


Very good. Well organized and presented.  


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


I thought the course had a lot of great material. I found it very challenging. 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


I enjoyed the class, the instructor was excellent.  I learned a lot about myself and about 
communication.  


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


Very effective in being able to communicate and discover underlying interest behind 
subject matters.  


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
The course was great. Lots of opportunity for learning. 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


I thought it was excellent. I thought it taught me to "think outside of the box" and see 
things from different perspectives.  Listening is as important in communications as 
speaking. 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
Great, wonderful  


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


Good course, materials were complete and helpful. Bringing in coaches was a good 
teaching method. Helpful to learn with a group of diverse students.  


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


a very useful course, both in terms of lecture content and practice. I really appreciate the 
one-on-one attention of coaches and breaking out in small groups 


COM EDM 
SEPT 
2016 


I thought the course was fabulous!  Way above my expectations.  I loved how everything 
was broke down so that you had the opportunity to learn each skill and then put it back 
together again.   


COM EDM 
SEPT 
2016 


The overall impression was good. I thought the classroom learning was a little slow and I 
was surprised at how surprised participants were in the scope of the subject matter. It 
was as though they did not know what mediation was or what was involved. 


COM EDM 
SEPT 
2016 


The overall course was thorough. The mix of learning the theory of the material and then 
being able to practice was a huge advantage. It's a lot different learning something and 
doing it.  I'd give the coarse five stars. 


COM EDM 
SEPT 
2016 


I found it very good, the in-depth view of communication practices have improved my 
abilities and understanding greatly  







Question 2 


Course Please comment on your instructor for this course.  Please be specific 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


XXX was absolutely fantastic.  S/he ensured that the students understood the concepts 
before moving on, but at no point did I feel that time was being wasted.  His/her 
demeanor and clarity made the information very easy to digest.  S/he was encouraging 
and kind; everything an instructor in this course should be.  Simply put, XXX went 
above and beyond in her/his role as instructor. 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


XXX was an outstanding Instructor, as s/he supported each of us emotionally and 
intellectually to guide us into the key principles.    


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


XXX: Thoughtful and considerate.  An instructor unlike any I have had before. 
Encouraging and direct. Excellent at explaining and bringing together the course. Also 
able to identify insecurities and weaknesses of students and help them get past them.  


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


XXX was an excellent instructor, s/he was able to deliver the material in a way that we 
were able to feel successful. XXX was also very knowledgable and was able to answer 
our questions with confidence.  


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


XXX was very welcoming from the very first moment. S/he was an excellent instructor, 
s/he was able to help me understand the materials and concepts and challenged me to 
gain a deeper understanding. S/he was very patient and able to work with various 
levels at the same time.  


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


Amazing instructor, very well trained and receptive to feedback as well as keeping the 
energy high! (XXX) 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


XXX was very engaged in the learning process and was mindful of incorporating a 
variety of learning styles and techniques. 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


Very knowledgeable and helpful.  His/her passion for ADR and mediation comes out in 
her/his lesson planning. (XXX) 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
Knowledgeable, passionate about the subject (XXX) 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
Very knowledgeable, teaching style effective - friendly and open. (XXX) 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
XXX is an outstanding instructor, very accommodating 


COM EDM 
SEPT 
2016 


XXX was awesome.  S/he was a great facilitator that was easy to understand and kept 
the flow of the class going smoothly.   


COM EDM 
SEPT 
2016 


XXX did a great job. The lessons were clear and facilitated learning. I thought the first 
day was slow. The fish bowl and break out practice time was excellent.  


COM EDM 
SEPT 
2016 


I really enjoyed XXX. I found s/he had a direct teaching style and would then add stories 
to emphasize her/his point to make it clearer. We had lots of practice time and time for 
us to watch him/her and the coaches demonstrate what s/he wanted us to learn. S/he 
presented the material in a clear concise manner and it was easy to grasp onto. 


COM EDM 
SEPT 
2016 


XXX was very knowledgeable and kept the flow going great with interactive activities, 
kept the course on time and at the same time made sure our understanding of the 
material was there. 







Question 3 


Course Please comment on your instructor for Part 2 this course.  Please be specific 
COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


Same instructor 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


Same instructor 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


Same instructor 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


Same instructor 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


Same instructor 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
Same instructor 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
Same instructor 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
Same instructor 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
Same instructor 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
Same instructor 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
Same instructor 


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


XXX was amazing!  S/he has left a lasting impression on me.  I found him/her to be 
very inspirational and so incredibly genuine.  Time with her/him went so quickly. I 
went into this course to increase my knowledge and awareness and left   with new 
aspirations.  XXX was a huge part of my self awareness and I would just like to 
thank her/him for that.   


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


Unfortunately XXX's lessons confused me and muddied the water. There was many 
personal stories where as I would have preferred more practice time. There was 
also little to no discussion on what was expected of you when you were a role 
player.  


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


XXX is a lovely [person] with lots of interesting stories. XXX teaches with lots of 
stories which I find harder to learn from. For me I find it easier to have a more 
direct teaching approach with less stories. I would have liked less talking and more 
practicing and more watching the coaches fishbowl.   


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


XXX was very nice and knowledgeable, I felt that we had less activities and 
opportunities to interact with the other class participants, I felt we did not cover the 
material quite as thoroughly 







Question 4 


Course 
Please comment on your coaches. Please mention specific coaches with whom you 
worked. 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


The coaching was very helpful and the role play practices were as well. 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


XXX joined us for the latter stages of the course.  S/he was very willing to teach us 
the specifics of the topics we were touching on.  S/he was also a very active listener 
in his/her own right and gave a lot of insightful comments.   


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


XXX as a coach was great. I noticed there was never a wrong answer but perhaps a 
better one. S/he was very encouraging.  XXX was a different type of coach how had 
some great advice but sometimes the stories weren't necessary. Also very concerned 
that s/he was late. First day was acceptable but second day I anticipated better 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


XXX was our only other coach. XXX was very helpful when coaching as she was also 
very well educated in the material that we were learning. XXX was able to give all of 
us tips to help us learn and practice our new skills. 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


XXX was very helpful and knowledgeable.  


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
Don’t recall, sorry 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
Coaching was positive and enthusiastic.  


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


Coachers were great--both encouraging and constructively critical without being too 
negative. I especially liked XXX. 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
Knowledgeable, passionate about the subject  


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


Great working with XXX and XXX. I did find significant variation between their style 
in terms of their feedback on my strengths and weaknesses. 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
XXX and XXX, both excellent. XXX was amazing at diffusing a difficult situation 


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


I first worked with XXX as a coach when XXX was instructing.  My first impression 
was s/he was very caring and wanted us all to be successful. I also worked with 
another coach on day 5.  I'm at a loss for her/his name.  I loved the way s/he gave 
feed back.  It was very helpful with preparation for day 6.  XXX was my coach when I 
was being evaluated on my final role play.  Even though, It was the first time i met 
her/him and I was extremely nervous, s/he made me feel very comfortable.  I really 
appreciated his/her feedback after the role play. 


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


The coaching was mostly useful. XXX was excellent. S/he focused us and provided 
very useful tips which I think should have been taught in the main lesson.  


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


XXX's tip to ask "What are your ...." and fill in with a PEACH BFVN word was very 
helpful. Sorry … I can remember faces not names but each one brought their own 
gifts to the table. I would have liked an opportunity to work one on one with all the 
coaches in the second part, to  have more role-playing with them, less talking and 
have more time to learn from them. 


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


All of the coaches were very good, gave great feed back and support 







Question 5 


Course 
What did you think of the course materials (e.g., manuals, videos, role-plays)?Please 
give specific examples 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


The two booklets are laid out very well and are resources I plan to continue to use 
going forward.  The role plays provided excellent practice. 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


Very helpful, especially the role-plays.  They helped me understand what might be 
achievable in a relatively short period of time in real mediations.    One example was 
the final day exercise when XXX explained that we had touched on an element that 
was important in the next stage of the course, namely, the authority to be at the table 
and mediate an issue.  


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


I thought the manuals were very complete with all of the material that was taught. I 
was able to reference back many times to the manual as it was very well organized 
and very user friendly. It was nice to have the videos as another learning tool to help 
us get a sense of what was being asked of us. The role plays were a very real way of 
allowing us to practice our new ways to communicate when in conflict. 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


These were all excellent, they were very helpful in learning, and were well organized 
and easy to use.  


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
Very much helpful, I have reflected on them very frequently! 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
Materials were varied, useful and informative. 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


The materials were generally okay.  Some of the academic articles were a little 
"heavy"---with some topics thoroughly explored and others just glossed over. 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
Good, concise  


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


role-plays were very effective. Using the same group of situations over a period of a 
few days really helped me to develop my skills. Could have used more writing space 
in the manual.  


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


all worked well except for the role-plays.   role-plays can be used for different 
purposes and with different level of "scriptness". PLEASE, PLEASE be specific with 
instructions. Not everyone can make stuff up on the spot and not everyone can guess 
the appropriate time to switch from a position to an interest. For the "unskilled" 
party, no real instruction was provided on how to play that role: how much should we 
make things up? what do you mean by "handing in the scenario on a silver platter"? 
what do you mean by "being stubborn"? As a result, as an unskilled role-player, I was 
blamed by another person for his poor performance (which actually sent me to crisis 
therapy on that day) and was always very concerned about spoiling other 
participants' final assessment. To improve the experience for all participants, even 
the shy ones who try to scramble to make things up on the spot, please do the 
following:   - please thoroughly explain ground rules of conduct  in role-plays (esp. 
extent of scriptness for the unskilled player and respect for others)  - Please assign 
both roles in advance for two last days. It cont’d         will help people like myself make 
most both wednesday training and thursday assessment   - For people with social 
anxiety and related communication disorders (e.g. slow speech processing), there 
should be some warning that role-plays can be a trigger and that they can apologize 
and leave, if needed.   Curriculum developers seem to have an assumption that people 
like this do not end up in courses like this, but we do :) precisely to learn the skills, not 
to get certification.  I did not require any adjustments in grading, I am here to 







Question 5 


Course 
What did you think of the course materials (e.g., manuals, videos, role-plays)?Please 
give specific examples 
practice, and having more advanced warnings about role-plays, as described above, 
would help m prepare better.  


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


I found the course materials were easy to follow and very informative. I loved the role 
playing.  I am a hands on learner so I greatly benefited from all of the opportunities 
we had to practice our skills.   


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


It was useful  


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


The manuals covered everything well. It would have been nice to be sent home with 
new material to practice from and not just what we went over in class. I liked the 
variety of videos to reinforce what was being taught. They added humor. The role-
plays are invaluable. It would have been better if we had known the importance of the 
backstories the second day and had spent more time doing  them before we role-
played. I think we would have learned more. For the skilled and unskilled role-player, 
it would have gave us more to work with and expectations for the final role-play 
would have been clearer. It would have been nice for the coaches to demonstrate 
composing their back stories with us before they fishbowled to see their importance. 


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


I think that all of the material was very good, some video connectivity issues 
happened but otherwise it was good 







Question 6-7 


Course 
What motivated you to take this 
course? Please be specific 


How did hear about this course? Please 
be specific 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


I wish to attain the Q. Med designation.  
This course got me started on that 
journey and made me realize how 
fulfilling and important dispute 
resolution can be. 


I have previous experience as legal 
counsel in mediations.  When I decided to 
pursue a Q. Med, I researched via ADRIA's 
website, phone calls with XXX, and phone 
calls with other Q. Meds I know in 
Calgary. 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


I was motivated to take this course by a 
long-standing desire to be a qualified 
mediator.  I have never set aside time to 
do this in a 30+ year legal career & 
wanted to do so now. 


I know a small number (2-5) practicing 
mediators in Calgary & learned about the 
ADRIA courses by word of mouth from 
them. 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


I am anticipating a career change and 
believe I have the assets to be an 
excellent mediator.  


Searched the web and found the ADRIA 
website. Determined that this is the best 
starting course 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


My motivation to take this course is I 
want to continue and take the mediator 
course.  I also feel that I will apply what 
I have learned in how I communicate 
on a daily basis.  


I saw this course online. 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


I wanted to be better prepared for 
helping to diffuse conflict at work, and I 
hope to go on to take the mediation 
training.  


I heard about this from a colleague, and 
then I researched it on the website.  


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


Wanting to better communicate with 
other and seek out their interest.  


Research, website 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


I was interested in becoming a 
mediator. 


I found ADRIA's website through a google 
search of alternative dispute resolution 
training. 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


I want to add skilled negotiation and 
mediation to my lawyer toolbox 


Some lawyers I know suggested that I 
explore courses in ADR. 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
Want to communicate better  Website  


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


Dealing with a lot of conflict - anger and 
aggression in the workplace, and angry 
clients.  


Conducted my own online research into 
conflict management 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


-to improve my conflict resolution 
skills.  


-from a colleague  


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


I currently teach parenting classes.  I 
wanted to further develop my skills so I 
could assist them with dealing with 
conflict during class.   


I searched online for training 
opportunities and stumbled onto your 
site.  I then did a little more research and 
thought that this would be a good course 
for me to take. 


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


I would like to be a mediator.  Through ADRIA 


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


I would like to become a mediator and 
since taking this coarse I am also 
interested in coaching and teaching.   


Alberta Mediation and Arbitration 
Society and the internet. 







Question 6-7 


Course 
What motivated you to take this 
course? Please be specific 


How did hear about this course? Please 
be specific 


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


I have an associate that became a 
Chartered Mediator through ADRIA and 
spoke highly of the course. 


On line and through an associate 







Question 8-9 


Course 
What were your goals in taking this course? 
Please be specific  


Were these goals met? Please 
specify how your goals were or 
were not met 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


I wished to learn the skills and apply them 
toward a career as a mediator.  Little did I 
know these skills would be so helpful in other 
walks of life.  The course greatly exceeded my 
expectations. 


Yes, this course has made me a 
better communicator. 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


To obtain certification as a Qualified Mediator.  
Having learned that I passed this 
portion of the course, the goals 
were met.  So far.  


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


This was an initial attempt to determine if I 
can reset my thinking and approach in dealing 
with people. I believe I have taken a good step 
forward.  


My goals were met. I have a better 
understanding of the role of a 
mediator and my ability to meet 
these goals. 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


My goals in taking this course were to apply 
what I learned and be able to communicate 
better when volunteering on the crisis phone 
lines at the Distress Centre and also where I 
will be working at the Calgary Youth Justice 
Society with the program In the Lead. I also 
hope that the hours for the course will be put 
towards my RFM. 


Yes these goals were met. I feel 
confident that I am able to 
communicate when in conflict. 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


I wanted to learn more about communication 
and diffusing conflict situations, and to be 
prepared to take the mediation class.  


They were exceeded, I left 
knowing more than what I had 
originally thought that I would 
take away.  


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
Learning to communicate more effectively.  Yes! 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


My goal was to complete the two foundation 
courses over the summer and then add to 
them over the course of the next year. 


My goal of taking the training was 
met. My overall goal is ongoing. 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


Improve Communication Skills.--Learn about 
interest based negotiation. 


Yes. 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
Want to be a better communicator  


Yes.  I can now communicate 
better 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


How to manage conversations about a conflict 
both with co-workers and external clients  
Looking to improve my own self-management 
in conflict 


Both of these goals were met. The 
only gap I think is that the tools 
were specific to situations where 
parties are willing to discuss 
interests. In most of my work 
situations, asking about personal 
interests may be seen as 
unprofessional. 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
- same as p.5 


yes, I learned another 
communication model to add to 
my toolkit and to apply in difficult 
situations 







Question 8-9 


Course 
What were your goals in taking this course? 
Please be specific  


Were these goals met? Please 
specify how your goals were or 
were not met 


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


To develop better conflict resolution skills.   


My goals were more than met!  I 
learned more than I had 
anticipated and because of all of 
the role playing i left the course 
feeling confident.   


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


Become a mediator within the year 
I did not have course specific 
goals.  


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


To become a better communicator and to 
learn to deal with conflict more effectively. 
Also to continue on and take the mediation 
class and other electives. 


Yes, ADRIA gave me the tools I 
needed to go on. 


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


required learning to move to the mediation 
course, the material is very good and I found 
that I learned quite a bit.  


yes 







Question 10-11 


Course 


Please comment on the facilities.If 
the facilities were not to your 
satisfaction, how can we improve for 
future courses? 


What are your impressions of ADRIA as an 
organization (from registration to course 
completion)?What did we do well?How 
would you like to see us improve your 
experience? 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


The facilities are not particularly 
convenient to get to.  Parking was an 
issue, and the traffic in that part of 
the NE is difficult to navigate.  The 
facility itself was a bit loud and not 
particularly suited to hosting the 
course.  That said, at no point did 
these issues serve as a real 
detriment to the learning.  They 
were merely minor inconveniences. 


ADRIA has been very helpful, and available 
to answer questions and quell concerns.  My 
only suggestion would be a simpler 
explanation of the Q. Med and C. Med 
designations on the website.  The 
information is there currently, but is a bit 
confusing until one realizes how to read the 
chart. 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


Facilities are good, except for the 
noise level from adjoining 
classrooms.  The Security training 
means that there can be a lot of 
noise in their training exercises.  
Also there are no breakout rooms to 
take phone calls or arrange 
conference calls, for those of us who 
are in the full time workforce.   


ADRIA is very responsive & helpful. 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


The facilities were great.  Only issue 
is that on the first day it was hard to 
get access into the building to get a 
security pass 


Very impressed with the ease of 
registration. When I had questions they 
were answered quickly. also the registration 
team was helpful and able to find a solution 
for me.  


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


Facilities were great. 


I was very happy how easy it was to register 
for the course and getting the course 
material 2 weeks before was also very 
helpful. 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


The facilities were clean and were 
easy to access.  


It went very smoothly, the contact and 
sharing of information was really well done.  


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


Very much so! Free parking would 
be nice.  


Nothing, very impressed! 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
The facilities were great. 


Adria seems to be a credible and established 
organization. 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
Facilities were more than adequate. 


I actually had a couple of phone calls in 
May/June not returned (when I was 
inquiring about certain courses).  I know 
now that some of the office staff are part-
time. 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


Good learning environment    Bit 
cold. Temperature control doesn't 
work  


Great, Good organization. XXX is awsome. 







Question 10-11 


Course 


Please comment on the facilities.If 
the facilities were not to your 
satisfaction, how can we improve for 
future courses? 


What are your impressions of ADRIA as an 
organization (from registration to course 
completion)?What did we do well?How 
would you like to see us improve your 
experience? 


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


Facility was satisfactory - would be 
nice to have classes closer to 
services (or have lunch provided so 
that out-of-towners don't have to 
drive to look for food).   Would love 
to see classes in Red Deer.  


Very professional organization!  All coaches 
and instructors were knowledgeable and 
patient.   


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 


easy to reach, but I wish there were 
some food options nearby! 


hard to comment, as I do not have a lot of 
experience with organization. No problems 
with registration, waiting for the marks 
now.   


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


The facility was easy to get to and 
was very comfortable.  


I think everything went well from start to 
finish.  Waiting for our marks to come back 
was the most difficult thing for me. I 
understand that this is part of the process 
however it would have been nice to know 
right away if we passed the role play or not.   


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


The facility was great.  


The course was well managed and executed. 
I am very disappointed that ADRIA would 
cancel a session which prevents individuals 
from achieving their designations within a 
certain time frame. Regardless, one session 
in the province should be offered to permit 
people to achieve their goals within a 
published time frame. This not only impacts 
the reputation of ADRIA but also the 
business of those individuals relying on 
education from ADRIA. I am uncertain why 
they would not have waited until individuals 
knew whether they passed the pre-requisite 
course and had an opportunity to register 
for the next session before cancelling the 
mediation course.  


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


Facilities were good. 


I loved the course and I learned lots. I would 
recommend it to any who is in a 
management position or anyone who deals 
in customer service. Again the role-playing 
is a huge advantage and all the different 
coaches is so nice because you gleam from 
each of them. The variety is also a huge 
advantage. The manual is well laid out with 
lots of room to put your own notes and very 
helpful to refer back to.   The first day we 
went through the role plays and picked out 
which one we wanted to do for each day. I 







Question 10-11 


Course 


Please comment on the facilities.If 
the facilities were not to your 
satisfaction, how can we improve for 
future courses? 


What are your impressions of ADRIA as an 
organization (from registration to course 
completion)?What did we do well?How 
would you like to see us improve your 
experience? 
cont’d            picked 1, 3, & 5. My first 
unskilled role play was with Tiffany and she 
choose number 5. On the third day I had 
chose number 5 and I was paired up with 
Tiffany again. I feel this was a disadvantage 
to me because I had already been paired up 
with her for the same scenario (though 
skilled and unskilled roles were reversed) 
and I feel it negatively impacted my 
performance. I don't know if that's a regular 
practice to be paired up with same person, 
same scenario, different role  for the 
assessment but I would strongly 
recommend against it. It would be more fair 
to have everyone start with a clean state so 
to speak.    I also think we should be graded 
on our unskilled role-play. I put in 30-45 
minutes of work into my backup stories, I 
had 5,to make sure she had lots to work 
with.  I also made sure I provided a well 
rounded character for my skilled partner 
with lots of emotion for her to draw from for 
reflecting feelings and to empathise with. I 
think it is unfair playing field if someone has 
put 5 minutes into it and provides a flat 
character  compared to 30 or more and 
provides a life-filled character. Or maybe the 
unskilled should be done by coaches to 
provide a more level playing field. 


COM EDM 
SEPT 2016 


facilities were great 


I found the registration easy and the 
assistance on the phone very professional. 
Everyone is helpful although if there has 
been material learned at another 
organization it is hard to find out if it can be 
used towards course credits or who we 
should talk to for information. 







Question 12-13 


Course 


I agree to 
my 
comments 
being used 
in 
promotional 
materials: 


Testimonial: 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


Yes  


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


Yes 
This course really expanded my thinking - which is a great experience 
for a senior practitioner in any field. 


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


Yes  


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


Yes  


COM CAL 
JUL 2016 


Yes 
I came away from the course knowing more about myself than I did 
before.  I was very impressed with the instructors and with their level 
of knowledge and instructional ability.  


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
Yes  


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
No  


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
Yes  


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
Yes  


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
No  


COM EDM 


JUL 2016 
No  


COM EDM 
SEPT 
2016 


Yes 
Thank you so much to everyone who was a part of making this course 
come together.  It has been life changing! 


COM EDM 
SEPT 
2016 


No  


COM EDM 
SEPT 
2016 


No  


COM EDM 
SEPT 
2016 


Yes 


ADRIA is very professional and I have found the course subject 
material, instructors and coaches are there to help, whenever they 
can to move you to success and attaining the knowledge that you will 
need to be successful. They are not about fluff, this is serious, 
satisfying work and you will need the skills learned here to be 
successful. 


 








Question 1 


COURSE What was your impression of the course overall? Please be specific 


MED CAL 


APR 2016 
I found the course to be a good, practical session on values-based mediation. 


MED CAL 


APR 2016 


Very good - there was a good balance between theory and practice.  I was fascinated 
with the neuro-psychological theory in understanding what happens during conflict 
and how it develops.  The role-plays and the coaching in the process were extremely 
valuable. 


MED CAL 


AUG 2016 


The course was very comprehensive and provided a terrific level of detail in how to 
properly conduct a mediation.  


MED CAL 


AUG 2016 


I thought the course was presented in a way that fully prepared us to be present in 
the mediation. There was a good explanation of the process and language but the key 
part for me was definitely in the role play. We were pushed outside our comfort 
zones with plenty of information and support to realize the benefits. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 
Very Satisfying!  


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


It was definitely a more difficult skill set to get used to than the communications 
course. It was valuable and I have been able to share my learnings with my work 
collegues as it the skills fit really well with my role.  


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


The course was very good. Excellent content, lots to learn. Absolutely beneficial and 
useful. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


Excellent. I appreciated the supportive, safe learning environment and experiential 
approach. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 
Very good.  Good practical experience regarding use of the Interest Based Model. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


I thought the course was excellent.  It was intense but I learned so much.  I used to 
think I hated role-plays, but gained so much from the practice.  I also liked the small 
class size. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


Overall I found the course very well laid out and enjoyable. It did however feel 
rushed to me. I felt that there was not enough time to ask questions and have 
discussions due to the enormous amount of material to be covered in such a short 
time.   


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


The course was quite heavy and fast paced. The curriculum is excellent. Having the 
option to obtain the books earlier if desired would be nice 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


I thoroughly enjoy learning these skills.  I appreciate the "family" sense that it feels 
like amongst all the coaches who seem to really want to see all of their students 
succeed.  I always like more role play opportunities to prepare better. 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


It was fine. I found the material to be repetitive from the communications class, and 
we did not have enough time for practicing actual mediations from start to finish.  


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 
I was satisfied with the course.   


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 
Good.  More difficult than the previous communications class. 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


It was a tough course.  There was a lot of information to learn, but it all came 
together in the end. 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


I think the coaches made the course successful.  Other than that, I was very 
disappointed in the material and the facilitator, given the cost of the course.  I don't 
expect to pay in excess of $3,000 to have someone read the slide deck and the 
handouts. 







Question 1 


COURSE What was your impression of the course overall? Please be specific 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


much more difficult that the communication course.  The materials seemed 
disjointed and it was difficult to see the logical links between sections.  I found some 
of the materials to be  unnecessarily dense without actually having depth.  the  


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


The course felt like a minor extension of the communications course. We didn't 
really learn much new material--we were mainly working the six-phase model, and 
while I do appreciate the practice, I wonder why we didn't just add more role play 
days to the existing communication course (just like adding a lab component to a 
language course) rather than pay to sign up for entirely separate mediation course. I 
do feel like the knowledge and skills I gained were valuable, in the end--I'm just not 
sure the course itself was designed very well given the training we already had. 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 
Overall very good course.  Enjoyed the role plays.  Fantastic coaches.  


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


I found the course notes to be very dis-jointed. It would benefit greatly to 
reorganization or restructure the notes such that there is more of a natural flow to 
the content. It would also be helpful to describe the relevance of each section to the 
overall mediation process. 







Question 2 


COURSE Please comment on your instructor.  Please be specific 
MED CAL 


APR 2016 


I found XXX to be extremely knowledgeable and approachable, however I felt at times 
s/he let the class wander into areas (i.e. psychology) for too great a time. 


MED CAL 


APR 2016 


XXX is an excellent instructor and his/her passion for both teaching and the mediation 
process is evident. 


MED CAL 


AUG 2016 


XXX was very passionate and knowledgeable about the subject. S/he was excellent at 
providing feedback specific to each student.  


MED CAL 


AUG 2016 


XXX's energy and enthusiasm were contagious from the moment we stepped into the 
classroom. S/he did a great job of forecasting expectations and presented the process 
information clearly and moved us into the role playing quickly. On the final day I felt fully 
prepared and was able to stay present in the process. Great instructor!  


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


Very educational and felt s/he went through every item in detail and was overall and 
great instructor! (XXX) 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


XXX has a lot of experience in this field and you can certainly see that in his/her teaching. 
I think s/he often glazed over some of the questions from course participants and has a 
very particular way in which she expects to demonstrate our skills, which often felt 
unnatural to myself. I think the opportunity to make the skills our own would be valuable 
while still keeping up with the framework.  


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 XXX was helpful, knowledgeable, and provided a positive learning environment. 
MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


XXX is a great instructor and really "walks the talk". A great balance of warmth and 
professionalism. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


Excellent. Passionate about mediation and sharing her/his experience and wisdom with 
novices and students (XXX) 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


XXX was also excellent.  S/he has a very good teaching style, and was really able to keep 
me engaged.   


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


XXX was a great instructor.  S/he was clear and kept things on track.  Her/his passion for 
mediation really comes through in his/her teaching! 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


XXX was excellent, not only did s/he cover the curriculum well but provided a lot of 
practical advice.  


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


XXX's heart is in this, you can tell.  S/he definitely has a love for this career, and that is 
evident.  I found him/her hard to follow at times and some pieces were unclear.  If 
questioned to obtain clarity, s/he was able to answer/clarify. 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


S/he was very open to comments, ideas, and suggestions. S/he seemed to agree that the 
material was weak and difficult to follow.  (XXX) 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


XXX was pleasant and a knowledgeable instructor.  I appreciated the real life examples as 
it helped my learning of mediation and the process.   


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 I liked him/her and enjoyed her down to earth demeanor. (XXX) 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


I enjoyed XXX's instruction and personality.  What I would prefer though specifically for 
the course, was a more relevant and concrete breakdown of mediation - what does it look 
like overall early in.  I didn't realize until the last day of the course that mediation isn't 
about someone directing it but allowing the parties to converse more back and forth.  
Maybe a scenario early on would have been helpful. 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


As this is my only experience with XXX, I have nothing else to go by.  A good facilitator 
doesn't just read slides and read from handouts.  S/he seemed, at times, to have little 
knowledge of the material.  S/he seemed, most of the time, to demonstrate a significant 
lack of enthusiasm for the course and the participants. 







Question 2 


COURSE Please comment on your instructor.  Please be specific 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


Seemed a little unprepared and dry at first.  Really seemed to come into him/herself and 
his/her teaching style in later days of the course.  S/he has so much experience, it was 
interesting to hear about her/his perspectives, style, and wisdom. (XXX) 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


I found XXX's expertise in class and coaching in role plays to be extremely helpful. I really 
appreciate her/his sense of humour and teaching persona. I didn't get the sense that s/he 
was into the course material--some of it s/he just read out loud and didn't really explain--
but when s/he got "off book" I found him/her to be a very effective instructor. 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


XXX is very knowledgeable.  However, more engagement during the course would be 
nice.  


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


XXX is very knowledgeable in the course content. S/he is able to draw upon many real life 
mediation examples to complement the course material. 







Question 3 


COURSE 
Please comment on your coaches. Please mention specific coaches with whom you 
worked. 


MED CAL 


APR 2016 


I worked with both coaches that were engaged to work with us, and I found them both to 
be pleasant, approachable, and knowledgable. 


MED CAL 


APR 2016 


I worked with XXX and XXX and they were both very helpful.  It was interesting to get 
feedback from different perspectives and also to recognize their commitment to 
adherence to the process. 


MED CAL 


AUG 2016 
S/he was very helpful and supportive. Like XXX, his/her feedback was excellent.  


MED CAL 


AUG 2016 


XXX was excellent. As frustrating as it was s/he pushed enough to make sure we got 
through to the real issues. S/he was brilliant with feedback and I'm extremely grateful 
s/he was there. I feel we were in great hands with her/him and XXX. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 
I do not recall anymore, sorry.  


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


I absolutely loved the coaches. I worked with XXX and really enjoyed her coaching style, 
she was patient and understanding. I also worked with XXX who I wished we had a 
chance to do more practice with. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


Coaching was helpful and informative. I worked with XXX, XXX, XXX, Joanne, and XXX. It is 
valuable to see and hear from different styles. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


I found the coaches to be supportive while challenging me to improve. I worked with XXX 
and XXX, and I can't remember the name of my other coach.    One thing that I found 
difficult was that I received contradictory feedback/advice from different coaches, XXX 
and the people who evaluated my role play. I understand that everyone has their own 
style and approach; however, I felt that I was applying the advice I'd received from XXX 
and the coaches when I did my final role play (i.e. don't be afraid of asking 
difficult/challenging questions and diving right in to the "ugly" stuff), only to receive both 
verbal and written feedback that I was being too confrontational/positional. (Yes, I know 
it's all in the nuances and I'll figure out the balance eventually, but it impacted my mark 
on the final evaluation.) It's valuable to learn from a variety of instructors and coaches 
and see their own unique approaches, but it was confusing for me as a student and 
beginner to be given such widely divergent and contradictory feedback. Could the 
instructors and coaches be more mindful of this? 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


Coaches were all great. Some have different styles and that can be a slight confusion 
when you get feedback from one coach one day and another the next day.  But their hints 
and suggestions were always appreciated 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


I worked with XXX (round table skills practice re active listening - this was a great 
exercise!), XXX (role play day 2 I think - very constructive feedback in the moment), XXX 
(again, very constructive feedback and tips).  Others as well.  For the most part all the 
coaches were consistent with their instruction but I also appreciated the small individual 
quirks which are to be expected. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


I was pleased to work with XXX, XXX and XXX.  All shared their experience freely.  I 
appreciated their encouragement and insights. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


The coaches were encouraging and relational when sharing feedback. Appreciated XXX 
sharing information about how to move forward in developing a practice and all the 
helpful bits and pieces from the other coaches 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


I worked with XXX and XXX in their coach role (not role player roles).  They were 
fantastic.  I grasped all the advice they had to give - easy to follow, and made sense to me.  
They explain well and have a very knowledgeable perspective in this area.   







Question 3 


COURSE 
Please comment on your coaches. Please mention specific coaches with whom you 
worked. 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 
I don't recall at this point.  


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 
The coaches that I worked with were awesome.   


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 
XXX is absolutely wonderful. 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 
Coaches were great as expected! 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 
I worked with XXX & XXX, and, as always, they were amazing. 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


so very good, so very valuable.  XXX is so democratic and thoughtful, had a lot of great 
advice and insights.  S/he really gives her all and you can tell that s/he wants the best 
experience for the students.  XXX was very [emphasis] patient and has a great sense of 
humour to help the students get comfortable with role-playing and putting themselves 
out there, XXX is very knowledgeable, had good and useful specific advice, I really found 
it useful, I appreciate his/her direct approach, i know where I stood in my training 
without feeling bad about myself.   


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


I don't have any specific comments about individual coaches. I really appreciated the 
breadth of experience they represented, and I am grateful to have been able to benefit 
from their range of perspectives and styles. Some of my classmates mentioned wanting to 
see a little more consistency in the feedback they were getting from coaches, but I liked 
the variety. I think that we might benefit from individual coaches just being a little more 
upfront about the range of acceptable choices a mediator might make in any given 
situation--the difficulty lies not in the differences among the coaches, but in the (likely 
unintentional) impression created by individual coaches that their way is the "right" way.   


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 
I worked with XXX, XXX and XXX.  All fabulous.  Great to see different styles.  


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


I had XXX, XXX and XXX as my coaches. They all have a unique style and it was interesting 
to work with each of them. 







Question 4 


COURSE 
What did you think of the course materials (e.g., manuals, videos, role-plays)?Please give 
specific examples 


MED CAL 


APR 2016 


I found the role-plays to be absolutely vital. Some of the videos were helpful... however 
the presentation and the manuals did not seem to be used as much as they were probably 
intended. 


MED CAL 


APR 2016 


They were all good.  I liked the video that was shown - it really made it clear how probing 
for interests changes the course of a discussion.    The role-plays are extremely important 
to practise the process and develop the skills required. 


MED CAL 


AUG 2016 
It was very helpful.  


MED CAL 


AUG 2016 


They served the purpose. I thought the manual was much better (clearer language) than 
the conflict resolution manual.  


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


Manuals and role plays I found very useful, I continue to go through material before going 
into a difficult conversation.  


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 
The role plays were the most helpful in practicing the skills. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


Materials were good; there was a significant amount of reading and optional additional 
references.  


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


The role plays and hands-on exercises were a valuable way to learn, and one of the things 
I love about ADRIA courses. I like the separate course manual and activities manual.  


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


Course Manuals were good;  Didn't see a lot of videos---videos of actual mediations might 
be instructive.  I know they exist but I suppose watching entire mediations could be time 
consuming. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


The manual was okay - I actually didn't refer to it often as the class covered the 
essentials.  I really liked the information in block 5 that wasn't covered in class though - 
ie "questions that work".   


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


I found the course materials very helpful.  I did notice that the power point was not used 
consistently but did not take away from anything.  I enjoyed the role-plays but they do 
require  a lot of emotional energy and I felt pretty drained by the end of the role-play 
days.  I would find it helpful if on the evaluation day that others were brought in to be the 
role-players so we could conserve our energy for our evaluations. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


Very good. The manuals are well developed and I appreciate the evidence/research 
based approach. Role plays are essential to success. I was in a group of four week one, 
which was a learning disadvantage to those of us who did not get to complete as many 
role plays.  


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


Would like more videos of real examples of mediation.  Manuals were good, role-plays 
were great especially when we saw what the role plays would look like with the skilled 
coaches performing them. 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


I was disappointed with the course material. It did not really assist with learning how to 
deal with more than just basic mediation practice.  It was also repetitive from the 
communications course.   


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


I felt that some of the course material had some content that was not overly useful.  The 
role-plays where good examples.   


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 
Didn't use the text much.  Role plays were good. 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 
The text book was a little overloaded, wordy and I found difficult to follow 







Question 4 


COURSE 
What did you think of the course materials (e.g., manuals, videos, role-plays)?Please give 
specific examples 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


The role-plays that focus on the workplace were unrealistic, and somewhat erroneous.  
The manual and slide deck contained the appropriate material - they just needed an 
enthusiastic facilitator to make it come alive.  Unfortunately, that didn't happen. 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


the manuals are a bit disjointed, a lot of neuroscience that seems more advanced the the 
course.  I felt like: "woah woah woah, I am just learning to walk and you want me to do 
ballet?!"  Glasl's levels of escalation seemed poorly explains, the socio-grams, geno-grams 
might be something for more advanced students.  I thought the hypothesis section was 
overly complicated and at the same time under explained.   


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


The course materials were disappointing. The course manual feels like it was written by 
committee, with no instructional design put into it. The table of contents is useless 
because it doesn't list the contents, only questions that may or may not be covered in a 
particular chapter. The table of contents is also useless because it doesn't include page 
numbers. The division of blocks/chapters is illogical and feels arbitrary. The content in 
any given section does not seem to build on content in previous sections. I didn't think 
the communications course manual was perfect, but it looks great compared to this one. 
The role plays were fine, and I liked how many there were to choose from--my only 
comment on those is that it would be nice if they relied a little less on stereotypes--role 
players may very well choose to play a role according to stereotypes, but there's no need 
to reinforce gender, race, and class stereotypes right in the design of the scenarios.  


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 
Role plays were excellent.  Manual seemed disjointed.  


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


The manual needs further review and reorganization. It is very confusing and hard to 
understand the relevance of certain sections. 







Question 5 


COURSE What motivated you to take this course?Please be specific 
MED CAL 


APR 2016 


I want to become a recognized and skilled mediation - this course is necessary in order 
for me to achieve my goals. 


MED CAL 


APR 2016 


I know how detrimental unaddressed conflict can be to morale and productivity in the 
workplace and wanted to be more effective to mediate disputes. 


MED CAL 


AUG 2016 I wish to achieve my Q. Med designation an work as a mediator.  
MED CAL 


AUG 2016 To become a mediator when i retire from the industry im in at present.  
MED EDM 


JUL 2016 Wanting to improve my communication skills in a professional setting.  
MED EDM 


JUL 2016 I am really interested in conflict mediation and want to be a trained mediator.  


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


I found a job description that required specific training in alternative dispute resolution, 
which I was not previously aware of, and it prompted a search for what types of training 
was available and through whom. Adria seemed to have one of the higher standards of 
education. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


Personal and professional development - to develop skills that I can use in my own life as 
well as to support career change. I am interested in obtaining my designation as a 
mediator. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


I want to add Mediation to my professional practice and the skills learned as part of my 
toolbox 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


I am changing careers and want to develop a mediation practice.  I used to be lawyer and 
an insurance adjuster, and I searched deep to realize that the aspect of those jobs that I 
loved the most was participating in negotiations, mediations and JDR's (judicial 
mediations).   


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 To work towards my Q Med designation. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


I would like to develop a practice in mediation. ADR is an effective process that offers an 
alternative to legal processes, is respectful and relational. Creating ones own solutions is 
empowering  


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


I am interested in the emotional intelligence side of dealing with conflict.  I want to help 
others and myself deal with matters in a skilled way to improve my perception of conflict.  
I deal with a lot of anxiety which makes conflict something that I do not like, and I want 
to change that whether it's to allow myself to handle situations better or others.   


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 I want to become a qualified mediator.  
MED EDM 


MAR 2016 I would like to become a mediator.   
MED EDM 


MAR 2016 To become a QMed 
MED EDM 


MAR 2016 The potential of running mediations through work 
MED EDM 


MAR 2016 To meet the requirements to mediate in Alberta. 
MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


I think mediation skills will be excellent additions to my career goals and fits nicely 
within my philosophy of empowerment.  







Question 5 


COURSE What motivated you to take this course?Please be specific 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


A portion of my job requires me to do mediation. I wanted to get training that could both 
make me a better mediator and lead to a designation, in order to improve my 
employment prospects in the future. 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 I am making a career change to become a mediator.  
MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


I am interested in learning more about conflict resolution skills for use in my personal 
and work environment. Also, I am interested to pursue Q.Med. certification. 







Question 6 


COURSE How did hear about this course? Please be specific 


MED CAL 


APR 2016 
Through the ADRIA web site. 


MED CAL 


APR 2016 


I've taken the Conflict Resolution and Negotiation courses in the past and wanted to 
complete the Mediation Certificate as well. 


MED CAL 


AUG 2016 
The ADRIA website.  


MED CAL 


AUG 2016 
My sister, XXX took it last year and thought i would be good at it. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 
Researched it myself, website. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 
Through government of alberta collegues. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 
Online, google, found the website. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 
From ADRIA when completing the Communications course. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 
Professional referral and then I researched it online 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


Internet.  I researched mediation training, found ADRIA and determined what courses 
to take to get the Q Med designation. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 
I originally found ADRIA by googling how to become a mediator in Alberta. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 
researching course offerings related to communications and mediation.  


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


XXX  - she's an instructor at the U of A where I, too, work.  She also was teaching a 
Conflict Resolution course in high conflict separation/divorce situations at the courts- 
I took this course which led me into discussions about this program. 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 
Adria website.  


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 
Through my employer.   


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 
ADRIA website 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 
Online, looking it up 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


Completion of this course is required to mediate in Alberta - a simple search brought 
up ADRIA 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 
at work, coworkers 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


Googled "mediation in Alberta." I found this organization online and read up on course 
offerings. 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 
Through Adria website.  


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 
I learned of it through the ADRIA website. 







Question 7 


COURSE What were your goals in taking this course? Please be specific  


MED CAL 


APR 2016 


To gain a fundamental understanding of values-based mediation, and to feel comfortable 
in taking on a supportive volunteer role with the Community Mediation Society of 
Calgary. 


MED CAL 


APR 2016 


I am an HR professional and I wanted to improve my skills and expand my knowledge so 
that I can be more effective in dealing with conflict situations in the workplace. 


MED CAL 


AUG 2016 To gain skills that will allow me to work as a mediator.  
MED CAL 


AUG 2016 To pass the course and move on to become a chartered mediator. 
MED EDM 


JUL 2016 Improve the way I communicate with others 
MED EDM 


JUL 2016 Increase the tools and and facilitation skills to manage multi party conflict.  


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


My goal was to take the two foundation courses (comm and med) and then the 
remaining 100+ hours over the next year. The majority of courses offered were 
appealing and held interest or value for me. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


To enhance my communication and self-awareness skills. To learn basic mediation 
techniques that I can further develop with practice and education. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


In learning adr skills and how and when to use them.  To get credit hours towards a 
Mediation Certification 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


See  above - career change.  I have been in likely 75-100 mediations, but only as a party, 
not as a mediator, so I wanted to learn the skills to be an effective mediator, and not just 
"wing it" based on what I thought was needed. 


MED EDM 


JUL 2016 To gain more knowledge and expertise in the mediation field. 
MED EDM 


JUL 2016 Working toward a mediation practice. Personal growth.  
MED EDM 


JUL 2016 


- learn new skills   - see how I felt about the course and decide whether or not I want to 
pursue further education in this area  - have a new focus, stimulate my brain! 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


To learn how to mediate. Also, to learn how to deal with difficult circumstances and 
behaviours.  


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 To learn how to successfully mediate.   
MED EDM 


MAR 2016 Improve active listening and communication skills. 
MED EDM 


MAR 2016 Obtaining my QMed 
MED EDM 


MAR 2016 Simply to meet the requirements to mediate. 


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


I will use mediation skills in the future, but at this point in my life I think the real project 
is to continue integrating the communications in adr course skills as much as possible in 
my daily life.  If I can master those I am not intimidated by mediation so much... until 
then I will be uncertain of my future in mediation  


MED EDM 


MAR 2016 Get skills to do mediation. Work towards a designation. 
MED EDM 


MAR 2016 Pass so I could take additional courses and then work in my skills.  







Question 7 


COURSE What were your goals in taking this course? Please be specific  
MED EDM 


MAR 2016 


I would like to develop mediation skills such that I can effectively apply it in work and 
home environment. 







Question 8 


COURSE Were these goals met? Please specify how your goals were or were not met 


MED CAL APR 2016 


My goals were met by a combination of receiving knowledge, in-class 
discussions, and role-playing. 


MED CAL APR 2016 


Yes, I further honed my skills and feel more confident and capable in my 
ability to facilitate conflict resolution. 


MED CAL AUG 2016 Yes. The course was very hands-on and specific.  
MED CAL AUG 2016 I will know when i get my marks back. 
MED EDM JUL 2016 Yes!!! 


MED EDM JUL 2016 


Yes - I got some valuable skills, tools and frameworks to prepare for a 
conversation.  


MED EDM JUL 2016 


I did take the two foundational courses. The first one I did very well in and the 
second one I did well, except in the demonstration part. I have to redo my 
demonstration.    I am uncertain whether or not I will take additional courses 
or pursue membership or designation.  


MED EDM JUL 2016 Yes. 
MED EDM JUL 2016 Yes 
MED EDM JUL 2016 Definitely.  The PIECES model provides such good guidance and structure. 
MED EDM JUL 2016 Yes, I feel I have more understanding and confidence moving forward. 
MED EDM JUL 2016 Yes 


MED EDM JUL 2016 


They were met.  I was completely engaged and I took everything in.  It's a 
learning-by- doing style which keeps me completely engaged and stimulated.  
I learn by observing.  I was fascinated with the learning to the point that I had 
troubles sleeping I was so energized.   


MED EDM MAR 


2016 


I learned the mediation process, but do not feel we spent enough time learning 
how to deal with difficult circumstances.  


MED EDM MAR 


2016 


Yes, I feel that I have a good base knowledge of the mediation process and 
how to mediate.   


MED EDM MAR 


2016 Yes, but I need more practice. 
MED EDM MAR 


2016 


Yes, I am on my way having passed the course and am on the road of 
practicing for the mock mediations. 


MED EDM MAR 


2016 Given that I was successful in passing the course, my goals were met.   
MED EDM MAR 


2016 It's a process 
MED EDM MAR 


2016 Yes. 
MED EDM MAR 


2016 


I am not sure if I passed but my goals were met.  I think it gave me a good 
introduction to mediation.  


MED EDM MAR 


2016 


I still need more practice in applying the mediation skills. However, the self 
awareness gained through this course and the previous communication 
course has been very helpful. 







Question 9 


COURSE 
Please comment on the facilities.If the facilities were not to your satisfaction, 
how can we improve for future courses? 


MED CAL APR 2016 
The facilities were adequate - good size of a classroom, free parking, and either 
on-site kitchenette, or nearby restaurants for lunch time. 


MED CAL APR 2016 
The facilities were satisfactory.  I think that I would have preferred a more 
office type or educational setting.   


MED CAL AUG 2016 They were difficult to get to and traffic in that part of the city was awful.  
MED CAL AUG 2016 They were fine. 
MED EDM JUL 2016 Facilities worked great, free parking would be nice.  
MED EDM JUL 2016 The room temperature needs to be managed better.  
MED EDM JUL 2016 The facilities were great.  


MED EDM JUL 2016 
Facilities and location are good overall, though it would be nice if the chairs 
were more comfortable! 


MED EDM JUL 2016 
Concordia University provides excellent facilities.  Given how pricey the 
courses are, perhaps the Institute could cover parking fees. 


MED EDM JUL 2016 


The facilities were ok, although there obviously was not enough available 
space for all the break out groups.  Some had to work in the lunchroom on 
occasion.  One of my groups had to do a role play on the second floor in the 
chairs near the south window and it was unbearably hot. 


MED EDM JUL 2016 The facilities were fine for me. 


MED EDM JUL 2016 
Very cold rooms but was better after the first day. Easy access to parking. 
Appreciated being able to use the lunch room 


MED EDM JUL 2016 


Facilities were fine - there were children's programs running in the same 
centre so sometimes the loud voices and the children running in the hallways 
were distracting - especially when role plays were in session.  A strange mix to 
have children programs and adult learning courses happening in the same 
facility. 


MED EDM MAR 2016 They were fine! 


MED EDM MAR 2016 The facilities were adequate.   


MED EDM MAR 2016 


The classroom is better with the lights turned off in the afternoon, on days 
there is enough natural light.  I would get headaches by the afternoon which 
were greatly relieved when the lights were turned off.  Bathrooms and parking 
were great. 


MED EDM MAR 2016 Facilities were good. 
MED EDM MAR 2016 The facilities were fine. 


MED EDM MAR 2016 
except for when we had to go upstairs because of the bells it was fine, the 
downstairs toilets seem rundown  


MED EDM MAR 2016 


The facilities were fine except for the rooms we used for role plays. One 
session we had to move because of the noise from the weight room, another 
session we were crammed into the ADRIA office, and another session we were 
disrupted by the badminton tournament. The classroom is fine, but these other 
spaces were not conducive to learning.  


MED EDM MAR 2016 The room was very cold.  Other than that the facility was fine.  
MED EDM MAR 2016 Overall, the facility meets our needs. 


 


 







Question 10-11 


COURSE 


What are your impressions of ADRIA as an 
organization (from registration to course 
completion)? What did we do well? How would you 
like to see us improve your experience? 


I agree to my 
comments being 
used in promotional 
materials: 


MED CAL APR 2016 


I would say that overall my impressions of ADRIA 
are positive. There could be some improvement in 
the coordination and instruction of the courses, but 
there can always be improvement in those areas. 
This course met my expectations in almost every 
way. 


No 


MED CAL APR 2016 I think that ADRIA did well in all aspects. Yes 


MED CAL AUG 2016 


It's an excellent organization. My only suggested 
area of improvement is as follows - I wish there was 
more involvement with ADRIA in getting students 
from the point where courses are completed to the 
point where designation is achieved. It feels a bit 
like we are left in the proverbial wilderness to 
navigate this career.  


Yes 


MED CAL AUG 2016 It all went very well. Thank you. No 


MED EDM JUL 2016 Overall nothing to improve on, went really well! Yes 


MED EDM JUL 2016 


Very professional and super helpful in providing 
information. A more diverse course selection would 
be useful, 


No 


MED EDM JUL 2016 


Adria as an organization seems to be a growing and 
evolving entity and there seems to be a spirit of 
collaboration and a sense of community. The 
registration was easy (online), the course was well 
put together. Registration should probably be 
capped at nine people as it was difficult to provide 
the same time and learning opportunities for 
everyone in groups of four. 


No 


MED EDM JUL 2016 
Registration and payment were easy through 
ADRIA's website. 


No 


MED EDM JUL 2016 


In the spring I had a difficult time getting my phone 
call returned when I was looking for general 
information on were to start on the path to 
becoming a mediator. 


No 


MED EDM JUL 2016 


Very well organized, with effective communication 
via email for registration, etc.    The website is easy 
to navigate and understand.   


No 


MED EDM JUL 2016 


I feel ADRIA is very professional.  Any interactions 
have been efficient and pleasant.    It would of been 
helpful to me in the beginning, when investigating 
the field, to have had information about starting a 
mediation practice up front. i.e. can you make a full 
time income from it?  How much to charge?  


Yes 


MED EDM JUL 2016 Very helpful. Professional Yes 


MED EDM JUL 2016 
- organized, easy to follow, good support system.  - would like more 
materials handed out in the course for ways we could get our hands on 







Question 10-11 


COURSE 


What are your impressions of ADRIA as an 
organization (from registration to course 
completion)? What did we do well? How would you 
like to see us improve your experience? 


I agree to my 
comments being 
used in promotional 
materials: 


more role plays, what options exist/course recommendations, where we go 
from here, etc.  I recognize there are many avenues a person can take, but 
to know what is out there for options would be helpful for future planning 
towards a potential career.   


MED EDM MAR 


2016 


I would like to see ADRIA come up with its own 
course material (or at least supplemental material) 
to teach more about dealing with difficult issues and 
behaviours as they arise in mediations.  


No 


MED EDM MAR 


2016 


ADRIA as an organization were good to deal with 
and answered any questions that I had promptly 
and in a professional manner.   


No 


MED EDM MAR 


2016 
Very organized and professional - seamless. No 


MED EDM MAR 


2016 


The staff are very supportive and welcoming which 
was so helpful. 


No 


MED EDM MAR 


2016 


I think the organization, as a whole, strives to be 
professional.  However, there appears to be a lack of 
transparency regarding the courses I participated 
in.  Given that a significant part of the passing grade 
is related to the role-play, there should be a better 
understanding of expectations and how the role-
play is graded.  In addition, I received a 7.5/10 for 
participation/attitude.  At no time did the facilitator 
or the coaches bring any concerns to my attention - 
had there been a concern, I should have been made 
aware of it.  It's more than a little disingenuous to 
see that feedback as part of a final grade.  It brings 
the whole process into question. 


No 


MED EDM MAR 


2016 
Very good.  No 


MED EDM MAR 


2016 


I think the people are great. I think the organization 
charges a bit too much for what we are getting. I 
think being exposed to a network of practicing 
mediators is fantastic.  


No 


MED EDM MAR 


2016 


I get the idea that Adria is evolving.  I would like to 
see the courses offered more frequently.  Waiting 
for someone to express interest doesn't make sense 
to me.  Have a wish list for all specialty courses and 
you might find there is interest.  


No 


MED EDM MAR 


2016 
I find ADRIA friendly to deal with.  No 


 








 


 
From: ADRIC - Janet McKay [mailto:janetmckay@adric.ca]  


Sent: February-24-17 11:17 AM 


To: Q. Arb. Elton Simoes; Marshall, Barrie; 'Dolores Herman'; 'Siemens, Scott' (Scott.Siemens@cra-arc.gc.ca); Eric 
Stutzman; Jennifer Bell, C. Med.; 'Pierre D. Grenier'; 'wmscott' 


Cc: BCAMI; Paul Conway; ADRIC - Brenda Lesperance; ADRIO - Susette Clunis; ggamache@imaq.org; inf 
Subject: ADRIC engagement strategies aimed at the “under 40” population and women 


 
As many of our affiliates are beginning or expecting to see turnover in their membership as our more senior 
members retire from active practice, we would like to identify best practices for recruitment of new, younger, 
members. To this end, ADRIC has created an AD HOC subcommittee to its Membership and Marketing committee, 
chaired by Michelle Maniago, to consider engagement strategies aimed at the “under 40” population, with a sub-
focus on engaging new women members.  
  
As part of this process, we want to consult with affiliates and with the national (ADRIC) corporate members to 
understand both where we currently are in respect of engagement and identify potential areas for national 
improvement. 
  
We currently expect that this consultation will include the following two steps: 
  


1. Data collection from the affiliates and ADRIC, to provide a base of knowledge. This step consists of each 


affiliate completing the attached brief questionnaire. 


2. Based on the data collected, the subcommittee will develop further questions regarding engagement which 


we will present to affiliates and to ADRIC corporate members for comment. Comments will in writing and 


may also be discussed by teleconference, depending on availability and interest. 


After this consultation, Michelle will present a report of the results to the ADRIC Board of Directors, which will also 
be shared with the affiliates and may be a topic of discussion at the Presidents’ Roundtable. 
  
We are excited about the prospect of attracting more ADR-interested persons to our collective organisation, and 
hope that by sharing ideas and strategies nationally we will build a membership that will continue to support all of 
us for many years to come. 
  
So that we may leverage some of these recommendations for our national October conference, we ask that you 
provide your responses to the attached questionnaire by March 15, 2017. 
  
We look forward to working together with you on this initiative. Thank you for your consideration. 
  
Jim McCartney, Bill Hartnett 
Co-Chairs, Membership & Marketing Committee 
  
(Please send replies/responses to mmaniago@blg.com) 
  
  


Janet McKay 
Executive Director / Directrice générale  


 
WE'VE MOVED! New ADRIC Suite #407 and new Fax #416-901-4736 effective immediately. 
(Our phone numbers remain unchanged and ADRIO remains in Suite 405. 



mailto:janetmckay@adric.ca

mailto:Scott.Siemens@cra-arc.gc.ca

mailto:ggamache@imaq.org

mailto:mmaniago@blg.com
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Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors 


of the ADR Institute of Alberta, held via videoconference in 


Room HA206, Concordia University, Edmonton, Alberta, and 


Suite 1600, 421 - 7th Avenue SW, Calgary, Alberta, 


on March 18, 2017 


 


 


Present:   Dolores Herman, QMed (President & Chair), 
Barrie Marshall (Vice President),  


   Kevin Kelly, QArb, QMed (Treasurer),  
   John Welbourn, CArb (Secretary),  


Stan Galbraith (Past President, PRT Rep)  
   Michelle Simpson, CMed, CArb (Governance Committee Chair),  
   Wendy Hassen, CMed (ADRIC Rep), 


Alasdair MacKinnon, CMed, QArb (Director),  
Joanne Munro, CMed (Director). 


   Paul Conway (Executive Director) (non-voting). 
 
Not attending: Gayle Desmeules, QMed (Director),  


Jeffrey Jessamine, QArb (Director). 
 
Invited Guest:  Tammy Borowieki, QMed, QArb (Director of Professional Development) 
 


1. Welcome & Agenda Review 


1.1  The President called the meeting to order at 8:32 a.m. 


1.2 The proposed Agenda was reviewed.  


The ED requested the addition of "Labour Code Review" as item 8.3 and 
"AGM Planning" as item 11.3.  


Motion to approve the Agenda as amended. (Marshall / MacKinnon) 
Passed unanimously. 


2.  Minutes of Previous Meeting 


2.1 There was no quorum on February 8th, but the discussion was useful in 
advancing the White Paper Action Plan.   


Motion to approve the minutes of the meeting of January 21, 2017, as 
presented. (Galbraith / Hassen) Passed unanimously. 
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3. Declaration of Conflict of Interest 


3.0  None were declared.  


4. Business Arising (ADRIA) 


4.1 The President noted that the letter to ADRIC under item 6.2 of the 
January 21, 2017 minutes remained outstanding.  


Under the same item, Michelle Simpson advised that all categories of 
membership were incorporated in ADRIA policy and no amendment was 
required. 


The ED advised that the Member Satisfaction Survey referred to in item 
8.1 was nearing completion and should be available in April. 


The ED advised that he was still attempting to clarify if adequate time will 
be given to discussion of the MOU at the ADRIC 2017 AGM. 


4.2 2018 ADR Symposium 


The ED advised that the tentative dates were May 14 & 15, 2018. There is 
potential for additional events immediately before and after. There is 
support for the event from some non-profit organizations and reluctance 
from others. The GOA is fully committed. 


4.3 White Paper Action Plan 


Alasdair MacKinnon presented the 5th draft of the Board's proposed 
response to the White Paper Task Force recommendations.   


Motion to approve the draft as presented with the following revisions: 


i. Avoid the use of acronyms; 


ii. Add the "general public" as a stakeholder; 


iii. Acknowledge with thanks those who responded which 
lead to the creation of the White Paper. 


(MacKinnon / Munro) Passed unanimously. 


After discussion it was agreed that the "matrix" appended to the 
response required restructuring, adding a 3rd column outlining activities 
that have been “Completed/Inintiated”. Draft 2 of the matrix is to be 
complete by April 7 with board member response to be received by April 
21. The intent is to have it ready for presentation to the AGM. 
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5. ADRIA Bylaw and Policy Updates 


5.1 ADRIA Advertising Policy 


The ED advised that a sidebar has now been created on the website for 
advertisers. .  


6. Reports   


6.1 President 


The President noted that this was Joanne Munroe's last meeting and 
thanked her for her hard work over the last 6 plus years.  


6.2 Executive Director 


Report is attached 


The Executive Director noted membership is down slightly. 


Directory listings remain stable.  


The Designation application season is now open. ADRIC has not 
responded regarding standardizing national designation criteria.  


ADR luncheons are now are up and running in both Calgary and 
Edmonton. Online practice sessions have been launched, but there has 
been no interest from members. 


iMis remains an issue for ADRIC. 


ADRIA suffered a ransomeware attack which was detected early.  A full 
recovery has been achieved, but the incident was costly.   


The MOU with CAB had been delayed to allow the Justice Minister to 
attend. 


MJRC is using space in the ADRIA office. The terms of use have not yet 
been documented. It is essential that an agreement be signed as soon as 
possible. 


The office remains fully staffed but on reduced hours. 


6.3 Treasurer 


Kevin Kelly noted 4 course cancellations and a decline in membership. 
ADRIA is slightly ahead of budget at this point in the year. 


Motion to accept the Treasurer's report. (MacKinnon / Marshall) Passed 
unanimously. 
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6.4 Governance Committee 


Nothing to report.  


Board Nominating Committee 


Gayle Desmeules has withdrawn. 


Motion to approve the membership of the committee as being Michelle 
Simpson, the ED, and Tom Smith.  Passed unanimously. 


Discussion on prospective new Board members included the need for 
another woman, increased representation from Edmonton, a coach / 
instructor, a retired judge, but not another lawyer at this point. 


7.2.* Education (Training and Designation Criteria) * out of sequence 


Tammy Borowiecki joined the meeting seeking Board input on why 
course enrollment is declining and how to reverse that trend. There was 
lengthy discussion focusing on increased competition in Calgary from 
University of Calgary (JIBC) and Mount Royal University. The significant 
decline in education and practical training requirements for designations 
is believed to have resulted in reduced importance of the designations.  


Motion that ADRIA create a taskforce to explore ADRIA, Affiliate, and 
national training and designation standards, and to make its 
recommendations to the ADRIA Board of Directors within the calendar 
year.  ADRIC and the Affiliates are to be advised and consulted 
throughout this period.                


(Galbraith / Marshall) Passed. Wendy Hassen abstaining. 


6.5  N/R (see 4.3) 


6.6 ADRIC Reports 


 


Presidents Round Table 


Stan Galbraith advised that other affiliates require a certain level of ADR 
training for membership. Wendy Hassen indicated that there was interest 
expressed by the PRT in exploring consistent membership criteria for all 
affiliates. 


Motion The Board endorses broad and inclusive criteria for membership 
in ADRIA. (Galbraith / Marshall) Passed unanimously. 
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ADRIC Rep 


Wendy Hassen advised that writing of the MOU was progressing.  The 
MOU Task Force will present a draft on the Relationship Framework piece 
to the PRT at its May 10th meeting, and the membership piece at its July 
meeting.  The plan is to have a strong draft for the ADRIC AGM in October 
for face-to-face discussions. 


At this point this secretary left the meeting. 


The remaining notes were provided by Stan Galbraith. 


Wendy Hassen stated that there will be a major ADRIC board meeting in 
May 2017 that will last for two plus days.  She is looking for any issues, 
major initiatives, or input from ADRIA board members or members-at-
large to take forward to this board meeting.  There will also be a joint 
board meeting with ADRIO. 


The ADRIC Board of Directors has now produced a comprehensive board 
calendar that is available. 


The guidelines for regional affiliate reps has now been approved by 
ADRIC. 


A major new initiative is the Government Relations Committee that will 
look to improve ongoing relations with the federal government. 


Action Item: John to complete the letter to ADRIC that was approved at 
the previous meeting.  Michelle Simpson will assist with drafting the 
letter. One letter to cover both motions (see 7.2.1) is to be drafted. 


 


ADRIC Roster Development Committee 


Michelle Simpson reported on this committee.  They have contacted 
insurance companies and have determined that they largely have their 
own processes in place regarding dispute resolution. 


 


Arbitration and Course Development Committee 


Michelle Simpson reported that this work is ongoing.  There are issues 
with course review and finalization in time for the course delivery in 
April.  In particular, there is some concern that our instructors have been 
asked to review the course on short notice and without compensation.  
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The board endorsed the Executive Director advocating for payment for 
the work of our instructors. 


Action Item: The Executive Director to take this on as an operational 
matter and pursue compensation for conducting the course review. 


 


National Mediation Course Committee 


Joanne Munro has discovered that by becoming a member of this 
committee she has also automatically been appointed as a member of 
multiple committees.  The current plan is to conduct focus groups on the 
current course followed by course development. 


 


Mediation Trainer Approval Committee 


Joanne Munro advised that all Alberta applications have been successful. 


 


7.  ADRIA/ADRIC – specific issues (Arising/New) 


7.1 (see 6.2.2) 


7.2 Dealt with earlier in our meeting (follows 6.4). 


7.3 ADRIC Engagement Strategy.   


Paul advised that he has responded regarding diversity in the entire ADR 
field. 


8.  New Business 


8.1 Response to Chief Justice & Minister  


There was a general discussion where a consensus developed that 
continued interaction with both the Minister of Justice and Chief Justice 
of Alberta are warranted.  Since the current Chief Justice has announced 
his retirement, it was determined that our efforts should focus on the 
new Chief Justice once the person has been appointed. 


Action Item: Paul, Barrie, and John will draft a new letter to the new 
Chief Justice and the Justice Minister as per previous Board meetings. 


8.2  Evaluative ADR – Deferred to a later meeting. 


8.3  Changes to the Labour Code.   


The Labour Relations Code is up for review with an opportunity for input 
until April 18, 2017.  Through discussion, the Board agreed that at this 
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stage they appear to be just looking for general feedback and not 
detailed analysis.  The Board agreed that this is a very useful opportunity 
to advocate for ADR initiatives in the upcoming legislative changes. 


Action Item: Paul, Wendy and Stan to do a letter to the Labour Relations 
Code Review Committee. 


9.  Board Advocacy & Outreach 


9.1  Mediation Advocacy   


See the discussion on the white paper for specifics on this topic.  The 
Board agreed that mediation advocacy will remain as a standing item on 
future Board agendas with the responsibility for the time being assigned 
to Alasdair. 


In further discussion, the Board determined that there is an opportunity 
to advocate for further dispute resolution services.  The provincial budget 
has allocated additional funding for the Department of Justice.  Much of 
this funding has been earmarked for hiring Crown Prosecutors and 
Judges.   However, that money has not yet been spent so there is an 
opportunity to lobby for some of this money to be spent in what we 
consider to be a more effective fashion: dispute resolution services. 


Action Item: Paul will contact the Resolution Services with the provincial 
government regarding the recent budget to determine what 
opportunities might exist to advocate for dispute resolution services. 


9.2 Outreach Activities  


The purpose is to develop relations with other groups such as the CBA 
and LESA.  The relationship with both these groups is developing and 
ADRIA will continue this work. 


Joanne Munro is doing a workshop with the Alberta School Council 
Association at the end of April as a further outreach activity. 


10.  Board Learning Opportunities 


10.1 Board Orientation.   


Michelle Simpson will lead the orientation with the assistance of Dolores. 


10.2 Learning opportunities. 


Nothing to report. 


11.  Link to Membership, Events & Opportunities 


11.1 OnBoard 
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The content will focus on the Board’s adoption of the white paper. 


11.2 Dinner prior to the next Board meeting.   


The Board agreed that we will invite all ADRIC Board members in Alberta 
along with ADRIC President Scott Siemens to the dinner. 


11.3  The AGM was discussed, and roles assigned. 


12.  Calendar Review.   


May 8 is the PMAST fundraiser.  The Board unanimously encouraged 
Barrie to attend with Kevin as his backup. 


Board of Directors Meetings.  The Board set the following dates for future 
Board meetings. 


September 23, 2017 – Edmonton 


December 2, 2017 – Video Conference 


January 27, 2018 – Video Conference 


The meeting adjourned at approximately 4:00 pm. 








Question 1-2 


Course 
What was your impression of the course 
overall? Please be specific 


Please comment on your instructor. Please 
be specific 


CM4HR 
EDM 
APR 
2016 


Lots of material in a short period of 
time. 


XXX is engaging and a pleasure to learn 
from.   


CM4HR 
EDM 
APR 
2016 


The course covered some great 
information. I especially liked the time 
we spent covering your particular 
conflict style, and how to use that to 
your advantage, or know when to use 
another style.  


XXX was FANTASTIC!! She took the time to 
explain things really well, and gave a lot of 
real life examples that helped cement the 
information we were learning.  


CM4HR 
EDM 
APR 
2016 


A bit of a review of basic ADR skills that 
was helpful - would have liked more 
opportunity to explore specific HR tools 


XXX is excellent - I have taken several 
course from her and she is the best! 


CM4HR 
EDM 
APR 
2016 


There was a lot of theoretic material to 
absorb; while the information was very 
valuable I found retention to be a bit of 
an issue just because of the sheer 
volume. I like how the course was 
structured - starting with looking at 
oneself within conflict and then moving 
externally. I also liked the break in the 
course midway as I found the initial 3 
days very intense. 


I found XXX to be very knowledgeable and 
she presented the material at a good pace 
(as much as possible). The first three days 
in particular, though it was a lot to absorb I 
found that she was very thorough and 
didn't skim through the slides. She gave 
people the chance to speak and ask 
questions and made sure that everyone 
was grasping the concepts and taking a 
chance to speak in class. 


CM4HR 
EDM 
APR 
2016 


It was an exceptional value. The extent 
of information, reference materials, 
anecdotal and work group training was 
wonderful.  


XXX: She brought an excellent attitude and 
perspective to the course and her warm 
personality served as  a reminder of the 
approach she takes to her work.  It was 
good for me to have this teaching.   







Question 3-4 


Course 
Please comment on your coaches. 
Please mention specific coaches 
with whom you worked. 


What did you think of the course materials (e.g., 
manuals, videos, role-plays)?  Please give 
specific examples 


CM4HR 
EDM 
APR 
2016 


Can't remember her name she 
came in the last day.  She was very 
supportive and provided some 
great learning's. 


Role Plays need to be more relevant to the 
situation.  There was a disconnect between the 
role plays provided and the type of mediation 
that was being expected. 


CM4HR 
EDM 
APR 
2016 


The coaches were really helpful. 
Both coaches provided some great 
advice, and advised how to adjust 
what you'd done to get better 
results through the role play.  


I thought the material was good. It was a lot of 
information to absorb in a very short period of 
time. The challenge with the manuals is finding 
the time to read them through to learn the things 
we didn't have time to cover in class. A 
suggestion might be to provide the manuals in 
advance of the class (by sending them to the 
participants) and asking them to read through 
the material before the class begins (at least 
then you'll be familiar with the material before 
the class begins).   The role plays were good, but 
a couple of them felt more like pre-mediation 
interviews. It was difficult to complete the 
preparation work for the two role play 
completed on Friday (May 13) because we didn't 
have enough information to understand what 
the issues would be in advance.  


CM4HR 
EDM 
APR 
2016 


Coaches were helpful in the role 
play scenarios - my apologies but I 
am in a different location than my 
exercise books/notes so do not 
recall their names - both ladies 
were helpful and supportive to 
the learning 


All were effective to my learning - good balance.    
The panel presentation was also very interesting 
and informative 


CM4HR 
EDM 
APR 
2016 


I worked with XXX during the 
second half of the sessions and 
found her to be a phenomenal 
coach. Her presence is very 
calming and she provided me with 
so much valuable feedback after 
the role-playing.   


As I mentioned a couple times during the course 
I really appreciated the uses of the slides, videos 
and role-playing because I am more of a visual 
and kinaesthetic learner so having this variety in 
the material and presentation helped me grasp 
the concepts quicker and made the material 
more interesting and I could relate more easily. 


CM4HR 
EDM 
APR 
2016 


I don't remember their names.  2 
ladies- they were wonderful! Very 
well spoken and thoughtful.  


LOVE the manuals, they will serve me well for a 
long time. The role-plays were invaluable tools 
and the videos great; broke out the days.  


 







Question 5-8 


Course 


What motivated 
you to take this 
course?  Please be 
specific 


How did hear 
about this course?  
Please be specific 


What were your 
goals in taking this 
course?  Please be 
specific  


Were these goals 
met?  Please specify 
how your goals were 
or were not met 


CM4HR 
EDM 
APR 
2016 


Refresh and to 
receive credits for 
CMED.  Was also 
hoping to learn 
more about HR 
Issues. 


On the website. 
Learn more about 
HR Issues.  Brush up 
on mediation skills. 


Would have liked to 
explore little more 
regarding HR Issues. 


CM4HR 
EDM 
APR 
2016 


I wanted to learn 
how to assist staff 
with conflicts 
within the office. 
I'm responsible for 
coaching people 
through issues, and 
I wanted to learn 
the right kind of 
skills before 
coaching any one 
through it.  


Through Carline 
Stabile.  


To learn the skills to 
help coach people 
through conflicts 
that arise in the 
workplace.  


Yes, I feel much 
more capable of 
helping people work 
through their 
conflicts. Before I 
took this course, my 
process would be to 
try and tell the 
individual what they 
needed to do 
differently to solve 
the problem. Now I 
will approach a 
conflict with 
questions and allow 
the individual to 
come to the solution 
on their own. My 
assistance will be in 
asking questions, so 
they can get to a 
possible solution.  


CM4HR 
EDM 
APR 
2016 


 
 
 
 
Looking for 
enhanced skill 
development in 
dealing with 
workplace 
issues/HR.  Also 
require continuing 
competency hours 
for my Q Med 
 
 
 
 
 


The website 
Skill refresh as well 
as develop new skills 


Yes - both goals 
were met 







Question 5-8 


Course 


What motivated 
you to take this 
course?  Please be 
specific 


How did hear 
about this course?  
Please be specific 


What were your 
goals in taking this 
course?  Please be 
specific  


Were these goals 
met?  Please specify 
how your goals were 
or were not met 


CM4HR 
EDM 
APR 
2016 


I was motivated to 
take this course 
because of conflict 
in my workplace 
and also because I 
think it is a highly 
under-rated skill to 
have in any 
profession but 
especially for HR. 


While researching 
potential 
professional 
development 
options for our 
management 
teams - the course 
came up in one of 
the searches I 
entered for 
Conflict 
Management. 


Initially the goal was 
to deal with some of 
the conflict 
occurring at work; 
however, now that I 
have completed the 
course I can say that 
I am definitely 
interested in taking 
more and looking to 
get my Q.Med. 
designation. 
Developing my 
conflict resolution 
skills is of great 
interest to me. 


The course gave me 
so many great tools 
to start using at 
work... I know that I 
will need to practice 
the different models 
and review the 
material over the 
next while in order 
maximize my 
learning. 


CM4HR 
EDM 
APR 
2016 


Career 
development, 
learning to deal 
with difficult 
situations.  


A student who 
had taken it.  


-Learn tactics for 
approaching conflict  
-Mediating 
workplace issues 
where appropriate 


I believe now that I 
have much to learn, 
but I feel I'm 
definitely on the 
right track!! I learnt 
that I'm not as good 
as I thought I was, 
but I'm on my way! 







Question 9-11 


Course 


Please comment on the 
facilities.  If the facilities were 
not to your satisfaction, how 
can we improve for future 
courses? 


What are your impressions of 
ADRIA as an organization (from 
registration to course completion)?  
What did we do well?  How would 
you like to see us improve your 
experience? 


I agree to my 
comments 
being used in 
promotional 
materials: 


CM4HR 
EDM 
APR 
2016 


Facility was great, coffee was 
great, parking was great. 


Great instructor lots of knowledge.  
Would be helpful to have a 
curriculum outline prior to the 
course so there is clarity regarding 
what the course would be like.  I 
spoke to someone on the phone 
who gave me different information 
than how the course was presented.  
I think the curriculum was redone 
from prior feedback which changed 
the way the course was delivered.  
Overall was a great learning 
opportunity. 


No 


CM4HR 
EDM 
APR 
2016 


My only suggestion would be 
to have bottled water in the 
room as well. I'm not a coffee 
or tea drinker, so I found 
myself bringing my own 
water to class, and often ran 
out before the day ended. 
Even just having a water 
cooler, where participants 
could fill their own bottles 
would have been nice.  


I thought the registration process 
was good. I remember having to 
contact Paul a few times to get the 
course dates, so I could block the 
dates in my calendar. The ability to 
register online was good. The pre-
course material was helpful, 
particularly the directions to the 
office and the need to pay for 
parking. The material in the course 
was good. And XXX was absolutely 
fantastic. Providing coaches was 
also great, so that better assistance 
through role playing was given.  


Yes 


CM4HR 
EDM 
APR 
2016 


Location is good  


 
 
The course was positive overall - I 
would have liked more opportunity 
to explore the Conflict Analysis 
tools  in depth but will review them 
more and was encouraged to call 
ADRIA for support if needed - that is 
much appreciated.    What ADRIA 
does well - always open to feedback 
and this is appreciated.      The costs 
for this course seemed quite high, 
but given there were only 6 of us in 
the session that is understandable. 
 
 


Yes 







Question 9-11 


Course 


Please comment on the 
facilities.  If the facilities were 
not to your satisfaction, how 
can we improve for future 
courses? 


What are your impressions of 
ADRIA as an organization (from 
registration to course completion)?  
What did we do well?  How would 
you like to see us improve your 
experience? 


I agree to my 
comments 
being used in 
promotional 
materials: 


CM4HR 
EDM 
APR 
2016 


Facilities were good. 


I found ADRIA to be very 
professional to deal with for the 
registration process and very 
professional and knowledgeable 
from start to completion. XXX was 
great, as were the coaches and 
panel that came in. I think that it is 
difficult to present the content 
involved in such a way that it isn't 
overwhelming so I don't have much 
to say in how to improve this. I 
would suggest possibly offering a 
short refresher course about 2 to 3 
months after that lasts for a day or 
two and also incorporates some 
role-playing would be very useful - i 
know it would help me retain a lot 
more of the information. 


Yes 


CM4HR 
EDM 
APR 
2016 


They were wonderful.  
Everyone was absolutely lovely and 
I hope to continue working with 
your organization.  


Yes 
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Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors 
of the ADR Institute of Alberta, held via videoconference in Room HA206, 


Concordia University, Edmonton, Alberta, and Suite 1600, 421 - 7th Avenue SW, Calgary, 
Alberta, on January 21, 2017 


 
 
Present:   Barrie Marshall (Vice President & Chair),  
   Kevin Kelly, QArb, QMed (Treasurer),  
   John Welbourn, CArb (Secretary),  


Stan Galbraith (Past President, PRT Rep)  
Gayle Desmeules, QMed (Director) (attended via conference call) 


   Michelle Simpson, CMed, CArb (Governance Committee Chair),  
   Wendy Hassen, CMed (ADRIC Rep), 
   Paul Conway (Executive Director) (non-voting). 
 
Not attending:  Dolores Herman, QMed (President),  


Jeffrey Jessamine, QArb (Director),  
Alasdair MacKinnon, CMed, QArb (Director),  
Joanne Munro, CMed (Director). 


 
 
1. Welcome & Agenda Review 
 
 1.1  Barrie Marshall called the meeting to order at 8:12 a.m. 
 
 1.2 The proposed Agenda was reviewed. Gayle Desmeules requested the addition of "Restorative 


Justice" under item 6.5 – White Paper Action Plan Committee.  
 
  Motion to approve the Agenda as amended (Galbraith/Simpson). Passed unanimously. 
 
2.  Minutes of Previous Meeting 
 
 2.1 Motion to approve the minutes of the meeting of November 19, 2016, as amended (Marshall/ 


Hassen). Passed unanimously. 
 
3. Declaration of Conflict of Interest 
 
  None were declared.  
 
4. Business Arising (ADRIA) 
 
 4.1 Alberta Law Day 
 


The Executive Director continues to communicate with the Edmonton and Calgary Law Day chairs. 
2017 Law Day will be in April, 2017. Mock arbitrations will be presented. Display booths will be set 
up. Calgary coordinates most of the other judicial centres in the south part of the province 


 
  ADRIA / AAMS Joint Grant Proposal 
 
  ADRIC has approximately $100,000.00 available to charities (e.g. AAMS) for ADR-related projects. 


The Executive Director met with AAMS and is working on 1 or 2 joint proposals for consideration. 
Michelle Simpson asked how the proposals will be determined and if a proposal to study self-
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regulation could be considered.   
 
  Calgary & Edmonton ADR Luncheons 
 
  The Executive Director advised that the 1st Edmonton luncheon had been held in partnership with 


the FOAJ and was well attended. It is possible that FOAJ will co-sponsor Calgary luncheons as well. 
 
  Ft. McMurray Insurance Proposal 
 
  The Executive Director hasn't had any response from the insurance consortium but will follow up. 
 
  Community Mediation Partners (see item 8.2 following) 
 
  iMIS update 
 
  The Executor Director reported that the new ADRIC website should be functioning and ADRIA 


members should have access. Michelle Simpson reported that she had problems with the Alberta 
link. The Executive Director advised that ADRIA could join if the cost was justified and the system 
operated smoothly. 


 
  Organizational Memberships 
 
  The Executive Director reported that the program was being fine-tuned and he was working with 


ADRIC. To date 2 provincial and 2 federal departments have joined ADRIA. ADRIA is starting a 
marketing campaign and developing marketing materials. Gayle Desmeules suggested the Board 
have an opportunity to review any marketing materials prior to release. 


 
 4.2 Qualitative feedback on ADRIA Training Report 


 
The Executive Director provided assessments for review and subsequent discussion at a future 
board meeting. Michelle Simpson noted that the ADRIC Arbitration course is being revised. 
However, the only aspect currently tested is via submission of a written Award which does not 
adequately address much of the course content. 
 
The assessment report was requested to be provided at least annually.  
 


4.3 2017/18 Learning Events & Conferences 
 


The Agenda included a list of future events. The DRN has endorsed a symposium for all Alberta 
ADR organizations in February or March, 2018. However, AFMS has indicated that it will not 
participate and ARJA has also expressed some reluctance. ADRIA intends to have 1/2 to full day 
learning events in 2017 in both Calgary and Edmonton. 
 
Action Item - The Executive Director to liaise with AFMS and ARJA to explore areas of joint interest 
and collaboration 
 


5. ADRIA Bylaw and Policy Updates 
 
 5.1 ADRIA Advertising Policy 
 


The Executive Director asked that the item be deferred as the proposed policy is not finalized. 
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 5.2 Complaints/Disciplinary Process Policy 
 


The Executive Director reported that the committee had an initial meeting and had elected to 
conduct a comprehensive review of the policy. A concern is that an ADRIA discipline matter needs 
to be communicated to all ADRIC affiliates through ADRIC, perhaps via a central registry. It was 
suggested that communication disciplinary matters should be discussed at the MOU Task Force.  


 
6. Reports   
 
 6.1 President  
 


Barrie Marshall congratulated the Board and staff on their good work throughout 2016. He 
emphasized the completion of the White Paper and its implementation. He noted potential 
financial challenges but was encouraged by increased registration for the early 2017 courses. 
 


 6.2 Executive Director 
 
  Report is attached. 
 


The Executive Director noted that the next window for designations applications is in March.  
ADRIA led the country in new designations in 2016. 
 
Michelle Simpson reiterated and the Board concurs with the need to revisit use of the ADRIC 
arbitrator and mediator designations term “Qualified”.  Wendy Hassen proposed that the matter 
could be on the agenda for discussion at the next ADRIC meeting in May. 
 
The ADRIA Board believes the term "Qualified" for the designations "Qualified Arbitrator" and 
"Qualified Mediator" is inappropriate.  The term implies the designation holder possesses a level of 
knowledge and experience in the specified field. The minimal prerequisites for achieving either 
designation are wholly insufficient to ensure that the holder has any experience whatsoever as an 
arbitrator and only marginally more as a mediator.   
 
Motion to inform ADRIC in writing of the Board's concern that the term "Qualified" for the 
designations "Qualified Arbitrator" and "Qualified Mediator" is misleading and may result in harm 
to the public and damage to the reputations of ADRIC, the affiliates, experienced ADR 
professionals and the ADR community generally (Galbraith / Simpson). Passed unanimously. 
 
Action Item - John Welbourn to compose the letter. 
 
The Executive Director reported that "organizational learner" has been added to the categories of 
ADRIA membership. It is intended to replace the category "affiliate member". 
 
Motion to change the name "affiliate member" to "organizational learner". (Marshall / Galbraith) 
Passed unanimously. 
 
Action Item - Michelle Simpson to incorporate all categories of ADRIA membership into a single 
board policy to be submitted to the next board meeting. 


 
 6.3 Treasurer 
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Kevin Kelly reviewed the balance sheet and comparative year-to-date analysis. He noted a 2016 
surplus of $23,000.00. He presented the 2017 budget as balanced and conservative. It projects net 
income of $1,300.00. However, revenues are dependent on course registrations and Q1 and Q2 
results will be very important. Efforts to secure course delivery contracts need to continue. 
 
He noted David Chung's donation of his audit fee of $8,400.00. The Board acknowledges Mr. 
Chung's donation with great appreciation.   


 
 6.4 Governance Committee 
 


Michelle Simpson noted that there isn't a schedule for Board evaluation although it is on the 
agenda.  She canvassed each director on the most significant current issue for ADRIA and the 
criteria to be used in assessing board effectiveness. 
 
Lunch break - 12:20 to 12:45 
 
Board Nominating Committee 
 
Motion - The Executive Director and Gayle Desmeules will be part of the nominating committee 
and will attempt to identify a 3rd non-board member to be approved by the board (Simpson/ 
Marshall). Passed unanimously. 


 
 6.5 White Paper Action Plan Committee 
 
  Discussion adjourned to a board conference call at 7:00 p.m. on February 7, 2017. 
 
  Gayle Desmeules noted the Canadian Restorative Justice Consortium was conducting focus groups 


on Restorative Justice in Criminal Matters from January 26 to February 10, 2017. January 26 in 
Edmonton at MacEwan University and February 3 in Calgary at tbd.  


 
 6.6 ADRIC Reports 
 
  6.6.1 ADRIC Rep 
 


Wendy Hassen reported that the last ADRIC teleconference was  December 8, 2016 during 
which there was a great deal of discussion about the budget. The ADRIO/ADRIC 
reorganization  was also reviewed. 


 
  The PRT is moving forward with the MOU and will begin meeting every 2nd month. 
6.6.2 Roster Development 
 
 Michelle Simpson reported that the Committee is contacting insurance companies. 


 
  6.6.3 Education 
 


Michelle Simpson confirmed the National Arbitration course is being rewritten.  However, 
the evaluation process has not changed and requires the submission of a satisfactory 
written award only. 


7. ADRIA/ADRIC - specific issues 
 
 7.1 ADRIC Rep Terms of Reference 
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  Stan Galbraith advised that the proposed guidelines have been revised and are greatly improved. 
 
  Motion - the Guidelines for ADRIC Regional Affiliates - National Board Representation are hereby 


endorsed (Galbraith/Hassen). Passed unanimously.  
 
 7.2 ADRIC / Affiliate MOU 
 
  Wendy Hassen reported that BC has added a representative. The MOU is continuing to evolve with 


a full draft to be ready by the 2017 convention in October. 
 
 7.3 ADRIC/ADRIO Reorganization 
 
  As noted in the Executive Director's report. 
 
 7.4 2017 ADRIC Conference - ADRIA representation 
 
  Action Item - Executive Director to follow up with ADRIC and the PRT to ensure there will be 


adequate time devoted to deal with the MOU at the conference. If so, then ADRIA will send the 
President. 


   
8. New Business 
 
 8.1 Member Satisfaction Survey 
 


The Executive Director has not had sufficient time to prepare and distribute the survey. It will be a 
priority to get it to the membership in the next couple of weeks. 
 


8.2 Community Mediation Partners 
 


The Executive Director met with the new President and former Treasurer of MRJC which has 
terminated its executive director and all staff. MRJC has debts of $30,000 to $50,000 and may ask 
ADRIA for assistance. 
 
Motion - the Executive Director may explore risk-free methods of assisting MRJC, if requested by 
MRJC. Any assistance will be subject to Board approval (Marshall/Galbraith). Passed unanimously. 
 
Stan Galbraith volunteered to provide direction to the Executive Director with legal matters. 


 
 8.3 Board Composition 
 
  There was discussion about the type of candidate to be considered as a prospective new director. 
 
 8.4 Resolution Services - Solo Mediation Policy 
 


The Civil Mediation Program has advised that it will assist its roster members to pursue their 
professional goals and designations by allowing eligible roster members to apply to conduct solo 
mediations in restricted types of cases. 
 


8.5 CAB MOU 
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An invitation has been sent to the government to attend the MOU signing with the Aga Khan 
National Conciliation and Arbitration Board of Canada. 


 
 8.6 Response to the Chief Justice and Minister  
 
  Discussion about any response to recent letters from Chief Justice   Wittmann and Minister Ganley. 


Barrie Marshall expressed the need to approach the new Chief Justice with a concrete proposal. 
The Executive Director proposed the development of a new proposal. Gayle Desmeules suggested 
building on a pilot project in St. Paul that includes arbitration and restorative justice. 


 
 8.7 CBA National Resolution 
 
  The Executive Director distributed a CBA resolution encouraging Canadian Law Schools to include 


mandatory ADR courses in their curricula. 
 
 8.8 ADRIA History 
 
  Stan Galbraith is compiling the history of ADRIA. 
 
9. Board Learning Opportunities 
 
 9.1 Board leadership - Governance Fundamentals - March 4, 2017, MacEwan University, Edmonton. 
 
10. Board Outreach Opportunities 
 
 10.1 Joanne Munro is presenting to the Alberta School Council Association in April. 
 
11.  Link to Membership, Events & Opportunities 
 
 11.1 Content of next “On Board” 
 


White Paper update and board nomination process. 
 
 10.2 Invitations to the next Board dinner 
 


Not applicable if next meeting is via videoconference. 
 
11.  Calendar Review 
 


March 17, 18, 2017 board meeting may be in Red Deer or via videoconference. 
 


12. In Camera Session  
 
 Not recorded. 
 
The meeting ended at 4:10 p.m.   
   
 
 
   
  








Question 1 


Course What was your impression of the course overall? Please be specific 


COM CAL FEB 
2016 


This course was just what I needed to take my communication skills to the 
next level. It had excellent instructors, lots of practice time (with coaches). 
It was based in neuro-science.  


COM CAL FEB 
2016 


Excellent course. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 
I found it to be very helpful and I think that most people would do well to 
take it to learn the basics of clear communication. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 It was a life changing experience.  


COM EDM FEB 2016 


Really great.  Incisive materials that were well thought out and accessible.  I 
think this course would be useful for just about anybody.  I learned a lot 
about myself and look forward to practicing these skills at work and in my 
daily life. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 


The course was excellent. All of the content was covered and the 
opportunity to practice skills with coaching was essential to the learning 
process that led to success for me. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 The course was excellent.  


COM EDM FEB 2016 
  I thought the course was FANTASTIC!!! Such great information, and loved 
the group work! 


COM EDM FEB 2016 
It was fabulous. The learning was interesting, the coaches and teachers 
were excellent, and the content was transformational. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 


AMAZING!!! I have recommended this course to about everyone I talk too. It 
really did have an impact on me and I am noticing that I can recognize the 
skills and practice.  


COM EDM FEB 2016 
This course was amazing. I think they should teach these skills to kids in 
school. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 
I was very pleased with the course and how it was presented.  I felt 
welcome and comfortable within the diverse student base. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 


Exceeded my expectations! Having coaches dedicated to small role-play 
groups was a major positive. These conflict skills need to be taught to 
people at an earlier age.  


COM EDM FEB 2016 
Great, I learned some new skills that I will be using in the workplace 
moving forward.  


COM EDM FEB 2016 I was very impressed by the commitment and openness of the coaches. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 
It was helpful to learn these communication skills, which are helpful in the 
workplace and personal lives. It was like learning a new language.  


COM EDM JAN 2016 
It as wonderful, very interactive and challenging, the instructors were 
really engaging. 


COM EDM JAN 2016 


It was really useful and I liked the practical aspect by doing role plays. I 
think more realistic scenarios can be used to enhance the role 
plays/interactive exercises. I would like more time for coaching since I 
really liked all the coaches. They were the highlight of the course.  


COM EDM JAN 2016 Much more active and serious than other courses (not from ADRIA) 


COM EDM JAN 2016 
It was harder than I anticipated, but was extremely useful in not only work, 
but day to day relationships.  


COM EDM JAN 2016 
I thought it was great.  The course revealed &   allowed for a personal 
examination of my communication style. 







Question 1 


Course What was your impression of the course overall? Please be specific 


COM EDM JAN 2016 


It was well worth my time. I learned advanced communication and conflict 
resolution skills that will transfer over to both my personal and 
professional lives.   


COM EDM JAN 2016 
I thought the content was extremely useful for communication in your 
personal as well as professional life.   


COM EDM JAN 2016 Excellent 


COM EDM JAN 2016 
Very well done.  I appreciated the role plays, the practice time and the 
willingness the instructors had to answering any and all questions we had. 


COM EDM JAN 2016 
This was an excellent course, developed skills and evaluated them in a 
positive coaching environment.  


COM EDM JAN 2016 


I was impressed with the quality of this course. All the information was 
presented in a highly professional manner.  The program represents a very 
constructive  balance between the theoretical and practical parts.  Working 
the skills in small groups and extensive practicing role -plays are crucial in 
the learning process.  


COM EDM JAN 2016 
Overall the course was set up well.  All exercises made sense and having the 
coaches help have small groups to work with was invaluable. 


COM EDM JAN 2016 


The course was fantastic in its ability to break down a conflict into its 
manageable parts.  I enjoyed learning the skills of active listening and using 
the model to go from positions to interests. 


COM EDM JAN 2016 


The course was great, I really appreciated the supportive atmosphere. The 
learnings were clearly defined and the practice was very beneficial in my 
success. 


COM EDM JAN 2016 Course was well organized and executed. 







Question 3 


Course Please comment on your instructor for Part 1. Please be specific 
COM CAL FEB 
2016 


XXX: Very experienced. Great teacher.  


COM CAL FEB 
2016 


XXX: Very good instructor.  Engages well with students.  Answers questions 
effectively.  Good combination of freestyle lecturing and reliance on the 
manual.  Enjoyed his/her class. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 XXX: Down to earth and clear 


COM EDM FEB 2016 
XXX:  S/He was very knowledgeable presenting the material. I thought s/he 
did a great job 


COM EDM FEB 2016 


XXX was certainly charming but I had the impression that s/he did not 
know the material very well and was not prepared for class.  There were 
several concepts s/he seemed to be encountering for the first time in class.  
There were also several exercises where s/he did not seem to know what 
to do.  it was very frustrating and bewildering. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 


XXX provided very good examples that helped provide context for the 
information and skills. Initially, s/he had difficult with time management, 
but went back to cover material that s/he may have missed and the 
information and time management improved over the course of the 
program 


COM EDM FEB 2016 XXX was a good instructor.   


COM EDM FEB 2016 
XXX: I thought s/he was engaging, thoughtful and found lots of ways to 
make the content relatable. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 
XXX: S/He was great. A little tentative, but had great stories and interesting 
anecdotes.  


COM EDM FEB 2016 
XXX: I thought s/he was a very resourceful instructor, I really liked him/her 
as I felt s/he had a lot of relevant experience.  


COM EDM FEB 2016 
XXX: S/He was very knowledgeable. Awesome guy/gal. I'm glad s/he was 
my teacher. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 


XXX was terrific.  Her/his stories were relevant and interesting.  S/He was 
able to maintain the class flow and managed the diverse student base well.  
He/she has a great sense of humor. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 
XXX: Was very good. S/He was personable and got to get to know everyone 
as much as s/he could. Very knowledgeable with a great demeanour.  


COM EDM FEB 2016 


XXX: Enjoyed his/her teaching style but felt s/he could have spent more 
time on the 4 stage model. Did well for his/her first attempt at instructing 
the course. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 


I think XXX is very passionate about what s/he does - I would have 
appreciated a more professional approach to the material - it seemed like 
s/he was seeing it for the first time.  For both XXX and XXX, I think a better 
understanding of current research and approaches would add to their 
experience and credibility. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 
XXX: S/He was helpful, especially when we did a little bit of role-playing. 
S/He helped us use our open and probing questions.  


COM EDM JAN 2016 
 I really enjoyed XXX, s/he has a wealth of experiences to draw from which 
is extremely helpful in relating to some of the material. 


COM EDM JAN 2016 


XXX: S/he created a great environment for discussion. I enjoyed the 
reflections at the end of the session. His/Her coaching style was a little rigid 
compared to other coaches.  


COM EDM JAN 2016 XXX: So focussed, professional and enthusiastic  







Question 3 


Course Please comment on your instructor for Part 1. Please be specific 


COM EDM JAN 2016 


XXX was great. S/he was sensitive to the group in terms of their learning 
speed/styles, and it felt like s/he was doing her best to meet us, as a group, 
where we were at. 


COM EDM JAN 2016 XXX: Fantastic instructor.  Inspirational. 


COM EDM JAN 2016 


XXX was a great instructor.  Right from the start, s/he stressed the 
importance of the 4-phase/6-stage model, which was very helpful to keep 
in mind while working through the material. His/her presentation of the 
material was very clear and concise, and s/he shared many real-world 
examples. XXX encouraged a non-judgmental, collaborative atmosphere - I 
enjoyed participating in his/her "sharing circle" at the end of each day. 


COM EDM JAN 2016 
XXX explained the content very well and used examples to help us 
understand.   


COM EDM JAN 2016 XXX: Excellent 


COM EDM JAN 2016 


XXX: S/he was fantastic! I found his/her openness and passion for the 
course pleasant and put me at ease. S/he was very knowledgeable and 
personable. 


COM EDM JAN 2016 
XXX: Strong presenter, great examples, attuned to the needs of the class, 
inspired us to do our best. Set us up for success in the evaluations. 


COM EDM JAN 2016 


XXX is a wonderful instructor- very clear and specific in her/his 
explanations, who uses lots of examples from the personal experience as an 
instrument for productive learning.  


COM EDM JAN 2016 XXX: Awesome!  Clear, direct,  


COM EDM JAN 2016 XXX was very knowledgeable and made the learning easy. 


COM EDM JAN 2016 
XXX was easy to learn from. S/he was very clear in what s/he was teaching. 
Her/his approach was supportive and created a collaborative environment. 


COM EDM JAN 2016 
Clear, good use of power point. Provided context to theory.  Helpful, good 
practical examples.  Appreciated XXX's demonstration of skills.  







Question 3 


Course Please comment on your instructor for Part 2. Please be specific 
COM CAL FEB 
2016 


I enjoyed XXX's instruction. S/he was very knowledgeable. 


COM CAL FEB 
2016 


XXX: Very good instructor.  Engages well with students.  Answers questions 
effectively.  Good combination of freestyle lecturing and reliance on the 
manual.  Enjoyed his/her class. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 XXX: Don’t remember specifically - generally good.   


COM EDM FEB 2016 
XXX: S/he is such a kind person. And was extremely helpful in my 
understanding of the material 


COM EDM FEB 2016 


XXX was magic.  S/he was very positive and very knowledgeable.  S/he 
clearly has a passion for this.  It was also encouraging to learn that XXX did 
not naturally fall in to mediation as the positive, encouraging person s/he 
is, but s/he developed the skills over time.  What a relief!  I loved XXX's 
positivity, collaborative tone, and wisdom.  Thank you 


COM EDM FEB 2016 


XXX's depth of knowledge, suggestions for additional readings and 
engaging presentations were wonderful. Her/his advice and 
encouragement was much appreciated. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 
XXX was a knowledgeable and very effective instructor.  I enjoyed learning 
from him/her.     


COM EDM FEB 2016 


XXX was right when she referred to XXX as a "jewel" - XXX was 
WONDERFUL, absolutely wonderful. I so enjoyed her/his personality, 
his/her delivery, her/his style of teaching.....I learnt a lot from her/him. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 
XXX: S/he was Fabulous-funny, open about his/her life, and clearly very 
skilled. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 
I thought XXX was exceptional, in his/her true calling. I really enjoyed her 
knowledge and calming nature, s/he was fantastic! 


COM EDM FEB 2016 
Nothing but good things to say about XXX. Just a delight. Also thankful for 
her/him. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 
XXX is my new favorite person.  S/he is knowledgeable, motivating and 
inspiring. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 
XXX: Was also very good. S/he made the learning very fun and applied it to 
every day life practically.  


COM EDM FEB 2016 
XXX was amazing. Loved her/his teaching style. S/he was a wealth of 
information and his/her years of experience were a great value.  


COM EDM FEB 2016 


XXX has an amazing presence and a passion for what s/he does that shines 
through.  For both XXX and XXX, I think a better understanding of current 
research and approaches would add to their experience and credibility. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 XXX: Her/his energy was amazing. S/he was perfect.  
COM EDM JAN 2016 XXX was great to s/he was very open and flexible.   


COM EDM JAN 2016 
XXX: S/he was a lot more strict on time and also did not allow for too much 
discussion - often short answers were discouraging to have a conversation.  


COM EDM JAN 2016 
XXX: Again, very focused and professional and enthusiastic- loved the 
personal anecdotes  


COM EDM JAN 2016 


XXX was also very good. I thought s/he was a little more big picture in 
his/her explanations of the course content than XXX, but was still an 
effective teacher.  


COM EDM JAN 2016 Same. 


COM EDM JAN 2016 
XXX was also a wonderful instructor. S/he is very personable and her/his 
passion for conflict resolution is evident in her/his presentation of the 







Question 3 


Course Please comment on your instructor for Part 2. Please be specific 
material. S/he clearly has experience with adult learners, and delivered the 
material with the different styles of learning in mind. XXX also fostered a 
non-judgmental and collaborative spirit among all the participants; S/he 
was very encouraging. 


COM EDM JAN 2016 XXX has a real zest about him/her and was very engaging. 
COM EDM JAN 2016 XXX: Excellent 


COM EDM JAN 2016 


XXX was an amazing instructor. S/he picked right up where XXX left off, 
created an open and collaborative dialogue and ensured all of us were 
learning as much as we could.  


COM EDM JAN 2016 
XXX: S/he has great experience, and a desire to help us be our best selves, 
very supportive of the process and knowledgeable in execution. 


COM EDM JAN 2016 


XXX is an excellent instructor. S/he uses figurative style in his/her 
explanations, presents material very vividly and emotionally using fun 
props. S/he doesn't rush through the explanations and s/he cares dearly of 
information to be understood.  


COM EDM JAN 2016 
XXX was delightful.  Loved her/his examples and visual props.  S/he has 
great energy.  


COM EDM JAN 2016 
XXX brought a lot of energy to the class and was also very knowledgeable.  
There was no issue transitioning from XXX to XXX as the instructor. 


COM EDM JAN 2016 
XXX was dynamic in her/his explanation of concepts. S/he added lots of 
personally curated  examples of the skills at use.  


COM EDM JAN 2016 


XXX: Provided excellent context to skills and theory being taught.  
Facilitated deep understanding of theories being taught.  Could have made 
more reference to powerpoint and course materials as content was 
presented.   







Question 4-5 


Course 
Please comment on your coaches. 
Please mention specific coaches 
with whom you worked. 


What did you think of the course 
materials (e.g., manuals, videos, role-
plays)?Please give specific examples 


COM CAL FEB 
2016 


I thought XXX was a brilliant 
coach.  


Excellent handbook, workbook, and 
role plays. There wasn't much use of 
video in the course I took.  


COM CAL FEB 
2016 


All of the coaches we worked with 
were very helpful and added to 
our learning.  Not sure about the 
names, but I believe we worked 
with XXX. XXX and XXX and then 
XXX on evaluation day. 


The materials were quite good.  Some 
of the sample situations/scenarios I 
found to be overly artificial. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 They were helpful. 


They were both good although there 
were times when the instructors were 
unsure where items were - apparently 
there are different versions. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 


All the coaches were great. But 
XXX was by far my favorite. She 
was very helpful and so kind. 


I thought the whole course was 
presented In a great way. I liked how it 
was interactive with everyone. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 


Wonderful.  All:  XXX has a quiet 
power, XXX leads by example, XXX 
is very knowledgeable and sunny, 
XXX is very calming.  Each was 
very helpful and provided insight 
and support. 


The manual was beautiful and very 
well formatted.  Some errors, keep 
working on it. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 


I don't recall everyone's names, 
but was much impressed with the 
depth of knowledge, very 
thoughtful feedback and 
consistent encouragement from 
everyone. 


The manual was excellent. I 
appreciated the referral to videos to 
review to augment the content. The 
role play opportunities were very 
helpful in learning how to apply the 
knowledge. Initially, we were all 
feeling quite incompetent, but with 
opportunity to practice and the 
coaching we really progressed. This 
was essential to our success 


COM EDM FEB 2016 


I worked with XXX and XXX.  They 
made me feel very confident in 
my skills and I learnt a lot from 
them.  They provided practical 
and useful advice.   


The materials were fine.   


COM EDM FEB 2016 


I found XXX to be very supportive 
and helpful and I also worked 
with XXX and found her/him to be 
very helpful and informative. 
 


I thought the course was a good 
balance of course work and role play. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 


I worked mostly with XXX. S/he 
was a great teacher and came up 
with suggestions I wouldn't have 
anticipated.  


I thought the course material was 
useful though could have gone more 
into depth.  







Question 4-5 


Course 
Please comment on your coaches. 
Please mention specific coaches 
with whom you worked. 


What did you think of the course 
materials (e.g., manuals, videos, role-
plays)?Please give specific examples 


COM EDM FEB 2016 


Nothing short of SUPER 
AMAZING... They were so 
supportive and informative, a real 
pleasure.  


I really like the manual and videos. I 
do wish we would of done more role-
plays with the coaches.  


COM EDM FEB 2016 


All the coaches were fantastic. I 
learned different things from each 
coach. 


The course was done very well. Each 
module worked its way nicely into 
each day. The only thing I hope for the 
role-plays, is a little more positive 
feedback after the first role. Not just 
mentioning the things that need 
improvement. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 


I only worked with XXX and XXX.  
XXX is very good at what s/he 
does and has a great presence.  
XXX is a natural, s/he made me 
feel comfortable and confident 
with the role plays.  Her/his 
demeanor is contagious.  I felt 
very comfortable with them both 
and enjoyed the opportunity to 
work with them. 


I enjoyed the course materials.  The 
manual was relevant and well written.  
The role plays were conducive to great 
transformational learning. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 


All coaches showed a very good 
understanding of what was being 
taught and what I needed to work 
on to improve. XXX was 
exceptional, I felt that I could 
really relate to her/him.  


They were all good. Role-plays were 
by far the most important for me 
though - and having a small group 
with a coach was extremely beneficial.  


COM EDM FEB 2016 


XXX was kind and caring. S/he 
was very helpful and encouraging. 
XXX was amazing. Sh/e helped me 
with language in my questioning 
so the a could extract underlying 
interests and emotions more 
effectively.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Loved the YouTube and TED Talks 
video's.   


COM EDM FEB 2016 


Well, this is embarrassing because 
I'm really poor at names.  For me, 
the coach that was with us for all 
of the sessions (I think her name 
starts with 'X') was very open 


The course materials aren't unique 
and it would be good to cite the 
sources that are used.  Reflecting 
current perspectives and research 
would add to the quality - I find it 







Question 4-5 


Course 
Please comment on your coaches. 
Please mention specific coaches 
with whom you worked. 


What did you think of the course 
materials (e.g., manuals, videos, role-
plays)?Please give specific examples 


within the process and respectful 
of our perspectives.  I didn't get to 
work with XXX until the last day 
(and only for 15 minutes).  I really 
didn't get to work with the other 
coaches. 


disheartening that Professor 
Mehrabian's research is still being 
misrepresented.  It might be good to 
include basic workplace conflict in the 
role-plays and maybe downgrade 
some of the heightened emotion in the 
current ones (ie, do we really need 
religion in the wedding one?) - it felt 
like the scenarios were set up for 
mediation, and this was a 
communication course. 


COM EDM FEB 2016 
They were all very helpful and 
had good energy. 


They were excellent. I wouldn’t change 
anything about them.  


COM EDM JAN 2016  


 I love the material and keep it with me 
to reference quite often, the role plays 
were fun, and felt like a very safe 
learning environment 


COM EDM JAN 2016  


The role plays were very helpful and I 
appreciated the manuals. It did get 
confusing to switch between the two 
manuals though so some sort of 
streamlining would be helpful.  


COM EDM JAN 2016  


Videos were lame, manual and 
workbooks were great.  Re the videos 
(which were minimal) there are so 
many on YouTube ! 


COM EDM JAN 2016  


manuals were useful, though it would 
be nice to be on the same page as the 
instructors/coaches. Also, it was hard 
to follow along with the exercises vs. 
the content referenced in the course 
manual. It would be nice for the 
instructors to mention what page in 
the manual the exercises are being 
taken from.  


COM EDM JAN 2016  


Roleplay for evaluation could be a new 
scenario. 
 
 
 


COM EDM JAN 2016  


The course materials seem to be well 
developed. I enjoyed having the course 
manual and corresponding exercise 
book.  I found the role-play 
experiences to be the most beneficial, 
especially with so many 







Question 4-5 


Course 
Please comment on your coaches. 
Please mention specific coaches 
with whom you worked. 


What did you think of the course 
materials (e.g., manuals, videos, role-
plays)?Please give specific examples 
coaches/mediators available to 
provide immediate feedback. 


COM EDM JAN 2016  


The manual is a great tool to refer 
back to later on and it helped walk you 
through the training.  Role plays were 
so helpful and really allowed you to 
practice what you learned. 


COM EDM JAN 2016  All were excellent. 


COM EDM JAN 2016  


Very well done. The manual was 
precise and thorough, easy to follow 
along with the instructors and very 
educational. The role plays were 
amazing, very helpful in re-enforcing 
and solidifying the content, building 
our comfort levels with dispute 
communication and backing up what 
we were learning.  


COM EDM JAN 2016  


Good variety, instructors used the 
materials to supplement the learning 
experience and the wide variety of 
modalities of delivery made for a good 
learning experience for all. 


COM EDM JAN 2016  


Course manual is well written, clear, 
and aligned with the instructor's 
presentation and practical sessions. 
Introduction into role-plays and 
practicing them in small groups were 
the highlights of the course. There 
were just a few videos. Some were fun 
to watch ( anger episode : two women 
in cars), most didn't have a big impact 
on learning.  


COM EDM JAN 2016  


Role plays were helpful.  The videos 
shown were excellent.  For example 
the empathy versus sympathy video. 
Manuals and exercise book were 
appropriate.  
 
 


COM EDM JAN 2016  


The course materials were fine and 
well written. Though I did find that the 
materials, especially in the exercise 
book, did not always line up with what 
was being asked of, or instructed, by 
the Instructor.  At some points it got  
confusing with what we book wanted 







Question 4-5 


Course 
Please comment on your coaches. 
Please mention specific coaches 
with whom you worked. 


What did you think of the course 
materials (e.g., manuals, videos, role-
plays)?Please give specific examples 
form the exercises and what the 
Instructor was looking for.  While one 
of my least enjoyable activities in 
general, the role play was definitely a 
vital part of learning all of the skills 
and having them make sense in a real 
world way. 


COM EDM JAN 2016  


The course manual and work book 
were complete will all necessary 
information, and were easy to 
reference. The role play was the most 
valuable to me. I think there could 
have been even more role play. 


COM EDM JAN 2016  


The manual did not always match up 
with the content being taught, this was 
a bit frustrating.  Videos and role plays 
were very good and helped a lot. 







Question 6-7 


Course 
What motivated you to take this course?  
Please be specific 


How did hear about this course?  Please 
be specific 


COM CAL 
FEB 2016 


It was part of my leadership development 
plan at work - building communication 
skills.  


Our executive coach, XXX, knows XXX 
and connected us. I learned about the 
ADRIA courses from XXX, during a 
phone call we set up. I was particularly 
interested in the practice time and the 
neuro-science foundation for the course 
materials.  


COM CAL 
FEB 2016 


I felt that the skills I would acquire might 
complement my litigation skills. 


Via another lawyer at the federal Dept. 
of Justice. 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


I do need to work with people for work 
so......I needed to be able to communicate 
more effectively. 


My boss has taken the whole series of 
courses and recommended this one to 
start with. 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
Looking for change  My brother in law 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


I think it will be a very useful tool for me 
in my future profession, I also have a lot 
of personal issues that would be more 
likely to resolve if I had better skills and 
didn't just get angry and shut down.   


Through work, a coworker 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


I have been in many situations in the 
course of my current work when I have 
had to draw on skills learned in other 
courses, however I have always felt I 
needed to learn more. As I work in a 
profession that involves service to others,  
I am interested in pursuing mediation as 
second career so that I may expand my 
capacity to better support people 


I researched it online 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
Work Through my manager.   


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


There is an opportunity to practice ADR 
and mediation in our office. 


I looked it up online. 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
I was to become a chartered mediator.   Online  


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


The motivation was to help me with my 
current position as a Consumer Services 
Officer. I was really amazed on how this 
course was for work and play so I feel I 
hit the bonus button.  


We were doing research on ADR and 
ADRIA came up in our first search.  


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
I want to be an Arbitrator  Through my friend, XXX. 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


I was looking at how to manage myself 
within the conflict around me at work 
and in my personal life.  I am preparing to 
take on a leadership role at work, and I 
also wish to become a Mediator. 


Internet. 







Question 6-7 


Course 
What motivated you to take this course?  
Please be specific 


How did hear about this course?  Please 
be specific 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


Short-term to help resolve conflict in the 
workplace (projects that I am working on 
with a whole host of different 
personalities). Long term to pursue a 
career in mediation and arbitration - 
would like to focus on construction 
related disputes.  


Research on line.  


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
Training for work. Through (AMVIC) work. 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


I am interested in doing workplace 
mediation.  I was required to take this 
course to complete the QMed.  


Through the website. 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


I am considering a new career in 
mediation.  


I browsed the ADRIA website and found 
out that this course is a prerequisite for 
the Q.Med. designation, so I took it. 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


our interactions at work with consumer's 
who are in conflict with our dealership 
was the motivating factor. 


I had previously taken the introduction 
to mediation course with XXX and really 
enjoyed it and thought that this could be 
very helpful in our day to day 
interactions. 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


I deal with conflict in my work and so 
wanted to build a skill set. I also want to 
pursue developing conflict mediation 
competency.  


I researched it online. 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
 


On line, looking for mediation 
certification  


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


in a high conflict job. Needed some real 
skills to help in my work.  


from a coworker. 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
An interest in Restorative Justice. Online. 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


I wanted to increase my knowledge and 
skills re: communication and conflict 
resolution in order to add value to the 
services I provide to my clients.  I am 
particularly interested in taking the 
ADRIA Mediation course, and this course 
is a prerequisite. 


I found this course as I was researching 
my options for mediation training 
online. I also attended the ADRIC 
Conference in October, 2015 and 
questioned a few people there about 
where they received their training. 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


Work requirement as we deal with 
consumer and stakeholders concerns. 


Searched it online 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
work related HR advisor 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


I would like to be a mediator, and this is 
the introductory course. 
 
 
 


My Aunt, XXX. 







Question 6-7 


Course 
What motivated you to take this course?  
Please be specific 


How did hear about this course?  Please 
be specific 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


Started out with interest in mediation 
(still have that) but through the course 
learned more about myself, my role in 
conflict, and how to have needs met in 
conflict in a positive way. 


Google search. 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


This course was suggested as a 
prerequisite for the introductory 
mediation course  


On ADRIA site 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


I want to become a mediator and this was 
the first step.  


Friend  


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


I was looking for ways to improve my 
professional skills in communication and 
negotiation. 


Through my employer and another 
colleague at work.  


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


I want to be a mediator. My goal is to help 
individuals have meaningful resolution to 
their issues. This class was my first 
stepping stone. 


When I became interested in mediation i 
researched online to find what I thought 
was the best education option for 
myself. 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
Work to mediation designation. Internet. 







Question 10-11 


Course 
What were your goals in taking this 
course?  Please be specific  


Were these goals met?  Please specify 
how your goals were or were not met 


COM CAL 
FEB 2016 


Building my negotiation skills.  
Yes, I was very pleased with this 
learning opportunity.  


COM CAL 
FEB 2016 


To obtain some insight into the mediation 
process.   


Most definitely. 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
to learn the basics of communication 


They were in that I can now, when I 
think to, communicate more effectively. 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


Just to apply myself and see where it 
takes me 


Yes I was satisfied 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


i wanted to learn assertive speaking 
skills, I also hoped that I would become 
more curious. 


I think I am more assertive.  I am 
working on the curiosity piece, I am 
curious about things, systems, science, 
just not people. 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


To begin my journey to become a 
mediator. 


Yes, I have made the first step and will 
be pursuing completion in the coming 
year, however am currently delayed due 
to scheduling conflicts. Nonetheless, I 
hope to have completed the Mediation 
course and the separation and divorce 
programs within the next 8 months. 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


To pass so that I could continue on to 
taking the mediation training offered 
through ADRIA.   


Yes.   


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


To gain the certificate to help build my 
resume. 


My goals were met and more!  I didn't 
realize how much this course would also 
positively impact my personal life as 
well. 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
To so the prerequisite for mediation.  Yes.   


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


I wanted to improve my communication 
for negotiating resolve.  


100% met, I was so happy I took this 
course as it exceeded my expectations.  


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


I wasn't sure what to expect, all I knew 
was that I wanted to pass... once I was in 
it, it consumed me in a great way. An 
absolute pleasant surprise. 


It was something I wasn't expecting, and 
after learning the importance of this 
course and what the outline of it was, 
I'm really glad that I followed through 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


I hoped to learn how to deal with difficult 
personalities, how to manage my 
emotions in conflict situations, and 
motivation to continue in my high conflict 
field of work. 


My goals were met. 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


To become better informed about the 
principles required to resolve conflict 
and how to implement them.  


Yes. They were met because I now 
understand how not to trigger someone 
or my own emotions and I have learnt 
how different people perceive things 
and ultimately what I need to learn 
about their motivations.  







Question 10-11 


Course 
What were your goals in taking this 
course?  Please be specific  


Were these goals met?  Please specify 
how your goals were or were not met 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


Learn to Communicate more effectively 
with regards to Conflict resolution. 


Yes, my goals were met. I felt that I was 
able to learn, understand and apply the 
information effectively.  


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
It's part of the Mediation path. Well, my goal will be met if I pass. 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


Learn more about communication skills, 
there's always room for improvement.  


Yes, I got to learn new skills that will 
help me in my personal life and career.  


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


my  goals were to be able to effectively 
communicate with our consumers and 
probe, properly aid in finding fair  


Yes they were met and more, I am now 
able to effectively listen and pull out 
"gems" that aid me in creating a 
relationship with my consumers over 
the phone, most importantly is they feel 
heard, and calms them.  


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


To gain a set of tools to better manage 
conflict.  


Yes they were. I got a great network out 
of this.  


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
To become a qualified mediator 


Yes - learned much more effective 
communication skills 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


to be better at listening and 
communicating in conflict.  


Yes. I was able to see a real change in my 
understanding of how I interact in 
conflict.  


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
Advanced communication skills. 


Yes but I still have problems talking with 
my mother. 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


My goals were to increase my knowledge 
and skills regarding communication and 
conflict resolution, and successfully 
complete the course, as it is a 
prerequisite for the ADRIA National 
Introductory Mediation Course. 


Yes, my goals were met and surpassed. I 
have significantly increased my 
knowledge and skills regarding 
communication and conflict resolution, 
and am currently registered for the 
ADRIA National Introductory Mediation 
Course. In addition, I made some 
fantastic networking connections. 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


To pass and to be able to be more 
productive when dealing with escalated 
issues. 


Yes i have a better understanding of how 
my words have an impact on the 
outcome of any conversation. 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
better communication yes 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


To gain the basic skills and knowledge 
needed to continue on to becoming a 
mediator and to have the skills to 
communicate in conflict. 


Yes, they were met. I feel much more 
confident in my skills and am looking 
forward to continuing on to further 
build my skill set. 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


To develop skills in mediating in family 
situations in my business. 


Absolutely. Looking forward to learning 
more. 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


To improve communication skills: 
listening, speaking.   To get the essential 
concepts of communication in conflicts   


This course exceeded my expectations in 
a big way. All my goals were not only 
met but the course gave me the new 
perception of my communication style, 
instruments to change and balance it, 
how to uncover the interests behind 







Question 10-11 


Course 
What were your goals in taking this 
course?  Please be specific  


Were these goals met?  Please specify 
how your goals were or were not met 
positions, how to be assertive in 
communication, how to listen actively. 
Basically, in 6 days the new world of 
interaction and communication was 
created. 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
Learn skills to deal with conflict 


My goals were met.  I thought I learned 
the material and think I will use the 
skills in everyday life.  


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


To better understand conflict and the 
communication within it.  I wanted better 
tools to handle conflict inherent in my 
line of work of Labour Relations. 


I feel I achieved what I set out to learn. 
See question 7. 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


I wanted to learn how to better 
communicate in conflict situations. 


Absolutely. I now have tools I can use in 
all areas of my life, that will ensure i 
have more meaningful and respectful 
conversations in conflict situations. 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
Complete course requirement. 


Yes.  This course also taught me a 
number of new skills and gave me 
excellent perspective on my conflict 
style. 







Question 10-11 


Course 
Please comment on the facilities. If the 
facilities were not to your satisfaction, 
how can we improve for future courses? 


What are your impressions of ADRIA as 
an organization (from registration to 
course completion)? What did we do 
well? How would you like to see us 
improve your experience? 


COM CAL 
FEB 2016 


The facilities were the worst part of the 
course. They were very functional and 
not at all inspiring.  


I have a good impression of ADRIA. I like 
that it invested in the coaches as well as 
the instructors. 


COM CAL 
FEB 2016 


The location was fine, but I found the 
environment to be distracting.  The 
instructors for the other courses 
(commissionaires/security) spoke loudly 
and the walls are thin.  Good free coffee 
was appreciated. 


Very positive impression, but I would 
prefer a different venue. 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


They were good but a bit cramped with 
our full class of 18. 


Very good. My only issue has been the 
certificate - I did not get the link to this 
Survey until I asked about my certificate 
3 months after the course. 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
I'm not complaining  I'm not complaining  


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
The washrooms seem pretty run down.   Very good.   


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


Temperature was a bit of a challenge, but 
this seems to be the case in any large 
buildings in my experience. 


Reasonably well organized and very 
accommodating. It is my understanding 
this course was added in response to the 
demand which speaks to the 
organization's focus on supporting 
individuals and the community to 
resolve issues in a productive and safe 
way 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


The heat in the classroom was an issue.  
Too cold.   


My impressions of ADRIA as an 
organization is they are quick to 
respond to inquiries and seem well 
organized.   


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


The room wasn't really temperature 
regulated - (would go from hot to cold) - 
but otherwise the room set up worked 
great - the coffee included too was a good 
bonus. 


The coaches and staff were all so 
positive, supportive, informative and 
welcoming.  That made it such a great 
environment to be in.  I don't think I 
have any suggestions for improvement 
from the Comms class. 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
Better climate control perhaps  I have no opinion yet on ADRIA.  


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


The only complaint I had was for the 
parking but I did get reimbursed by my 
employer.  


The instruction and coaching was 100%. 
I really don't know what to suggest as an 
improve as I am still impressed by the 
experience.  


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


Everything seemed rather good. I'm glad 
the classroom wasn't much bigger. 


Overall, I give them an A+.  Everything 
went smoothly, I felt comfortable. I felt 
like there was no judgment.  







Question 10-11 


Course 
Please comment on the facilities. If the 
facilities were not to your satisfaction, 
how can we improve for future courses? 


What are your impressions of ADRIA as 
an organization (from registration to 
course completion)? What did we do 
well? How would you like to see us 
improve your experience? 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


The facilities were comfortable.  I 
appreciated having coffee in the room.  
The lights in the room were somewhat 
bright and I found I would get a headache 
by the end of the day (I only realized this 
once the lights were turned off for a bit, 
and how good that felt). 


Registration was a breeze.  Success 
notification was also very timely and 
appreciated given I had enrolled in the 
next course.   


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


Classroom temperature was not 
consistent - too cold some days and too 
hot on others. There was quite a lot of 
background noise outside of the 
classroom being heard too.  


Very professional and easy to 
communicate with.   Made the whole 
experience very easy, which left me to 
only have to worry about studying the 
material.  At this point nothing, my 
experience was very positive and I look 
forward to continuing my journey with 
ADRIA.  


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


Facilities were nice. Bright and 
comfortable.  


Thought the whole experience was 
excellent. I wish that the course could 
have been longer or maybe just a few 
more role plays to help practice the 
skills with a Coach available to mentor.   


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 


The facilities were fine in the areas under 
your control. 


I think the coach representation during 
the course was amazing.  I'd like to see 
the materials better designed for adult 
learners and maybe provided 
electronically.  I'd like ADRIA to start 
considering academics and work 
experience for some of the basic 
courses. 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
The facilities were fine. 


ADRIA seems to be a responsible and 
good organization. I just don't enough 
experience with it to make a judgement. 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
The facilities were satisfactory  


I really have enjoyed dealing with 
ADRIA and the people within the 
organization, it's very welcoming 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


The room often had temperature issues 
so if that can be improved it would be 
great.  
 
 
 
 
 
 


It was a professional organization in my 
interactions.  







Question 10-11 


Course 
Please comment on the facilities. If the 
facilities were not to your satisfaction, 
how can we improve for future courses? 


What are your impressions of ADRIA as 
an organization (from registration to 
course completion)? What did we do 
well? How would you like to see us 
improve your experience? 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


Main room was very hot:cold at times.  
One breakout room (I think the judging 
room?) was filthy, small and very loud 
from outside classes.  Really, the room 
was dirty - the table, chairs and floor 
needed sweeping off before sitting down.  
Very disappointing and unprofessional 
given the amount paid for the course 


Course content and presenters were 
exceptional, including the coaches.  
Registration was great, the support 
person was very helpful.  Main issue was 
the rooms ie filthy breakout room, that 
seemed like a prison cell because it was 
so small    Other than the physical 
problems at the site. I would 
recommend the course to many people!  
I still don't know how to talk, though! 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
they were fine. Parking sucks.  


I think it is a lovely organization, and I 
will try and coerce the rest of my 
organization to take the training.  


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
Facilities were very accommodating. It's an expensive course. 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


I was satisfied with the facilities. Thank 
you for providing coffee/tea. 


My impressions of ADRIA as an 
organization are very favourable. It has 
been easy to register and pay for the 
courses, and the website is very user 
friendly. I appreciate the online invoices 
and member services. 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
Facilities were fine. 


This was a simple painless process and i 
recommend it to others. 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
fine Excellent 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


The facilities were fine, although in the 
officials room it was hard to concentrate 
on the role plays as there was really loud 
music coming from somewhere upstairs. 


My impressions are all positive, ADRIA 
is a fantastic organization, very easy to 
communicate with and I enjoyed my 
experience with the course. Apart from 
the things which are out of your control 
(loud music in the Officials room), I was 
very pleased with the overall 
experience. Thank you so much!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







Question 10-11 


Course 
Please comment on the facilities. If the 
facilities were not to your satisfaction, 
how can we improve for future courses? 


What are your impressions of ADRIA as 
an organization (from registration to 
course completion)? What did we do 
well? How would you like to see us 
improve your experience? 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


When coaching evaluations are being 
held on day 6, be sure to advise us all to 
take our personal belongings with us, or 
arrange another room and leave the main 
classroom available for use for lunch 
during day 6. Washroom cleanliness was 
poor during days 1 and 2, but better in 3-
6. 


Good customer service, clear setting of 
expectations for students, passion for 
finding alternatives in conflict 
resolution.     Improvements - being as 
cost effective as possible - courses are 
expensive and I suspect due to the 
number of coaches involved in the 
sessions, so packaging courses at a 
discount rate or allowing for payment 
plans would be helpful. Also, on website, 
in addition to the requirements for the 
designations, put in a general cost - 
training is $x, evaluations or co 
mediation or additional hours are 
usually $y - would help quantify the cost 
to get to each level, and assist in 
decision making. 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


Facilities are very welcoming, bright and 
spacious. I am very grateful for the coffee 
machine.  


This course gave me the clear 
understanding of ADRIA as very 
reputable organization which provides 
excellent, solid education on all levels. 
Adria employs great instructors and 
coaches who are instrumental in making 
the whole process very productive and 
enjoyable.  


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


Facility was ok.  Temp was cold in last 
day.  


I had to leave the first time I was taking 
this course due to family emergency and 
ADR institute accommodated me.   


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
The facilities were appropriate. 


ADRIA is a great organization.  I feel the 
from registration to course completion 
everything was handled efficiently and 
professionally. 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 


 
 
 
 
 
The facilities were great. Parking was 
easy, access was easy, the classroom 
space was comfortable. 
 
 
 
 


Everything was quite easy to manage 
administratively. 







Question 10-11 


Course 
Please comment on the facilities. If the 
facilities were not to your satisfaction, 
how can we improve for future courses? 


What are your impressions of ADRIA as 
an organization (from registration to 
course completion)? What did we do 
well? How would you like to see us 
improve your experience? 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
Good facilities. 


Teachers and coaches were very helpful 
and their experience and insight were 
appreciated.  Small class size was 
beneficial.   Overall, courses are very 
expensive, even when compared to a 
post secondary institute such as the 
University of Alberta.  This makes taking 
classes very difficult for students whose 
employers are not paying for training, or 
where students are taking classes for 
themselves rather than their employer.  
This is made even more difficult as 
opportunities to apply course credit 
from other institutions are limited.  
More mentoring opportunities should be 
provided to allow students to have the 
opportunity to be exposed to mediation 
before committing the funds required to 
take the introductory mediation course. 







Question 12-13 


Course 


I agree to 
my 
comment
s being 
used in 
promotio
nal 
materials: 


Testimonial 


COM CAL 
FEB 2016 


No  


COM CAL 
FEB 2016 


No  


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
No  


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
Yes  


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
No Loved the course but do not want my name posted anywhere 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
Yes  


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
No  


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
Yes 


The transformational learning that happens at ADRIA will not only 
impact one's professional life, but definitely one' s personal life too...for 
the better! It's impossible not to better one's relationships after gaining 
the tools in effective communication. 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
No  


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
Yes 


This was a course that can be life changing as far as how we 
communicate with one another. I didn't expect to have such a bonding 
experience with both the staff and other students, so rewarding. I wish I 
would of taken this class sooner as I am already receiving the benefits.  


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
Yes 


They should teach this to everyone. Especially younger kids in school. If 
this course was available to me when I was 18, I would wish for a time 
machine to go back and learn these skills from an early age. 


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
  


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
Yes 


This course far exceeded my expectations! The teachers, coaches and 
other students were all extremely helpful and knowledgeable and made 
for a thoroughly enjoyable 6 days.  


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
No  


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
No  


COM EDM 


FEB 2016 
Yes  


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
Yes  







Question 12-13 


Course 


I agree to 
my 
comment
s being 
used in 
promotio
nal 
materials: 


Testimonial 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
No  


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
Yes  


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
Yes  


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
No  


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
No  


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
Yes  


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
Yes  


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
Yes 


Very well done! From the registration to course completion, ADRIA has 
far surpassed any expectations I had. The instructors are open, friendly 
and very knowledgeable, the facilities are lovely and the coaches were 
excellent at providing positive, constructive feedback. I look forward to 
more courses in the future! 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
Yes 


I attended the Communications course through ADRIA, in order to 
develop skills for working with families in conflict during farm 
transitions. I definitely gained the skills I was looking for and my 
confidence in being able to help my clients with conflict at an already 
stressful time has increased. www.wideopenspaces.ca 


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
Yes  


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
No  


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
Yes  


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
Yes  


COM EDM 


JAN 2016 
No  


 








COURSE What was your impression of the course overall? Please be specific 
SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 
The course was very informative.  


SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 


I thought the course was very informative and challenging. It made me really 
have to focus on my mediation skills and reminded me that I need to be 
prepared for anything to be thrown my way.  


SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 
Lots of information - will be interested how the three modules fit together 


SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 


Very knowledgable instructors.  Lots of information.  Made me realize what I 
don't know and how much harm can be done if you don't know the 
information presented in this course.  


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 


I thought it provided a good overview of division of assets and spousal 
support, and that after having the chance to teach the course, the instructors 
see some areas to improve. I can also see that given the wide range of 
experience of the students, that a fairly thorough demonstration mediation 
might be required because in a class of recent student mediators or mediators 
who have never worked in family - they have no idea of how these mediations 
can be different, right down to what is covered in stage 1. 


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 


Excellent, very rich and informative lectures. very engaging . and even tho it 
was a lot of  info. I felt  I was able to come out with a good understanding from 
the instruction, 


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 


Overall very good course.  Lots of information and great having time for 
practicing. 


COURSE Please comment on your instructor XXX.   Please be specific 


SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 


XXX was fantastic. S/he was very knowledgable and I could tell that s/he was 
very passionate about the importance of the things that we learned when 
working with families.  


SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 


I enjoyed her/his teaching style. S/he has a comforting presence in the 
classroom and makes you feel like you're able to ask her anything.  


SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 Very knowledgable and kind 
SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 


So knowledgable and passionate.  Fantastic instructor.  Lots of great real life 
examples.  


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016  


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 


Amazing, Love the matter of fact approach,  It is watching her/his style that is 
most impressive. S/he is direct but gentle, shoots from the hip but  keeps it 
simple but has big impact.  s/he is straight forward and  easy to understand I 
believe sh/e speaks the language  of the people she works with so its relatable 
and not judgy . Like the saying "walks softly but carries a big stick" thats XXX.  


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 


XXX is a wealth of knowledge and it is apparent s/he enjoys teaching.  I really 
like his/her style.  


 


 


 


 







COURSE Please comment on your instructor, XXX.   Please be specific 


SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 


XXX was also fantastic. I learned so much from her/him and appreciated his/her 
examples - it was clear that s/he is very experienced and a good person to learn 
from.  


SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 


XXX was also a comforting presence in the classroom. S/he was very 
approachable and honest in his/her answers.  


SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 Amazing 
SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 Same as XXX.   
SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016  


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 


super  amazing. Very very thrilled that s/he taught this module as I was always 
hoping to learn from him/her but s/he wasn't around as much in the first 2.    
Tough, smart  and the one that would catch everything but s/he has a humorous 
edge, and s/he's brilliant I feel in  knowledge and delivery  and style. S/he is 
inspiring in fact. 


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 


This is the first time I met XXX.  Obviously very intelligent.  S/he rushed through 
the formulas a bit fast for me but was a great asset in the classroom.  


COURSE 
What did you think of the course materials (e.g., manuals, videos, role-plays)?   
Please give specific examples 


SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 


These were a big highlight of the course for me. The manuals were organized 
and clear - I really appreciated the effort it took to put these together so well! 


SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 


The course materials were excellent! I think the best materials provided by 
ADRIA so far! The manual was exceptional. As silly as it is, providing a binder 
was really nice and having it all sorted for us was great.  


SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 Liked how organized materials were 
SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 


All very helpful.  Thought the manual was well laid out.  Role plays were on 
point and valuable.  


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016  


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 


Amazing no #3 . very knowledgeable and shows she knows her material of 
course.  S/he is the task master and  keeps us on track. Kind and nurturing 
coach always a huge support.  I trust him/her and her/his knowledge and 
his/her ethical approach  so it helps my learning. XXXs passion is very very 
apparent. It’s a great balance to have those 3 instructors. 


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 


Always enjoy XXX's style.  The stories from all the instructors make the class for 
me.  Having the experience in the room is so important.  


 


 


 


 


 


 







COURSE What motivated you to take this course?  Please be specific 
SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 


I am interested in working with family and thought it would be a good 
opportunity to test the waters and learn. 


SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 


I am very interested in the Family Mediation field. I have assisted with 
Parenting orders in the past and want to continue to develop my skills in that 
area.  


SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 Hard to get into mediation, thought this may be an avenue  
SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 I want to become a mediator and potentially practice in this area.  


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 


I think the manual could be formatted more clearly with pages of text broken up 
more with sub-headings and that the main points highlighted in the powerpoint 
could also be highlighted on the page. The role-plays need to focus just on 
spousal support and/or division of assets depending on the purpose of the 
exercise.  


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 


very rich in resource material and awesome instruction  very engaging I found 
it wasn't dry it was interesting and very relevant  ( in saying that because some 
are not as practical)    No trouble at all with the instruction time or content it 
was very, very informative but very clear. Instructors were always open to 
questions and were very knowledgable answering, it allows you to  trust them, 
The manuals had great info   but as mentioned before key points need to be 
pulled out. I will probably need to make some kind of cheat sheet for myself  
and pull out the major points.   a card with formulas for spousal and the rule of  
65 maybe?   or a card that shows who falls under which legislation ( Married is 
MPA and dower divorce..)and AIP are under ... similar idea to  the cards that 
show the mediation stages. Having that would have helped it feel less 
intimidating for people unfamiliar with some of the terms. Role plays are 
necessary but challenging.  To use your skills stay with the person and stay in 
the process  while learning new stuff. I value the coaches observing and 
coaching  and feedback but hard to be natural . Theres no way around that tho. 
Just more practise needed.   


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 


All good.  Comments came up that the materials might have more points pulled 
out to hilight them and I would agree with that.  Nice to have all the resources.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







COURSE How did hear about this course?   Please be specific 
SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 ADRIA website 
SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 I heard about it on the ADRIA website and via emails from ADRIA.  
SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 Adria  
SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 Adria website.  
SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 I want the specific skills and knowledge needed to mediate in this area. 


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 


 Honestly because I wanted to learn  from THE INSTRUCTORS  that were there. 
I'Im not sure I would have taken it otherwise because its tough to find work and 
its expensive to learn and even more expensive to learn with no job.   The 
consolation for me was that I would be learning from people who not only stand 
out in their field but also who's style I aspire to  emulate one day. (its a far-
reaching goal I know , but its a  goal ) (because Ive taken some OK courses in the 
past at adria  and they're  not cheap and were not that great  (the optional 
courses) 


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 


I am making a career change and am interested in mediating family and 
separation and divorce in the future.  


COURSE What were your goals in taking this course?  Please be specific  
SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 


I wanted some insight in to the ways that the process would be modified to 
meet the needs of families. 


SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 


My goals were to expand my knowledge when it comes to mediation. I also 
wanted to learn a lot more about the Family side of things (separation, divorce, 
parenting orders etc.) 


SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 Learning more 
SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 


Increase my ability to mediate high conflict situations and learn what I need to 
know to get into this area of practice.  


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 By working at ADRIA. 
SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 ADRIA 
SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 ADRIA website.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







COURSE Were these goals met?   Please specify how your goals were or were not met 
SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 Yes. 


SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 


My goals were met, as it honestly opened my eyes as to how different Family 
Mediation can be compared to other mediation. It also made me realise that 
there can be some really challenging situations thrown my way in mediation.  


SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 Yes 
SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 


There is never enough time to role play in my opinion but I do think I came 
away with more tools and knowledge.  


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 To be able to mediate spousal support and division of assets. 


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 


  I took it because I realized after the first 2 modules "how much I didn't know" 
or "how much their was to learn " rather,  so I knew the 3rd would be rich 
learning also.  and in order to feel like id be  proficient enough to apply in this 
field ( family) I wanted to finish off my certificate  and hoped it would help me 
gain the confidence to apply for jobs.  This field can be tough. 


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 


I wanted to increase my knowledge in the area of spousal support and division 
of property and increase my mediation skills.  


COURSE 
Please comment on the facilities.   If the facilities were not to your satisfaction, 
how can we improve for future courses? 


SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 The facilities were fine. 
SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 The facilities are good the way they are.  
SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 Parking should be included in course cost 
SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 Room temperature is always an issue.  Other than that no issues.  


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 


I now have the base knowledge to work from and the resources to study for 
more information. I would have liked to have worked through the specifics of 
calculating spousal support and working through division of assets a bit more - 
the role plays were more big picture and focussed on practising interest-based 
mediation skills in these circumstances, but I needed the specifics of of how to 
calculate more than the practice in how to mediate (understanding that other 
students had other needs in the class).  


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 


yes they were met . I feel more competent and said to myself thank god I never 
tried to do this without the course, its scary after you take it to think of those 
who think they already know it all because they have some experience in a 
similar field. I wonder how many of them have no clue and are offering up their 
services. again ethics  


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 


I would say my goals were met.  It will take time to go through all he material 
but I do now understand how complicated it all is.  


 


 


 







COURSE 


What are your impressions of ADRIA as an organization 
(from registration to course completion)?  What did we do 
well?   How would you like to see us improve your 
experience? 


I agree to my 
comments being 
used in 
promotional 
materials: 


SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 


The only concern I had was clarity around who to submit 
my assignment to. My understanding was that I submit it to 
the instructors, however received a reminder in June to 
hand it in. This is just a miscommunication, but is the only 
bit that comes to mind in reference to this course! Yes 


SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 


I think ADRIA can be hit or miss at times. I have no issues in 
regards to registering for classes or getting information on 
classes; I just think that there are times that there is a lack 
of communication between the students and the personnel 
(not the instructors). I have had some difficulties when it 
comes to scheduling my Supervised Mock Mediations, but 
other than that, I am satisfied with ADRIA.  No 


SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 It's alright  No 
SDM M1 EDM 


APR 2016 I have always had a great experience in my interactions with ADRIA.  


SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 


Love ADRIA and the people. Always very helpful and 
forward thinking and always trying to offer whats current. 
My only concern was in the past I took  a few courses that 
weren't what I expected so sometimes not exactly as 
described in the course description.     as well which has 
been an ongoing concern;   we can get a Qmed designation 
without even observing a real mediation. I know its difficult 
to find  observer opportunities  but maybe some videos that 
really show one in its entirety to get a good feel for the 
process. For the pros this may be nothing but for people 
learning its tough to know if you're on the right track 
juggling  emotion  process and task. we need several 
different types of mediations on video,ones where emotion 
takes precedence, another where you have had to stay on 
task despite emotion.   I feel this is important because if we 
are as concerned about ethical practise  as we say we are, 
then turning students loose to do whatever in a non 
regulated field is not going to increase ethical practise. I 
don't believe after a course you are  ready by any stretch, 
but very few mentorship jobs out there and the alternative 
is  to think you can wing it and you end up with "back  alley" 
mediations if you have no-one to keep you in check? and 
lets face it the practise groups are far and few between and 
are often seen as cliques.       and I didn't realize we had to 
submit our names. but after re reading i dint say anything 
terrible and you'll probably figure out who wrote what 
anyway.    







SDM M3 EDM 


JUN 2016 They were fine.  All good.  


 








Professional Development & Education 
March 2017 
Tammy Borowiecki, Director of Professional Development 


Jocelyn Christian, Education Administrator 


 


January –March 2017 Courses: 


 


Edmonton 


 Communications in ADR (January) – 12 students 


 Separation and Divorce Mediation: M1 (January) – Cancelled 


 National Introductory Mediation (February) – 9 students 


 Separation and Divorce Mediation: M2 (March) - Cancelled 


 


Calgary 


 Communications in ADR (January) – 9 Students  


 National Introductory Mediation (March) – Cancelled 


 Conflict management for HR Professionals (February) - Cancelled 


 Specialty Courses: 


o Conflict Coaching (February) – 6 students 


 


 


Private Training  


None 


 


Upcoming courses and student registrations as of January 12, 2017 


Edmonton 


 National Introductory Arbitration (April) – 7 students 


 Conflict Management for HR Professionals (April) – Cancelled 


 Consensus Decision Making (May) – 2 students 


 Restorative practices (June) – 1 student 


 Communications in ADR (July) – 2 students 


 National Introductory Mediation (July) – 2 students 


 Communications in ADR (September) – 1 student 


 National Introductory Arbitration (September) – 1 student 


 National Introductory Mediation (November) – 1 student 


 Conflict Management for HR Professionals (November) – 0 students 


 Consensus Decision Making (November) – 0 students 


 


 







Calgary 


 National Introductory Arbitration (April) – 6 students 


 Separation and Divorce Mediation: Module 1 (April) – Cancelled 


 Communications in ADR (September) – 1 student 


 National Introductory Arbitration (September) – 0 students 


 National Introductory Mediation (November) – 1 student 


 Conflict Management for HR Professionals (November) – 0 students 


 


 


Private Contracts 


Gateway Casino and Local 401 


March 20-21, Edmonton – 16 students, 2 days 


 


General Information 


 The SDM course developers and Tammy have met and have come up with a plan that will re-
organize the Separation and Divorce Mediation program. This will make it easier for students to 
enroll in the most requested modules. 


 We have been working with BCAMI to assist them in setting up training in Mediation in BC. We are 


looking at scheduling a train the trainer and Communications in ADR and National Introductory 


courses for late summer and fall.   


 Edmonton Luncheons have been running for three months now. 


 We have scheduled two learning events in Edmonton and one in Calgary. Calgary Learning event will 


coincide with the AGM on May 25.  Edmonton’s learning event will be held on June 1.  The topic in 


both cities is Mental Health Works for Arbitrators and Mediators.  Registration is open with member 


and non-member pricing.  


 We have added a November CDM date and have changed the pre-requisites for this course.  


Students may take the CDM component prior to taking Communications in ADR, but must complete 


both courses in order to qualify for the Certificate in Consensus Decision Making. 


 Tammy has been working closely with Kritsty on ways to market our courses and improve the user 


experience on our website for the courses. 


 Tammy is co-chairing the speakers’ sub-committee for the 2018 symposium. 


 Jocelyn and Kristy have re-organized the events pages on the website. There have been a significant 


number of events posted for both in-person and online events. Jocelyn is now responsible for 


updating and posting all events.  


 The National Introductory Arbitration course has been revised by ADRIC and we will be the first to 


pilot the course in Edmonton and Calgary in April. 








From: Paul Conway [mailto:paul@adralberta.com]       4.3.1 
Sent: March-15-17 11:13 AM 
To: 'Barrie Marshall' <Barrie.marshall@gowlings.com>; 'Dolores Herman' <dherman2010@gmail.com>; 
'Dolores Herman' <dolores.herman@neb-one.gc.ca>; 'Gayle Desmeules' <circle.dialogue@gmail.com>; 
Jeff Jessamine <jeff@federationcorp.com>; 'Joanne Munro' <joannepmunro@gmail.com>; 'John 
Welbourn' <jhw@macwel.ca>; 'Kevin Kelly' <kkelly@kpkellylaw.com>; 'Michelle Simpson' 
<michelle@simpsonlaw.ca>; Paul Conway <paul@adralberta.com>; Stan Galbraith 
<stan@galbraith.ab.ca>; Wendy Hassen <wendy@wendyhassen.ca> 
Cc: 'Alasdair MacKinnon' <Alasdairmackinnon7@gmail.com>; 'Truus Souman' 
<membership@adralberta.com> 
Subject: White Paper Action Plan 
Importance: High 


 


In consultation with Alasdair & Dolores, this latest DRAFT of the White Paper 
Action Plan is being sent to the Board and posted on the Board website as a 
priority agenda item for this Saturday's Board meeting.  This document has been 
refined with feedback from the January Board meeting, and the February 
video/teleconference.  Appropriate time will be allocated on Saturday for a 
structured discussion, and the sequence of discussion will be as follows: 
 
STEP 1 - Approve a short succinct Board Response to the White Paper (see 
updated draft below, or in the attachment) 


 This formal "response" to the White Paper follows our outreach campaign to promulgate the 
White Paper and solicit feedback, consultation with our membership, and internal discussion 
within the Board.  These become the "key messages" that the Board conveys to its membership, 
stakeholders and partners as we move forward, and will be highlighted in our AGM presentation 
this May.  


 
STEP 2 - Further discussion and finalization of the accompanying matrix (while 
recognizing that the matrix will be maintained and references as a living 
document); and  


STEP 3 - a separate discussion in the afternoon of current or immediate Board 
Mediation Advocacy activities, under the heading of a regular Board agenda item 
(Advocacy & Outreach), all with reference to the finalized action plan and 
accompanying matrix 


 Based on approval of the Board Response (Step 1), this will become a regular agenda item for 
the Board.  Current and projected short-term advocacy activities were captured in a January 
email, and is again posted on the Board website for Board discussion on Saturday afternoon. 


  
Paul Conway | Executive Director  


 







The Professional Association for Mediators,  
 Arbitrators & ADR Practitioners in Alberta. 


   Over 550 members and still growing! 
 
Check out ADRIA's new Vision, Logo & Website! 


         No Albertan Fears Conflict. 


            Visit: www.adralberta.com 


DRAFT - BOARD OF DIRECTORS RESPONSE TO THE WHITE PAPER 
RECOMMENDATIONS   DRAFT 


The White Paper’s recommended overarching recommendations and actions have 
been formally endorsed by the ADRIA Board following extensive consultation with 
stakeholders and members.  These have been further detailed and structured into 
short-term and long-term activities in the table below. 


The Board commits to advancing the viability of mediation as a recognized skill, 
and enhancing the potential for professional levels of compensation.  The Board 
recognizes the generous nature of its membership, and the social value of pro-
bono and low-bono mediation activities.  The Board will, however, strive to 
promote the long-term sustainability of the profession by seeking enhancements 
to compensation mechanisms that undervalue the skills and requisite training. 


The Board recognizes that it lacks the resources to achieve these objectives alone, 
and must look to its membership, stakeholders and collaborative partners to 
achieve the desired outcomes.  To this end, the action plan below is organized by 
stakeholder communities.    


The ADRIA Board of Directors will add Advocacy as a regular agenda item to their 
Board meetings, assess changing circumstances and opportunities as they arise, 
monitor progress, select or sustain appropriate advocacy action items, identify 
collaborative partners, and take concrete actions as a Board to advance the 
practice and profession of mediation. 


The Board has adopted an approach to mediation advocacy that will be strategic 
and forceful.  The Board will embrace new opportunities as they arise, be mindful 
of changing circumstances in government and/or the economy, and be willing to 
move in new and appropriate directions as circumstances permit over the next 
several years. 


The Board is committed to recording and sharing its successes, challenges and 
failures with the ADRIA membership and our collaborative partners in a 
meaningful and ongoing fashion.    



http://www.adralberta.com/






ADRIC and Affiliate Questionnaire: Membership Succession Planning 


 
 


Name of Affiliate: _______________________________________________________ 


1. Please find attached a description of the current membership categories of each affiliate and review. 


Does that description accurately describe your current (2017) membership categories? 


Description accurately describes current membership categories? (Yes / No) 
 


If no, please provide an updated description of the offered categories in an attached document 
 


 


2. Do you offer any membership (cost) discounts based on gender or age? If so, what are those 


discounts? 


Discounts? (Yes / No) 
 


If yes, please describe: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


3. Do you keep metrics/statistics about your members (all categories) relating to the following? If yes, 


what are the relevant statistics? (Please also indicate year of data currency, if applicable) 


Women vs. Men with C.Arb or C.Med 
designations? 


 


Women vs. Men with Q.Arb or Q.Med 
designations? 


 


Women vs. Men with no designation? 
 


 


Total Women vs. Total Men? 
 


 


Members (any category) under 45*? 
 


 


Members (any category) over 65*? 
 


 


*If your organisation uses a different metric (e.g. under 40, under 35, over 55, etc.) please 


indicate what metric you use, and provide the statistics related to it. 


 


   







ADRIC and Affiliate Questionnaire: Membership Succession Planning 


 
 


4. Do you have any specific benefits (including networking opportunities) aimed at (a) women 


members only and/or (b) members based on their age? If so, what are those benefits? 


Target  Offer Specific Benefits 
to Target? (Yes/No) 


Describe Specific Benefits, if Any 


Women   
 
 
 


 


Age‐based   
 
 
 


 


 


5. Do you have a “women members only” email distribution list?  (Yes / No) 


 


6. Do you have a “younger members only” distribution list? (Yes / No) 


 


7. Briefly, how is your organization currently preparing for member succession planning (i.e. attracting 


new, younger members)? Please note any specific marketing or networking initiatives, including 


initiatives at universities or other educational/training facilities, or initiatives aimed specifically at 


women. 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


Thank you for your assistance in completing this questionnaire! 


Please deliver your completed questionnaire to Michelle Maniago at mmaniago@blg.com by  


March 15, 2017. 








ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION SPECTRUM


DOES THE ADRI EMBRACE ALL ADR* OPTIONS ?
NON-EVALUATIVE EVALUATIVE


IB Mediation
Facilitation
Coaching


Conferences
Appreciative Inquiry


Circles,
Restorative-


Justice & Practices
Consensus Bldg


Negotiation


Med/Arb
Ombudsman


Evaluative Mediation
Non-binding Arb.
Grievance process


Binding Arbitration
Investigation


JDR
Tribunal


Adjudication


Exploring the Question of Evaluative vs Non-Evaluative 
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) Processes


LOWEST                   COST OF CONFLICT HIGHEST


HIGHER      CONTROL OVER OUTCOME LOWER


* The “A” in ADR 


traditionally refers to any 


Alternative to Courts, 


Litigation, the use of 


force, or the blind 


exercise of one’s rights 


*  The ADRI fully 


embraces Interest-


based (IB) Mediation, 


Arbitration, as well as 


many other non-


evaluative ADR 


processes.


CONFLICT RESOLUTION SPECTRUM


SEEKING WIN-WIN           FAIR & IMPARTIAL


AGREE    COLLABORATE    COOPERATE   ASSERT  
PARTICIPATE
ACCEPT OUTCOME


ENGAGE
GUIDE OUTCOME


THIRD
PARTY








From: Paul Conway [mailto:paul@adralberta.com]       9.1 
Sent: March-15-17 11:26 AM 
To: Truus Souman <membership@adralberta.com> 
Subject: Short-term Advocacy opportunities 
 
Truus - please post in support of Agenda item 9.1 (updated from a January 20th email to the Board) 
 


A list of current or potential 2017 short-term Advocacy activities follows, for 
Board discussion this weekend: 
 
Identify an ADRIA member to Co-Chair the Alberta CR Day 2017 committee (and potentially fund the CR 
Day mail-out if not covered by the GOA) 
 
Embrace outreach opportunities as they arise (eg CAB, CRJC focus group, ASCA presentation, JUNA 
sponsorship, CBA presentations, etc.) [Board & Staff, ongoing] 
 
Include advocacy and regulatory questions on the ADRIA member survey 
 
Explore other regulatory regimes, best practices and lessons learned 
 
Respond to the Minister of Justice and the Chief Justice regarding recently expressed views on the Rules 
of Court (mandatory ADR).  [See related JDR recommendations] 
 
Secure a grant from ADRIC to fund academic research into relevant ADR issues (eg Community 
Mediation, Mediation ROI, self-regulation)  
 
Finalize Organizational Membership materials and launch campaign  
 
Continue to add public information to ADRIA website, optimize the website, and pursue links to ADRIA 
from other websites. [ongoing] 
 
Support the public outreach efforts of all Government, Commercial and Non-profit organizations that 
focus on ADR, conflict and conflict resolution [ongoing] 
 
Support the DRN/Non-profit partnership for an Alberta ADR Symposium, and pursue the engagement of 
other non-profits 
 
Launch a COLA analysis of the GOA roster compensation rates.   
 
Tabulate Court diversion rates  
 
Consider advocacy issues when determining the composition of the ADRIA Board of Directors  
 
Celebrate recent GOA policy change allowing for solo civil claims mediations for those pursuing ADRIC 
designations 
 
Engage with the Minister of Education on curriculum review 







 
Support the CBA engagement with Law schools 
 
Conduct a comprehensive review of the ADRIA Complaint Resolution policy to enhance public 
protections 
 
Engage LESA on the issue of enhanced mediation training.  Strive to become their source of mediation 
training. 
 
Engage with the HR community to expand ADR awareness, training and designation opportunity. 
 
Engage with the CCHRA to identify Relationship & Conflict Management as a core HR competency (as is 
the case with SHRM)  [Move to later in the year?] 
 
MORE DISCUSSION AND SUGGESTIONS REQUIRED - REFER TO WHITE PAPER ACTION PLAN & MATRIX 
 
 
 
Paul Conway | Executive Director  


 
The Professional Association for Mediators,  
 Arbitrators & ADR Practitioners in Alberta. 


   Over 550 members and still growing! 
 
Check out ADRIA's new Vision, Logo & Website! 


         No Albertan Fears Conflict. 


            Visit: www.adralberta.com 
 


Room CE 223A - Ralph King Athletic Centre 


Concordia University of Edmonton 
Corner of 112th Ave & 73rd Street 
 
Contact details:                fax. (780) 433-9024    
7128 Ada Boulevard, Edmonton AB T5B 4E4 
1-800-232-7214  or  (780) 433-4881 ext. 111 


 
ADRIA has engaged a dedicated team of part-time staff, so 
calls and e-mails are usually returned within 2 business days. 
Calls & visits are best accomodated weekdays from 10am-2pm. 


 
 



http://www.adralberta.com/
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Membership Categories – Across Canada 2014-2017 
Full Member  


Membership 
Category:  Full 


Member 


Regional Fees 
excluding ADRIC 


portion and taxes 


National Fees  
excluding GST 


 


Definitions Benefits (As Outlined in your Affiliate Bylaws or Board policies) 
EXCLUDING ADRIC BENEFITS 


Residency Requirements Other 


BCAMI 2014 -$200 
2015 - $200 
2016 - $200 


 
2014 -$86 
2015- $88 


2016- $89 TBC 


A person who meets all of the Institute's requirements for 
education, training and practical experience for placement on a 
roster.  A Full Member has all the rights and privileges of 
membership, including the right to vote and hold elective office. 


   


ADRIA 2014 - $199  
2015 -  $197 
2016 -$206 
2017 - $206 
 
There is also a $50 
admin fee for 
NEW members 
(although this is 
often waived as a 
marketing or 
promotional 
opportunity) 


2014 -$86 
2015- $88 
2016- $89 
2017 - $89 


An individual whose professional practice, interests or aspirations 
embrace, support, and/or benefit from the provision of ADR 
services in Alberta.  Full membership includes membership in 
ADRIC and full voting rights, and is required for those holding 
professional ADR designations and/or participating on ADRIA 
rosters.  Full members are NOT required to have ADR 
qualifications, experience or an active ADR practice. 


Summarized: 
- enhanced profile and credibility; access to national designations, 
discounted events; directory listing option for those with 
designations; job board notifications; ADRIA newsletters and 
communications; select & appoint opportunities, roster 
opportunities; instructor/coach rosters; use of ADRIA logo; voting 
rights; volunteer and Board opportunities; professional development 
opportunities including advanced training, conferences, leaning 
events, luncheon speakers, online forums and networking events, etc. 


Full ADRIA members are 
Alberta residents unless there 
are confirmed, written reasons 
submitted with the application 
(eg out-of-country, no other 
ADRI Affiliate, active practice 
in Alberta, serving on an ADRIA 
roster, conflict of interest, 
interpersonal conflict, 
etc).  Members of other ADRI 
Affiliates are welcome to take 
ADRIA training without 
purchasing an ADRIA 
membership.  Out-of-province 
applicants are also welcome to 
join ADRIA as Associate 
members, including those who 
are Affiliate members in other 
provinces. 


Updated for 2017 


ADRSK 2014 - $100 
2015 - $100 
2016 - $100 


2014 -$86 
2015- $88 


2016- $89 TBC 


Approved by the ADRSK Board & AGM - Spring 2014:  
Persons who have successfully completed an Institute-approved 
40-hour course in arbitration or mediation (or an equivalent 
arising from experience in arbitration, mediation or alternate 
dispute resolution in Canada) and have their residence or maintain 
an active ADR practice in the Province of Saskatchewan.  Persons 
holding this level of membership shall have voting rights.   


Affiliation to ADRISK & ADRIC + voting rights Must have their residence in, or 
maintain an active ADR practice 
in, the Province of 
Saskatchewan. 


 


ADRIM 2014 - None 
2015 - $100 
2016 - $101 


2014 ($43 cap) 
2015- $88 
2016 -89 


 


    


ADRIO 2014 - $184 
2015 - $195 
2016 - $196 


 
2014 -$86 
2015- $88 


2016- $89 TBC  


Full membership is open to any person engaged in practicing in the 
area of arbitration, mediation or alternate dispute resolution who 
is of good character and reputation, and can satisfy the ADRIO 
Membership Committee that he or she has obtained and 
maintained standards of academic achievement (have successfully 
completed an Institute-approved 40-hour course in arbitration or 
mediation or have equivalent expertise arising from experience in 
the area of arbitration, mediation or alternate dispute resolution 
in Canada) and professional experience consistent with the aims 
and objectives of ADRIO. 


- Free Specialty Interest Section Meetings ;  Special discounts on a wide 
range of professional development opportunities; - Access to the 
ADRIO Members logo; Use of a polished, customizable PowerPoint 
presentation; Electronic delivery of our newsletter, ADR Update; 
Roster calls and work opportunities circulated only to members;  
Notices of jobs and unique work opportunities circulated only to 
members. 
 


 Voting  Privileges. 


IMAQ 
 
(A) 


2014 - $219 
2015 - $219 
2016 - $255 


2014 -$86 
2015- $88 


2016- $89 TBC 


A professional practitioner (mediator and/or arbitrator)  IMAQ professional designation : “certified mediator” and/or  “certified 
arbitrator”; Enhanced credibility; IMAQ Reference services listing 
(website); Discounted events; IMAQ newsletters; Board and 
Committee opportunities; Roster opportunities ; Use of IMAQ logo; 
Voting rights; Networking ; Access to national designations. 


Must have their residence in, 
or maintain an active ADR 
practice in, the Province of 
Quebec 
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Membership 
Category:  Full 


Member 


Regional Fees 
excluding ADRIC 


portion and taxes 


National Fees  
excluding GST 


 


Definitions Benefits (As Outlined in your Affiliate Bylaws or Board policies) 
EXCLUDING ADRIC BENEFITS 


Residency Requirements Other 


IMAQ 
 
(B) 
 


2014 - *$274 /**$1,044 
2015 - *$274 /**$1,044 
2016 - *$274 /**$1,044 


 


 Individual Member working in an organization which he is the sole 
to offer arbitration and/or mediation services (full member): 
 *50 employees or less /  **More than 50 employees  
A professional practitioner (mediator and/or arbitrator). 


Same as Full Member. Same as Full member  


ADRAI 
 
 
 
 


Because of different tax 
rates in various 
provinces:  


2014 
Total fee is 196.15 
NS: 97.25 
NB: 98.97 
NL: 98.97 
PE: 98.11 
 
2015 
NS:  
NB:  
NL:  
PE:  
 
2016 


Total fee for 
2016 will be 
$200 (ADRIC 
plus Atlantic) 
 
ADRIC portion is 
paid from total of 
$200 and the 
balance is the 
Atlantic fee. There 
are different 
provincial HST 
rates.  The 
amount paid for 
local fees will be 
an average of 
$98.54 


 Any practitioner of ADR. - Can apply for accreditation as a C.Med., C.Arb., Q.Med., or Q.Arb; 
Special rates on professional development and educational 
workshops; Connect with other ADR practitioners in the region; Access 
to members only area of website; Contact information, including 
certifications and area of specialty, are listed on website for the 
general public to search; Plus benefits of National Membership. 


 Pro-rated fee for partial year is 
under review. 
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Associate Member  
 


Membership 
Category:  
Associate 


Member or 
Patron 


Regional Fees 
excluding ADRIC 


portion and taxes 


National Fees  
excluding GST 


 


Definitions Benefits (As Outlined in Affiliate Bylaws or Board policies) 
EXCLUDING ADRIC BENEFITS 


Residency Requirements Other 


BCAMI 2014 - $110 
2015 - $110 
2016 - $110 


none A person, or organization/corporation represented by a nominee, 
that has an interest in ADR/Participatory Justice but does not meet 
the qualifications for placement on a roster.   


An Associate Member has all the rights and privileges of membership, 
including the right to vote and to hold elective office. 


  


ADRIA 2014 - $125 
2015 - $125 
2016 - $125 
2017 - $125 
There is also a $50 
admin fee for NEW 
members (although 
this is often waived 
as a marketing or 
promotional 
opportunity) 


none (Primarily for ADRIA learners and those who wish to remain 
connected to Alberta’s ADR community. Those enrolled full time at 
a post-secondary institution in Alberta will instead want to pursue 
the less expensive ADRIA LINK membership for the same benefits)  
 
An individual who supports ADRIA objectives and/or is pursuing 
qualifications as an ADR practitioner through ADRIA, and/or has an 
ADRI membership through another province but wishes to stay 
connected to Alberta’s ADR community. 


Summarized: 
 
- access to ADRIA’s education 
- discounted events 
- ADRIA newsletters 
- networking 
- committee opportunities. 


Same as Full members (open 
to out-of-province members). 


Updated for 2017. 


ADRSK 
 
 


2014 - $135 
2015 - $100 
2016 - $100 


none Approved by the ADRSK Board & AGM - Spring 2014:  
 
Persons supporting the goals and objectives of the Institute and 
interested in arbitration, mediation, or alternate dispute 
resolution.  These persons are resident in Saskatchewan but are 
not active in the field nor possess the requisite degree of training 
and/or experience in ADR.  Persons in this category are 
encouraged to continue their education and progress to the full 
Member level.   


Affiliation to ADRISK. Must be resident of 
Saskatchewan. 


 


ADRIM n/a none     


ADRIO 2014 - $110 
2015 - $116 
2016 - $117 


none Open to all persons of good character and reputation interested in 
the field but have no training in the area of alternate dispute 
resolution, or those who have training but are not practicing in the 
field.  Associate Members have access to ADR Canada discounted 
insurance rates. 


- Specialty Interest Section Meetings; Special discounts on a wide range 
of professional development opportunities;  


 No voting privileges. 


IMAQ 
Associate 
member: 
 


2014: 
 
$112.50 
$360 
$1,130 
$2,230 
 
2016 :  
$150 
$360 
$1,130 
$2,230 
 


none 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


An individual or organization/corporation, that has an interest in 
ADR/Participatory Justice but does not qualify for any other class.  
- Individual Member 
- Organization - less than 50 employees 
- Organization - 50 to 100 employees 
Organization 
 - more than 100 employees 


- Discounted events 
- IMAQ/ newsletter 
- Networking 
- Board and Committee opportunities 
-  


N/A No voting privileges 


ADRAI  N/A N/A N/A N/A  N/A 
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Student Member  
 


Membership 
Category:  
Student 


Regional Fees 
excluding ADRIC 


portion and taxes 


National Fees  
excluding GST 


 


Definitions Benefits (As Outlined in Affiliate Bylaws or Board policies) 
EXCLUDING ADRIC BENEFITS 


Residency Requirements Other 


BCAMI 2014 - $110 
2015 - discontinued 
2016 - n/a 


none     


ADRIA 2016 - $75* 
2017 - $75* 
* the ADRIA LINK 
membership 
category is open to 
more than just 
students.  There is no 
admin fee. 
 


none ADRIA LINK memberships are available to those who have fully or 
temporarily withdrawn from the workforce, either through 
retirement, personal, family or medical circumstances that 
preclude meaningful employment or contract income from any 
sector. Full-time students in a College, University or training 
program qualify for a LINK membership, which includes both 
ADRIA & ADRIC communications and limited benefits. 


Same as the ADRIA Associate membership, but also includes ADRIC 
communications and limited benefits. 
Full details, benefits, eligibility and exclusions on the ADRIA website. 
 


Same as Full members (open 
to out-of-province members). 


Updated for 2017. 


ADRSK 2014 - $25 
2015 - $25 
2016 - $25 


none Self-described. 
Approved by the ADRSK Board & AGM - Spring 2014:  
Persons, within the province of Saskatchewan, who are enrolled in 
full-time studies at a recognized post-secondary institute (e.g.: 
SIAST and its affiliated Regional Colleges, the Universities of Regina 
& Saskatchewan and their Affiliated & Federated Colleges).   


Affiliation to ADRISK Enrolled in full-time studies 
while resident in 
Saskatchewan. 


 


ADRIM 2015 - $50 
2016 - $50 


none     


ADRIO 2014 - $50 
2015 - $53 
2016 - $54 


none Open to persons of good character and reputation who are 
enrolled in full-time studies (i.e., Ph.D., B.A., LL.B.). Student 
Membership is not available to those involved in part-time studies. 


Same as Associate: 
- Specialty Interest Section Meetings 
- Special discounts on a wide range of professional development 
opportunities  
- Electronic delivery of ADR Update 
 


Enrolled in full-time studies in 
Ontario. 


No voting privileges. 


IMAQ 2014 -$82.50 
2015 - $82,50 
2016 -$95 


none An individual who supports IMAQ objectives and is enrolled at 
any post-secondary institution.  


- Discounted events 
-IMAQ/ADRIC newsletter 
--Networking 
-Board and Committee opportunities 
-  
 


N/A No voting privileges 


ADRAI  Category is inactive 
and under review. 


none Must be enrolled in a Certificate Program in Conflict Resolution or 
in a Law program that includes study in ADR. 


- Special rates on professional development and educational 
workshops; 
- Connect with other ADR practitioners in the region; 
- Access to members only area of website; 


 Category is inactive and under 
review. 
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Retired Member  
 


Membership 
Category: 


Retired 
Member 


Regional Fees 
excluding ADRIC 


portion and taxes 


National Fees  
excluding GST 


 


Definition Benefits (As Outlined in Affiliate Bylaws or Board policies) 
EXCLUDING ADRIC BENEFITS 


Residency Requirements Other 


BCAMI 2014 - $75 
2015 - $75 
2016 - $75 


none A member who does not engage in the practice of 
ADR/Participatory Justice for a fee and has given the Institute an 
undertaking not to engage in such practice.   


A Retired Member has all the rights and privileges of membership, 
including the right to vote and hold elective office. 


 


  


ADRIA 2016 - $75* 
2017 - $75* 
* the ADRIA LINK 
membership 
category is open to 
more than just 
students.  There is no 
admin fee. 
 


none ADRIA LINK memberships are available to those who have fully or 
temporarily withdrawn from the workforce, either through 
retirement, personal, family or medical circumstances that 
preclude meaningful employment or contract income from any 
sector.  Full-time students in a College, University or training 
program qualify for a LINK membership, which includes both 
ADRIA & ADRIC communications and limited benefits. 
 
 


Same as the ADRIA Associate membership, but also includes ADRIC 
communications and limited benefits. 
Full details, benefits, eligibility and exclusions on the ADRIA website. 
 


Same as Full members (open 
to out-of-province members). 


Updated for 2017. 


ADRSK 2014 - $40.00 
 Then N/A 
(Bylaw revisions 
eliminated this 
category in favour of 
“Non-Practicing”.) 


none For Patrons over 65 years of age. Affiliation to ADRISK.  Membership amendments at 
Spring ’14 AGM will eliminate 
this category. 


ADRIM n/a      


ADRIO 2014 - $80 
2015 - $84 
2016 - $85 
 


none This category is open to those individuals who have been members 
in good standing of the ADR Institute of Ontario (formerly 
Arbitration and Mediation Institute of Ontario) for at least five 
years, who are at least 65 years of age, and retired from their 
principal occupation. 


Same as Associate: 
- Specialty Interest Section Meetings 
- Special discounts on a wide range of professional development 
opportunities  
- Electronic delivery of ADR Update 
 


 No voting privileges 


IMAQ N/A N/A N/A N/A  N/A 


ADRAI  No fee 
 


No fee Persons who have been members of ADR Atlantic and will not be 
practicing ADR due to retirement. 


- Connect with other ADR practitioners in the region; 
- Access to members only area of website; 
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Corporate Member  
 


Membership 
Category:  
Corporate 
Member 


Regional Fees 
excluding ADRIC 


portion and taxes 


National Fees  
excluding GST 


 


Definitions Benefits (As Outlined in Affiliate Bylaws or Board policies) 
EXCLUDING ADRIC BENEFITS 


Residency Requirements Other 


BCAMI 2014 - $300 
2015 - $300 
2016 - $300 


 A person, or organization/corporation represented by a nominee, 
that has an interest in ADR/Participatory Justice but does not 
meet the qualifications for placement on a roster.   


An Corporate Member has all the rights and privileges of membership, 
including the right to vote and to hold elective office. 


  


ADRIA 
Organizational 
memberships 


For 2017 
$500 - $3000 per 
year plus GST, 
depending on sector 
and/or 
organizational size. 
 
 


 None* 
 
ADRIA organizational 
memberships are 
expected to include a 
complimentary ADRIC 
Associate Corporate 
membership OR a 
discounted ADRIC 
Sustaining Corporate 
membership (*$250)  
 


A corporation, firm, company, organization or government body 
that delivers, supports, encourages and/or accesses ADR/ADRIA 
services, and/or utilizes the services of ADRIA to undertake ADR 
initiatives, and/or embraces ADR resolution mechanisms to 
resolve disputes, and/or has a commitment to demonstrate 
leadership in the field of ADR and wishes to support the aims and 
objectives of ADRIA.  
 
Employee* access to ADRIA training as an employee and employer 
benefit is included without any requirement for the purchase of 
individual memberships. 


 Includes staff, volunteers and Board members  


Summarized: 
- Recognition as an ADR Champion 
- Training and membership discounts 
- Employee/Employer benefit/savings 
- Featured in ADRIA publications and website 
- ADRIA newsletters and communications 
- Annual consultations (ADR, Legal, HR, etc) 
- Use of ADRIA logo 
- Access to sponsorship & advertising opportunities 
- Optional ADRIC affiliation and benefits 


N/A, although geared to 
Alberta-based organizations, 
and of benefit to national or 
international organizations 
that have employees in 
Alberta. 


Updated for 2017: 
 
Government, Non-profits and 
Charities $ 500 
 
1 - 5 employees $ 500 
6 - 15 employees $ 800 
16 - 25 employees $ 1200 
26 - 100 employees $ 2000 
101 - 500 employees $ 2500 
> 500 employees $ 3000 


 


ADRSK N/A N/A Group membership purchase: Offers the Institute opportunities 
to expand our membership and community of practice. Available 
only in the "Full Member” category. Available to Saskatchewan 
based group/organization/corporation/institute purchasing 4 or 
more full memberships on behalf of persons within their 
staff/team. 25% membership discount.  All Full Member criteria 
apply. 


N/A  Membership criteria for Spring 
’14 AGM specifically eliminated 
corporate memberships as the 
focus on membership will be 
around personal connection and 
accountability.  The group 
membership discount is simply a 
pricing mechanism not a 
membership category. 


ADRIM N/A N/A     


ADRIO N/A N/A N/A N/A  N/A 


IMAQ 
Corporate A) 


 
2014: 
$1,800 
(national portion 
included and 
remitted by IMAQ to 
ADRIC) 
2015: $1,810 
2016 : $1,810 
(national portion 
included and 
remitted by IMAQ to 
ADRIC) 
 


 Corporate Member with five (5) professionals or less offering 
mediation and/or arbitration services (full member). 
 
A professional practitioner (mediator and/or arbitrator). 


Same as Full member. Same as Full member  


(IMAQ 
Corporate B) 


2014: 
$2,900 
(national portion 
included and 
remitted by IMAQ to 
ADRIC) 
2015: 
$2,920 
2016 : $2,920 
(national portion 
included and 


 Corporate Member with more than five (5) professionals offering 
mediation and/or arbitration services (full member). 
 
A professional practitioner (mediator and/or arbitrator). 


Same as Full member. Same as Full member  
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remitted by IMAQ to 
ADRIC 


ADRAI  N/A N/A N/A N/A  N/A 


 


Other: Life/Affiliate/Non-Practicing/Group/Past Member/On Approved Leave/Complimentary 
 


Membership 
Category:  
Various 


Regional Fees 
excluding ADRIC 


portion and taxes 


National Fees  
excluding GST 


 


Definition Benefits (As Outlined in Affiliate Bylaws or Board policies) 
EXCLUDING ADRIC BENEFITS 


Residency Requirements Other 


BCAMI 
 
(Life Member) 


N/C  Life Member. No charge. A member who has provided, in the opinion of the Board of Directors, 
distinguished service to the Institute and/or the field of 
ADR/Participatory Justice.  A Life Member has all the rights and 
privileges of membership, but is exempt from paying membership 
dues. 
 


  


ADRIA 
LINK 
memberships 
(Non-
practicing, 
retired, 
medical, 
maternity, full 
time students) 
 
 


2016 - $75 
2017 - $75 
There is no admin 
fee. 


 None ADRIA LINK memberships are available to those who have fully or 
temporarily withdrawn from the workforce, either through 
retirement, personal, family or medical circumstances that 
preclude meaningful employment or contract income from any 
sector.  Full-time students in a College, University or training 
program qualify for a LINK membership, which includes both 
ADRIA & ADRIC communications and limited benefits. 


Same as the ADRIA Associate membership, but also includes ADRIC 
communications and limited benefits. 
Full details, benefits, eligibility and exclusions on the ADRIA website. 


Same as Full members (open 
to out-of-province members). 


Updated for 2017. 


ADRSK 
 
A: Non-
Practicing 
 


 
 
2014 - $40 
2015 - $50 
2016 - $50 


 Non-practicing: Persons resident in Saskatchewan who have been 
members in good standing of the Institute for at least three years, 
who support the goals and objectives of the Institute, and are 
either retired or otherwise on leave from their ADR practice. 


 Non-practicing:  Resident in 
Saskatchewan. 
 


 


ADRIM N/A      


ADRIO N/A N/A N/A N/A  N/A 


IMAQ 
(Institutional 
Mediator) 


$200 N/A Persons (non-certified members) who mainly perform mediation 
functions within a department, a public or parapublic body or an 
administrative tribunal, provincial or federal jurisdiction that do 
not meet the requirements for being certified mediator, or, by 
meeting these conditions, do not wish to be certified and 
registered with the IMAQ Reference Service 


IMAQ professional designation : “institutional mediator”; Enhanced 
credibility; Discounted events; IMAQ newsletters; Board and 
Committee opportunities; Use of IMAQ logo; Voting rights; 
Networking   


 N/A 


ADRAI 
 
(Other:  
Past Member) 


No fee No fee Persons who have been members of ADR Atlantic and who decide 
to leave active members. 


Listed for free as past members (inactive) for one year after their 
membership has not been renewed. After one year, their profile will 
be archived and they will no longer be listed on the website. If the 
person continues to offer ADR services but declines to maintain 
membership then ADRAI will archive their profile immediately. 


  


ADRAI 
(Other:  
On Approved 
Leave) 


No fee No fee Persons who have been members of ADR Atlantic and will not be 
practicing ADR for a period of time due to a specific circumstance 
(i.e. prolonged illness or parental leave). 


- Connect with other ADR practitioners in the region; 
- Access to members only area of website; 


  


ADRAI 
(Other: 
Administrative 
Complimentary 
Membership 


No fee No fee Persons who work with our provide admin support to ADRAI or 
Board members. 


- Connect with other ADR practitioners in the region; 
- Access to members only area of website; 


  


 





